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EMCUK 2007
16 - 17th October

The Racecourse, Newbury

Organised By:
Nutwood UK Limited, Eddystone Court, De Lank Lane, St Breward, Bodmin, Cornwall PL30 4NQ

Tel: +44 (0)1208 851530   Fax: +44 (0)1208 850871 Email: info@emcuk.co.uk  Web: www.emcuk.co.uk

Keep up to date with the new directives, components, test techniques,
test equipment and latest EMC modelling software.

Over 60 companies with experts on their stands that can give you the
free advice you need.

Plus a full Conference Programme,  IEEE Demos and
FREE Exhibitor Workshops.

Entrance to Exhibition is Free, as is the masses of parking.

Full one day training course
‘Electronic Fundamentals for Good EMC’

Delegates will hear from two of the most respected authorities in the field,
Keith Armstrong of Cherry Clough Consultants & Tim Williams of Elmac
Services. Mechanical, PCB, interface and circuit design strategies will all

be covered.

Special Fee of just £127.00 plus VAT, including excellent lunch, tea and
coffee breaks and a full copy of the EMCUK Conference Proceedings.

Book your Conference Place Now!
Booking form and full information can be found

from page 53 onwards
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Next Issue

CE Mark
 Meeting Report

The CE Mark – what does it mean?
Your chance to discuss

The EMC Directive 2004/108 is a new approach directive and the new
approach introduced CE marking.  The new approach has been with us
for 20 years so we all know all about it? Well perhaps not.  Amongst the
questions is “What does the CE mark imply?   And who is it  intended
for?  Many believe that other questions related to the implementation
of the EMCD require exploration.

Does the CE mark apply only at the moment of placing the products on
the market?  Or for the whole life of the product?  Does it make a
difference what type of product we are considering?  Should fixed
installations be treated differently to apparatus?  Is there a uniform
interpretation across the EU Member States?

These and a myriad of other questions need to be answered.

The EMCIA and EMCTLA are in discussion with BERR to hold a
meeting in London,  probably during November, date and venue to be
decided.  Its purpose to try to find some answers to these questions and
to draft a UK position that can be forwarded to the EU Commission for
consideration at the next EMC Working Party.

If you would like to become involved in this meeting (participation
Free and including lunch) and kept involved with announcement of
Date and Venue, please email your interest to emcd@nutwooduk.co.uk
or Dave Imeson, d_imeson@btconnect.com

EMCUK 2007

We thank our Sponsors:

the         journal

The EMC Journal September 2007
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News and Information

The QinetiQ Electromagnetic Environmental
Services (EMES) Group is very pleased to
announce that the HIRF course is back in the
UK.  It is being held at QinetiQ, Cody
Technology Park, Farnborough, Hants,
GU14 0LX.

We are also delighted to welcome the return
of Prof. Nigel Carter who will be our lead
trainer for the course and who has over 40
years of aircraft EMC experience. Prof.
Carter will be accompanied by other key
speakers from the CAA, QinetiQ and other
Industry partners. As always live
demonstrations of test techniques and actual
examples will be provided.

If you are interested in the stringent
electromagnetic certification requirements for
modern aircraft and avionics systems,
including EM immunity requirements (such
as HIRF) and test techniques then this
workshop is for you.

The workshop content has been modified this
year to serve a growing interest in military
aircraft certification requirements and has
been re-branded as the Aircraft

Aircraft Electromagnetic Certification Workshop
(formerly the HIRF Course)

27th, 28th & 29th November 2007

Professor Nigel Carter
Electromagnetic Certification Workshop
(AECW) 2007. A visit to the UK’s centre of
excellence for military aircraft release located
at Boscombe Down, a tour of the UK’s largest
reverberation chamber and full workshop
notes will be included within the delegate fee.

To register your interest in attending
AECW’07 please e-mail:
emcfocus@qinetiq.com or call the EMES
business group on +44 (0) 1252 392612.

Spectrum Control appoints a
new Representative for UK

and Ireland

Spectrum Control has appointed Midas
Components Ltd. as its Representative for its
EMC component products, covering the UK
and Ireland. This appointment has been made
following the retirement of Alex Tennant, the
UK & Ireland Sales Manager at the end of
September.

Midas Components, located in Gt Yarmouth,
has been an ISO 9001:2000 Distributor for
Spectrum Control since 2000. As their
Representative, Spectrum Control is
confident that its Customers will benefit from
the support provided by the experienced
Midas team and the extensive stock of its
components already in place. All technical,
commercial and logistical matters relating to
Spectrum Control RFI and EMC component
sales into the UK and Ireland will be co-
ordinated by Midas Components.

For further information, contact Dick Wedon
on tel: +44 (0)1493 602602, email:
dick@midascomponents.co.uk. or Franz
Bäumler on tel: +49 912279520, email:
baeumler@spectrumcontrol.com

TÜV Product Service worked with the MoD
sponsor to produce the new Ministry of
Defence, Def Stan 59-411 issue 1 on
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC). As a
result of TÜV Product Service’s expertise in
EMC testing, it also became the lead author
for Parts 1 and 4 covering Management and
Planning plus Platform and System Tests and
Trials. TÜV Product Service has since
become the first laboratory to gain UKAS
accreditation (test laboratory no 0141) to
carry out testing to this latest Defence
Standard.

The new Def Stan 59-411 supersedes Def
Stan 59-41 and other EMC-related Defence
Standards and updates, and consolidates
seven EMC-related Defence Standards.

TÜV Product Service is now fully equipped
to assist with site surveys, gap analysis, risk
assessment studies and compliance testing of
modified designs. We have comprehensive
screened room test facilities in accordance
with Def Stan 59-411 Part 3 and can also
undertake in situ testing and trials at clients’
premises.
 
For more information please contact TÜV
Product Service on 01489 558100 or email
info@tuvps.co.uk

TÜV Product Service – First to
add UK Def Stan 59-411 to its

scope of accreditation

ENVIRON have launched a new web-based
EcoDesign Best Practice Club for Medical
Devices (www.Medical-EcoDesign.com).
The Club is based on the new International
Standard IEC 60601-1-9: Environmentally
Conscious Design of Medical Electrical
Equipment. Global verification, testing and
certification company SGS (www.SGS.com)
has reviewed ENVIRON’s EcoDesign and
Product Stewardship process and procedures
and has confirmed that they are suitable for
a company to use to prepare for certification
to the IEC 60601-1-9 standard.

IEC 60601-1-9 is focussed on medical
electrical equipment, but ENVIRON has
developed ‘best practice’ web-based
processes and procedures which can assist
all medical device manufacturers to gain
tangible business benefits from EcoDesign
and Product Stewardship. The practical
integration of ENVIRON’s process and
procedures into the New Product Design
process has been tested by leading global
medical device manufacturer Smiths Medical
(www.Smiths-Medical.com). Smiths
Medical is planning to roll out ENVIRON’s
process and procedures across all sites world-
wide.

The format and delivery of the Club was
developed following extensive consultation

with leading European medical device trade
associations. The Club provides training and
support to medical device manufacturers to
use the web-based processes and procedures
to:
• manage compliance with environmental

product legislation (WEEE, RoHS,
REACH, Batteries, Packaging etc)

•  integrate EcoDesign and Product
Stewardship processes and procedures
into New Product Design processes

Visit the URL http://www.medical-
ecodesign.com/webcasts/overview/ to view
a webcast demonstration of how logging into
www.Medical-EcoDesign.com would
become an integral part of the company’s
New Product Development process.

Once member companies have completed the
training, the web-based system issues e-mail
alerts to signpost members to new or updated
items on the web database. For example, that
a new webcast or guidance note has been
produced to explain a new item of product
environmental legislation, new EcoDesign
technique, additional information on
selecting greener materials, etc. Logging into
the web database ensures that members can
keep abreast with all the latest product
environmental regulatory and EcoDesign
developments.

New EcoDesign Best Practice Club for Medical Devices

The EMC Journal September 2007
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News and Information

Schaffner announces the appointment of
Michael Watson as their UK Distribution
Manager. Michael brings nearly 30 years of
Sales and Marketing experience in the
electronics industry to his new role at
Schaffner.

From his most recent role, at Omron
Electronic Components as a European
Marketing Manager, Michael brings a wealth
of knowledge about international distribution
and a commercial understanding of the
electronics industry.

Paul Dixon, MD of Schaffner Ltd. comments.
“Michael will manage and develop our
existing distribution business and create new
ideas to help grow our already successful
distribution network. With our distributors
taking a more active role in designing-in our
products this appointment confirms our
commitment to offer maximum support to our
distribution sales teams.”

Married with a young family Michael enjoys
family activities, good food, wine and travel.

He is also keen all aspects of motor sport and
especially of Moto GP.

For more information on all of Schaffner’s
market leading EMC components and added
value services visit www.schaffner.com or
call  0118 9770070.

New Appointment To Grow Distribution Sales at Schaffner

Perancea, the electronics shielding and
enclosures specialist, is announcing its
appointment as a representative for
Hammond Manufacturing, taking on sales for
the brand’s enclosures. Perancea has also
appointed Mike West, previously of
Hammonds, as an enclosure specialist sales
representative for the South East & Home
Counties region.

“This appointment by Hammond
Manufacturing is a major move for
Perancea,” says Peter Hendrick, Managing
Director, “bringing Hammond into our fold
to fully complement our range of enclosures
and electronics packaging solutions
especially for RFI/EMI and EMC
applications. The further appointment of
Mike is a bonus with his extensive knowledge
of the industry and its technologies, and in

particular the Hammond range. Our portfolio
with the addition of Hammond enclosures is
now second to none to solve any enclosure
or packaging problem according to exacting
requirements on quality and price, with
options to effectively meet customer
budgets.”
www.perancea.com

AR RF/Microwave
Instrumentation Names Nic du

Toit Engineering Manager

AR RF/Microwave Instrumentation has
announced the appointment of Nic du Toit
to the post of Engineering Manager. Mr. du
Toit will assume responsibility for all aspects
of product development, configuration
management, and technical support.

A cum laude graduate of South Africa’s
University of Stellenbosch, with a Masters
of Science degree in Engineering, du Toit has
lectured in RF and Microwave Engineering
at the University; he also worked in South
Africa’s defense industry, creating EW
receivers; and managed sales and technical
support for a South African company before
coming to the U.S.

Mr. du Toit is looking forward to his role at
AR, in which he says he will be “developing
killer products and leading a winning
engineering team to even greater heights.”
www.ar-worldwide.com

Perancea takes on Hammond Enclosures
& New Area Sales Representative
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News and Information
Letter to the Editor

Dear Sir,
The ‘Banana Skin’ item on page 14 of Issue
71, ‘Hidden cost of power quality’, calls
attention to the existence of a de jure national
requirement,  Regulation G5/4-1, outside of
the EMC Directive and its associated
standards.

Readers should be assured that products
complying with IEC/EN 61000-3-2 and IEC/
EN 61000-3-3, or IEC/EN  61000-3-11 and
IEC EN 61000-3-12 for equipment above 16
A/phase (or, for  really high-power equipment
above 75 A/phase, the recommendations in
IEC  TR61000-3-4 and IEC TR61000-3-5 are
followed), are most unlikely to  result in a
violation of the provisions of G5/4-1, which
applies to  installations, not products.

G5/4-1 can be obtained for a surprising
amount of money through the  search page:
h t tp : / /www.ena-eng.org /ENA-Docs /
eadocs.asp?WCI=SearchResults

Perhaps the Energy Networks Association
should reflect that BSI, for  example, charges
for its standards because it’s in the business
of  making and selling standards, but ENA is
not - it’s in the business of  distributing
electricity and gas. It is in ENA’s interest that
G5/4-1  should be complied with, so
providing it as a free download would make
a  lot of sense.

Yours faithfully,
J M Woodgate

...News...Desk...

If you would like more information on joining the EMCIA, log on to the website or email
emcia@emcia.org.

Link Microtek, the UK’s leading supplier of
non-ionising RF safety instrumentation
products and services, has been certified by
the Institution of Engineering & Technology
(IET) as a provider of RF safety training.

Link’s training courses are already recognised
by UK telecoms operators and broadcasters,
and the IET endorsement means that other
potential customers can be confident that they
will be receiving professional training from
a competent organisation.

To achieve IET certification, the company’s
personnel and procedures had to undergo
rigorous vetting to demonstrate issues such
as the competence of its trainers, how the
trainers themselves are trained, how the
company keeps up to date with new issues,
how it obtains and assesses customer
feedback and how training material is
documented.

Link Microtek is anticipating increased
demand for its training courses in the next
few years, as the forthcoming EMF Directive
stipulates that training will be required for
any employee who may be exposed to risks
from EMFs. As well as affecting telecoms
workers, this will apply to those using, for
example, medical scanners, military systems
or industrial equipment for induction heating
or RF welding.

The IET endorsement covers Link’s training
courses on RF radiation awareness, basic
measurements and survey techniques, which
are generally held at the company’s
headquarters in Basingstoke but can be
provided at customers’ premises if required.

For more details, visit www.linkmicrotek.com

Link Microtek receives IET certification for RF safety training

EMCIA resigns from UKEA
Having joined the UKEA in February, the Executive Committee of the EMCIA decided

that the agenda was not of sufficient benefit to the EMCIA members or to the Electronics
Industry in general.

Christmas Lunch
If you are looking to join the EMCIA, you are welcome to join us as our guest for our
Christmas lunch meeting.  Just email Pam at emcia@emcia.org and she will send you

further details.

EMCUK Exhibition
See us on Stand 56 at EMCUK 2007.  See pages 53 onwards.

EMCIA Sponsor e-legacy Awards
Investment in Training Award for the most innovative training scheme or programme.

Finalists: Amplicon - Supplementary Training;  International Rectifier - Powertech
Training Learning Centre;  National Semiconductor - Engineering courses; Remploy -

Internal Training.

Read the nominations in full and vote online at www.epdonthenet.net/e-legacy

The EMC Journal September 2007
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News and Information

From their new EMC testing facilities at
Silverstone Circuit, Northants, 3C Test
Limited are delighted to announce being
granted VCA Technical Service status and
UKAS accreditation for Whole Vehicle
Testing.

The brand new 10m Semi Anechoic Chamber
can accommodate large and heavy vehicles
as well as standard passenger vehicles.  The
chamber enables EMC testing to be carried
out for both emissions and immunity,
eliminating the need to move the vehicle,
resulting in reduced set up times and therefore
reduced costs.

3C Test has tested products for the
automotive market for many years, utilising
experienced EMC engineers with specific
automotive expertise.  Committed to the
automotive industry, 3C Test has recently
invested £1.5m+ on a brand new EMC
facility at the home of British Motorsport,
Silverstone Circuit.

3C Test can offer whole vehicle EMC testing
and subsystem EMC testing to the following

specifications:

• 2004/104/EC as amended by 2005/83/EC
and 2006/28/EC – motor vehicles

      and trailers
• 97/24/EC – Two and three wheeled

vehicles
• BS EN 13309 – Construction machinery
• ISO 13766 – Earth moving machinery.
• BS EN ISO 14982 – Agricultural and

forestry machinery

The above specifications are in addition to
3C Test’s already comprehensive automotive
and commercial testing capabilities.

VCA approval enables 3C Test to conduct
unwitnessed EMC Testing to the latest
Automotive Directive 2006/28/EC.

3C Test’s 10m Chamber:
Dimensions: 18.2m (l) x 12.7m (w) x 8.1m (h)
Doors:  4m x 4m
Turntable: 4m Diameter
Floor Loading: 20 tonnes (5 tonne turntable)

3C Test is approved by UKAS for the
Automotive EMC Laboratory Recognition
Program (AEMCLRP) ensuring quality EMC
testing for automotive component and
subsystem.  AEMCLRP demonstrates
compliance with the quality system and
technical requirements of ISO 17025 and its
own quality policies and procedures.
Accreditation has been gained through onsite
assessment and demonstration of proficiency
in EMC testing.

To book your vehicle testing, please contact
us on tel: +44 (0) 1327 857500, or email
sales@3ctest.co.uk or to find out more see
our website: www.3ctest.co.uk.

3C Test Ltd gains approval for Whole Vehicle Testing

Rainford EMC Systems Ltd have appointed
Garry Perren as their European Sales &
Marketing Manager.

After an impressive first year of business
preceding the Management Buy Out Rainford
have significant plans for expansion. John
Noonan (Managing Director) stated, having
already successfully extended our business
to Asia and India, it is also very important to
grow our business in our more established
regions.  Plans were drawn up at a very early
stage to recruit an individual who was well
established within our core EMC business
field.  Garry’s experience within the Test and
Measurement arena will be a real asset to
Rainford’s existing expertise.

John Noonan (Managing Director)
Rainford EMC Systems welcomes Garry
Perren to the team as European Sales &

Marketing Manager.

New Marketing Manager for Rainford EMC Systems

EMCUK 2007

Book your place at the
Conference.

It’s not too late.

See pages 56 -59 for the
Conference Programme &

Booking Form
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Spacecraft interference experiences from Mark Simpson
• Programs that cut corners usually cut too many and run into serious trouble with interference
• Checklists are very helpful in preventing missing following one or more good EMC design rules
• Most interference problems that have occurred could have been caught by using highly skilled and experienced engineers
• Many engineers have experience limited to a handful of programs, and most problems occur when an engineer works on a

program with more stringent and complex requirements than they are familiar with
• Most programs use requirements and units from last program: ‘Built to boilerplate’, hope it works, test and patch when it

inevitably doesn’t work
• Heritage (legacy) claims of ‘no problems’ are almost always wrong – only a small percentage of problems make it back to

current program people (This approach is sometimes called ‘proven in use – Editor)
• Some failures have been serious, e.g. transmitters jamming sensors; jammed command receivers; premature deployment;

failure to deploy
• Over the past 12 years, 7 programs have each taken more than a year to fix their interference problems
• Most programs have operational problems caused by interference
• ESD from spacecraft charging continues to plague programs – sometimes only discovered after several vehicles have been

launched
• One program had to be cancelled due to EMI
• A payload had to be turned off because it caused massive interference
• I have personally saved several programs from complete mission loss due to interference problems
• Independent EMC oversight saves programs
• Using my ‘lessons learned’ will help you save your program
(From “Speaking the Unspeakable: The Role of Independent Oversight”, Mark Simpson, presented at the Workshop session on
“Aerospace EMC at the Centennial of Flight”, IEEE 2004 International EMC Symposium, Santa Clara, CA, August 2004,ISBN
(CD-ROM) 0-7803-8444-X, IEEE reference: 04CH37559C .)

medical equipment. Patients are generally
not warned which home equipment
should, or should not, be used in
proximity of the medical device. In the
home setting EMI from many intentional
and unintentional emitters can result in
faulty operation of the medical device
and possibly lead to grave consequences
for the home care patient.

According to the signage in the hospitals
we have visited, iPods™, Gameboys™
and even the Gameboy™ Advance DS
(with wireless) are not banned. Especially
in a Childrens’ Hospital kids will play
with these games or listen to their iPod™
to pass the time while undergoing lengthy
tests and procedures. Air Lines know that
these devices should not be used during
critical operations. Now we are proving
that the same applies to Hospitals, Home

Care and Doctor’s Offices.
(Extracted from “Electrocardiogram
(ECG) Susceptibility to Interference from
Popular Electronic Devices”, Matthew
Pinchuk Meland and Anthony Dedes,
IEEE EMC Society Newsletter, Winter
2007 (they mean Winter 2006!), Issue
212, pages 64-66, www.emcs.org.
Also see: http://uk.reuters.com/article/
t e c h n o l o g y N e w s /
idUKN1048845320070510 and
Conformity, July 26 2007,
www.conformity.com.)

Interference causes poisoning of
patient
European medical device regulations
state mandatory limits at a distance of
10m, these measurements are performed
in far field conditions. However, in many
medical scenarios it is difficult to avoid
the presence of EMI sources too close to
sensitive equipment, and this situation is
not covered by the standards.

Regarding the EMI that are not coming
from medical devices, a typical situation
is the use of a mobile phone inside
medical facilities. There are several
reports about medical problems
attributed to the use of a mobile phone
near a medical device: Hann in [4] reports
the poisoning of a patient by an overdose
of epinephrine prompted by the
malfunction of an infusion pump due to
a cellular phone call received by a family
member.

Continued on page 18

ECG susceptibility to
Gameboy™, iPod Nano™, cellphones,
etc.
This experiment investigates the
susceptibility of an ECG machine to
emissions from unintentional emitters
such as Gameboy™, iPod Nano™, and
intentional emitters such as a Cell Phone,
Portable 2.4GHz Phone, Portable
5.8GHz Phone, and walkie-talkie.
Experiments were conducted both in a
“lab” and hospital environments. The
authors demonstrate that all of the above
popular electronic devices can interfere
with an electrocardiogram (ECG) and
corrupt the readings.

Heartbeat changes ranging from 14 to 28
beats per minute were recorded due to
EMI from these devices. Although
doctors and Medical Technicians have
been alerted to the possibility of
interference from intentional emitters,
they are generally unaware that popular
unintentional emitters can corrupt their
equipment. These results clearly illustrate
the need for including both intentional
and unintentional emitters in the EMI
control of hospitals, medical offices and
home care environments.

Home care is becoming more and more
common, and people are relying on
medical equipment for either monitoring,
medicating or relieving medical
conditions. Generally people are not
aware of the possibility that popular
electronic devices can interfere with their

Banana Skins
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Banana Skins are kindly compiled for us by
Keith Armstrong.
If you have any interesting contributions that
you would like included please send them to
the Editor together with the source of the
information:  editor@nutwood.eu.com
Although we have used a rather light hearted
cartoon in which to draw attention to the
column this in no way is intended to trivialise
the subject.   Malfunctions due to incorrect
EMC procedures could be life threatening.

Banana Skins

[4] In-Hei Hahn, David Schnadower,
Richard J Dakin and Lewis S. Nelson
“Cellular phone interference as a cause
of acute epinephrine poisoning” Annals
of Emergency Medicine, Volume 46, no.
3: September 2005. pp 298-299.
(Extracts from “Medical Equipment
Immunity Assessment by Time Domain
Analysis”, Mireya Fernández-Chimeno,
Miguel Ángel García-González and
Ferran Silva, 2007 IEEE International
Symposium on Electromagnetic
Compatibility, 8-13 July 2007, Honolulu,
Hawaii, ISBN: 1-4244-1350-8, IEEE
EMC Society: http://www.ewh.ieee.org/
soc/emcs.)

Modern spacecraft – Antique
specifications
Spacecraft now and of the future are
being controlled by EMC requirements
of the past. Little has been done by the
launch vehicle/spacecraft manufacturers
to abandon MIL-STD-461C which was
released in 1986 because most of the
electronics equipment being used aboard
current launch vehicles is approved by
similarity and heritage to MIL-STD-
461C and its predecessors. Twenty years
later these electronic equipment items are
still not tested to today’s MIL-STD-461E
requirements because there is a risk that
the items will fail to meet the
requirements and thus the cost will
increase if it becomes necessary to
redesign the equipment. That cost is
insignificant compared with the cost of
losing an entire mission!

In the 20 years that have elapsed since
MIL-STD-461C was released, the EMC
environment has undergone major
changes. High speed digital devices have
been created that have fundamental clock
and bus frequencies that span the entire
LV/SC frequency range from the UHF
Band Flight Termination Systems through
S-Band telemetry and C-Band tracking
transponders. Personnel involved in
ground operations can carry and use hand
held transceivers and cellular telephones
close by sensitive electronics equipment.
There are now many more orbiting
receivers and emitters, plus range assets
have increased dramatically since 2001.
It’s way past time to bring requirements
up-to-date!

It is important to note that daily KSC
(Kennedy Space Center) monitoring has
detected levels from off site emitters that
are theoretically beyond the horizon and
at times detected levels higher than the

theoretical free space maximum. This is
possibly due to multipath and
atmospheric ducting effects.

The vehicle may fly closer to an emitter
during launch and thus be exposed to
higher field levels than it is exposed to
on the launch pad. There are also
downrange emitters that can cause strong
fields at the vehicle. In this case the
trajectory of the vehicle must be
considered. Data bases that are developed
by the Joint Spectrum Center are used to
determine these levels. The Launch
Services Program has recently funded
Aerospace to predict ascent field levels
for each mission based on the flight
trajectory.

In addition, once the spacecraft separates
from the vehicle the on-orbit fields must
be considered if it will be in a near earth
orbit. It is common for tracking radars to
use spacecraft as targets of opportunity
and field levels from both US and other
emitters can be as high as 100’s of  volts/
meter. Additionally there are other
extremely high level emitters (over the
horizon back scatter RADAR, etc.) that
produce levels in the 1000’s of V/m that
SC trajectories may inadvertently cross.
Table 3 shows the worst case ascent and
on-orbit field levels being specified in the
proposed MIL-STD- 1541B. Some of the
emitters reflected in this table such as
Cband tracking radars are mitigated,
however some can not be, especially
foreign emitters.

TABLE 3. SUGGESTED RF
SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVELS

AEROSPACE RPT TOR-2005(8583)-1
Table 6.16c1-1. RFI Susceptibility
Verification Levels (V/m) for worst
case (Polar) Orbit, Any Launch Area

*Superscripts 1 – 9 refer to notes in
AEROSPACE RPT TOR-2005(8583)-1
BOLD EF levels are the recommended
design and verification levels for LV/SC
(Extracts from: “Modern Spacecraft –
Antique Specifications”, Ron Brewer,
Launch Service Program, Analex
Corporation, IEEE International
Symposium on EMC, Portland, OR, USA,
August 14-18 2006, ISBN: 1-4244-0294-
8/06.)

 Equipotential design of systems
Using the original concept, the system
failed for EFT testing at 1kV in a
capacitive coupling clamp. The reason
was that the distributed control units and
the central screen were connected using
screened cables, but the screen was
terminated at both ends by a pigtail
connection. By changing the screen
termination into a low impedance
connection, mounted directly at the
chassis entrance of the modules, the EFT
test passed up to 5kV.

The failure of temperature sensors has
been found many times in practice,
always with similar reasons of failing: no
good equipotential reference over the
complete system. Typical for a set of
sensors and transducers is the fact that
they are very distributed over larger
systems. Because in some cases the
termination at both ends of a screened
cable causes problems, the screen is not
terminated at all, or only at one side.
Which does not really offer a good
protection at common mode level of
interference, and certainly no more at
higher frequencies of the ambient noise.

Most of the problems are occurring
because subparts of a larger system are
not well interconnected. In this case, the
problem can be solved by ‘insulating’ the
sensor itself (ex. by using optocoupled
systems, or differential mode signal
transmission), and by connecting the
screen of the cable in a good way to the
chassis as the incoming point of the
central control unit. For safety reasons,
special care must be taken for PE
requirements, ending sometimes in an
extra (parallel to the cable screen) PE
wire connection.(Extracts from:
“Equipotential Design of Systems:
Examples from Practicing”, J Catrysse,
W Debaets, N Dediene, EMC Europe
2000, 4th European Symposium on EMC,
Technologisch Instituut vzw, Brugge, 11-
15 Sept 2000, ISBN: 90-76019-14-2.)
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LED lamps and luminaires
Luminaires (not ‘luminaries’!) are Euro-English for ‘lighting
fittings’. The growth of this type of product is extremely rapid,
comparable to that of PCs in the 1990s. Such rapid growth is not
a welcome event for EMC and safety experts, because it takes
time for standards to be produced, and that is a difficult process
anyway while technologies are evolving rapidly. Standards should
not be based on ephemeral techniques that may be abandoned
after only a few months.

The EMC emission standards in question are CISPR 15/EN 55015
and IEC/EN 610003-2. For immunity, it is likely that at least one
new standard is required, because LEDs are quite good at rectifying
low radio frequencies and reproducing any amplitude modulation
as flicker. On the other hand, the need for a carefully-controlled
supply current suggests that immunity from flicker due to
amplitude-modulation of the mains supply or voltages
superimposed on it (any or all of IEC 61000-4-8, -16, -17 and 29)
may be a issue, especially if the bad practice of routing the two
conductors to a luminaire over different paths, thus creating a
loop of significant area, is followed.

It appears that quite rapid progress is occurring in CISPR/F, the
committee responsible for high-frequency (above 9 kHz) EMC
emissions for lighting equipment, but progress is slower in IEC
SC77A, responsible for emissions below 9 kHz. Since many of
the same people are involved, something probably has to take
priority, and the high-frequency issue is taken as more pressing.

What has been largely agreed is that the provisions for discharge
lamps are not applicable to LEDs.  As a result, no low-frequency
emission limits apply to  LED lamps and luminaires with an active
power input less than 25 W. Furthermore, LEDs fed from a DC
supply are not expected to emit any electromagnetic energy (except
light and radiant heat!), so are EMC-benign and attract no limits.

The situation with regard to SMPS feeding LEDs is more
uncertain.  While lighting equipment in general has a very high
potential impact for causing voltage distortion on supply networks,
it may be difficult to argue that SMPS for lighting should have
tighter limits than SMPS for PCs and TVs, which also have a
very high potential impact.

This discloses an anomaly in IEC/EN 61000-3-2, which divides
products into classes according to their potential impact on the
voltage distortion of the supply mains. Classes A (household
appliances and anything not specifically in another class), B
(portable tools)  and D (PCs, displays and TVs) have one set of
limits each, but Class C (lighting equipment) adopts the Class A
limits in some cases, the Class D limits in others and two sets of
specific Class C limits in yet other cases. This can cause
‘demarcation disputes’ and  if LED equipment needs yet further
limits, the situation will become even more confusing.

Down under
As I write, the very important CISPR/TC77 meetings in Australia
are a few days off yet.  The outcome of the CISPR meetings is
unpredictable, because there has been a General Post among
committee officers as a result of the retirement of the President
(Peter Kerry, late of the Radiocommunciations Agency) and other
chairmen.

One important issue is that of controlling the enthusiasm of CISPR/
A to produce new methods of measurement when they have not
been asked for by other committees. Another is ‘uncertainty’: I
suspect that everyone agrees that EMC measurements are uncertain
enough already…. What happened is that an edict came down for
the Olympian Heights of IEC that every committee should address
uncertainty in their documents.  In the case of CISPR and TC77,
that would potentially have caused chaos, with every committee
and sub-committee writing a  different text and perhaps using the
myriad technical terms in the field in different ways.  CISPR 16-
1-4 already addresses uncertainty in an exhaustive manner, but is
highly mathematical. The relevant UK committee agreed that while
it is the reference document, a much more practically-oriented
document (‘EMC uncertainty for highly-intelligent dummies’) is
required.

What will happen about ESD? Moves to change IEC 61000-4-2
have been opposed, and the current standard seems to give results
that reflect field experience, although it might, perhaps,  be too
stringent; it’s difficult to test that! Nevertheless, the standard can
be criticized on technical grounds.

Another interesting point is the maintenance of CISPR 17, a
standard that is not well known. It’s about measuring and
specifying  mains filters, and it’s actually quite important, because
these filters are not cheap and you want them to work properly.
It’s important to measure the performance between realistic source
and load impedances, rather than 50 ohms, which usually gives a
very optimistic result for the attenuation.

In the low-frequency range (below 9 kHz), the LED issues
addressed above will probably not be discussed at Plenary level;
it’s too soon.  There is also the question of badly-designed SMPS
with APC, that operate in a half-wave rectification mode over
part of their mains voltage range. This results in even-harmonic
and DC emission currents, but there are no limits on DC emission
in IEC 61000-3-2 and no even-harmonic limits in Table 3 (applying
to Class D and some Class C equipment). There is a further
complication in that EMC tests are done at ‘nominal’ mains
voltage, and the effect may occur only with higher mains voltages.
The DC emissions can cause de-sensitization of RCCBs, acoustic
noise from, and overheating of, power transformers, especially
toroids, and corrosion in supply wiring.  So Something Should be
Done, but is it a matter for SC77A (as an EMC issue), or TC108
(as a safety issue) or SC22E (as an undesirable feature of SMPS)?

The early drafts of CISPR 32 and CISPR 35 (to replace CISPR
13, 20, 22 and 24) attracted huge numbers of comments form
National Committees.  The draft CISPR 32 suffered from a poor
editorial standard, which was unexpected, but new editors were
involved. Editing is not by any means a skill that every EMC
expert possesses, but a poorly-worded draft can delay progress
for many months.

J. M. Woodgate B.Sc.(Eng.), C.Eng. MIET MIEEE FAES
FInstSCE
Email:desk@nutwood.eu.com
Web: www.jmwa.demon.co.uk
©©©©© J.M.Woodgate 2007
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Pro-term are launching a new
range of cable glands with features
and performance new to the EMC
market.
The Pro-term range of braid
termination glands is called the
‘Spring-clamp’ system.
The high performance, versatile and
waterproof (IP68) braid termination
gland makes it ideal for:
• EMC product
• Marine use
• Telecoms
• Railways/transport
• General/industrial
The new ‘patent pending’ EMC
glands are primarily of plastic
construction with a Nickel plated
brass core to carry the RF energies.
Any good EMC engineer will know
that only a full 360o braid
termination with tight clamping or
high friction will give optimum
shield to product RF continuity
performance, this new product
range is the very best achievable
(<1 milliohm).
The termination of the braid to the
brass housing is via a twin torsion
spring.
The advantage of the plastic outer
is that it can be used on double
insulated enclosures/product
without compromise and in mass
production quantities can be colour
coordinated to suit product. The
standard colour is a neutral mid-
grey.
Another unique feature is that the
male grounding body has fine teeth
to act as an integral gasket bedding
into the conductive surface of the
product or panel.
If the inner brass body is rotated
during installation then the teeth
bite into metal surfaces and will bite
past painted surfaces, if the inner
surface is a thin or delicate (sprayed
copper or similar) then the outer

body can be rotated so that the teeth
simply bed into the conductive
surface without rotation.
The ‘Spring-clamp’ cable gland
will efficiently ground all types of
braids or cable shields including:
• Overall shield braid
• Double overall shield braids
• Individual and/or any of the

above
• Foil wrap and or any of the

above
For anything other than overall
shield a braid sock kit is required.
The new range covers cable sizes
(over jacket) 3mm up to 21mm
diameter.
Features in bullet point
• 360o braid grounding (double

clamping)
• Will terminate all types of

shielded cable (with braid sock
kit)

• Waterproof to IP68 standard
• All plastic outer, will maintain

double insulated status
• Corrosion resistant
• High cable retention
• Will also terminate SY & CY

power/control cables
Tel: 01623 727877
www.pro-term.com

AR’s “S4G11” Series
Amplifiers cover the 4 – 10.6
GHz range with a variety of

Power Options

The “S4G11” Series of amplifiers
from AR RF/Microwave
Instrumentation represents the
company’s commitment to
providing amplifiers that not only
meet today’s diverse testing needs,
but also anticipate the needs of
tomorrow.
AR’s S4G11 amplifiers cover the 4
– 10.6 GHz frequency range with a
variety of power options – 1 watt,
5 watts, 10 watts, 20 watts, 40
watts, 60 watts, and 80 watts. These
amplifiers are ideal for wireless teat
applications, EMC automotive
testing, and the new 6GHz IEC
61000-4-3 specifications.
“Subampability” Enables You To
Add Power To Existing Amps
The S4G11 Series amplifiers
employ AR’s “Subampability”
concept, which enables users to
expand the power of existing
amplifiers with a relatively simple
upgrade performed by AR.
For example, Model 10S4G11A (10
watts, 4-10.6 GHz) expands to a
20S4G11A (20 watts, 4-10.6 GHz).
Once this initial upgrade is
performed, the sky’s the limit.
Because the 20S4G11A is like a
building block that can easily be
expanded by adding sub amps and
controller/combiner units.
The 20S4G11A expands to a
40S4G11A (40 watts), then to a
60S4G11A (60 watts), and an
80S4G11A (80 watts).
Tel: +1 215-723-8181
www.ar-worldwide.com

360o EMC cable glands SOFT-SHIELD 3500
achieves cost, performance

and assembly benefits in
LCD TV application

Using its SOFT-SHIELD 3500
EMI shielding gasket material,
Chomerics Europe has been able
to provide a solution for an
application on LCD televisions that
delivers multiple benefits.
The material, which consists of an
electrically conductive fabric
wrapped around a urethane foam
core, is able to provide a complete
solution in a single component.
Prior to the adoption of SOFT-
SHIELD 3500 for this application,
EMI shielding was achieved using
spring fingers, with a separate non-
conductive, elastomeric material
used to provide a gasket.
Replacing the existing solution
with the Chomerics material gave
a significant cost reduction plus a
number of important performance
benefits. These included vibration
dampening and UL94V0
flammability rating. Chomerics was
also able to achieve supply benefits
including a reduction in lead-time
of approximately 50%.
The Chomerics solution involves
the production and supply of a
number of custom profiles. These
are kitted and labelled according to
the TV type on which they are to
be used. The kits typically comprise
a number of pieces of SOFT-
SHIELD 3500, each part having a
pressure sensitive adhesive backing
and an extended liner to speed-up
and ease assembly.
The construction of SOFT-
SHIELD 3500 gives an extremely
low closure force of typically less
than 1lb/in (0.175N/mm). The
material has an operating
temperature range of -40°C to
+70°C and is available in more than
90 different profiles. The material
can be manufactured in Chomerics
facilities in the USA, Europe and
Asia.
Tel: +44 (0)1628 404000
chomerics_europe@parker.com
www.chomerics.com

In line with our drive to provide
enhanced equipment to the EMC
Industry EMC Partner is pleased
to announce the new Stacked
Logarithmic-Periodic Broadband
Antenna – STLP9149 - for Linear
polarised RX- and TX- applications
in the microwave frequency range
provided by Schwarzbeck Mess-
Elektronik.
The STLP9149 is especially
suitable for Immunity Testing
according to IEC61000-4-3.
Further outstanding characteristics

include the wide band width, nearly
constant high gain, very good
impedance and equal beam width
in the E and H plane.
The antenna structure is made of

laser-cut brass protecting the
antenna structure and is further
covered with a low loss plastic
protective cover to guard against
damage and weighs a mere 3.7kg.
For further information and a fuller
technical specification and detail
please contact David Castle or
Lesley Clarke.
Tel: +44 (0)1494 444255
sales@emcpartner.co.uk
www.emcpartner.co.uk

Stacked Logarithmic-Periodic Broadband Antenna announced by EMC Partner UK

   Member   Member
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The Varistar range of 19in. cabinets
from Schroff has been designed to
provide a versatile EMC enclosure
solution that not only eliminates the
need for high-conductivity plating
but also provides a significant
improvement in shielding
effectiveness.
Available with a choice of slim-line
or heavy-duty frames, the cabinet
can be configured to suit individual
customers’ needs using different
door options, side panels, covers
and an extensive range of
accessories.
The Varistar frame profile uses a
closed rolled-steel construction for
high stability, and its symmetrical
45-degree outer surface forms the
basis of the cabinet’s sealing
concept for both EMC shielding
and environmental protection.
With a conductive gasket attached
directly to the 45-degree surface,
the side panels, back panel, top
cover, base and door are

The range of high voltage, high
capacitance, surface mount chip
capacitors from Syfer Technology
has just been extended with a
number of new additions, which
will prove critical to meeting
today’s tight electronic product
design constraints.
Now one of the most extensive
families available, Syfer’s high
voltage capacitors span the range
from 16V to 6kV, with capacitance
ranges from 0.47pF to 15µF.  The
latest introductions, at 1.2kV,
1.5kV and 2.5kV, slot neatly into
the series, giving engineers a
broader choice of devices with
which to optimise their designs for
cost and space, while ensuring they
meet high voltage tests for
transients and spikes.
Syfer is responding specifically to
demand from the telecoms, power
supply and dc/dc converter markets.
“Much of this equipment has to
meet stringent high voltage tests,
often way beyond their normal
operating voltages,” explained
Howard Ingleson, Managing
Director of Syfer.  “Designers are
looking for the most cost effective
solutions, and these range
extensions allow the designer
greater choice of working
voltages,” he added.

Ferroxfoil is a flexible sheet filled
with EMI absorbing material. It’s
effective against electromagnetic
waves in a broad frequency
spectrum. It can be wrapped easily
around any shape, which makes it
applicable in a variety of
applications. The absorptive
material is a distributed magnetic
material, available in four grades:
5F1 for high frequency, 5R1 for
high sensitivity, 5T1 for metal
shielding in HF RFID transponder
applications, 5W1 for wideband
suppression.
Applications: wherever radiated
EMI is present, either prevention of
radiated EMI or protection against
incoming EMI.
Examples of use:
• Top shield for fast digital ICs.
• Prevention of unwanted high

frequency circuit resonances
• Noise coupling reduction

between circuits on different
(stacked) PCBs

• Noise coupling reduction
between PCB circuits and an
LCD display

• SAR regulation for mobile
phones

• Noise absorption from PCB
transmission lines and flat-
cable connections

• Noise absorption on steel
casing insode to lower general
radiation level

• Enhanced reading distance of
RFID tags in the proximity of
metals

• Directional shielding to
prevent: interference in
wireless connection,
interference from radar
equipment, interference from
medical equipment

For further information please
contact Peter Rawlins on Stand No 40.
Tel: +44 (0)1908 326326
sales.uk@bfioptilas.com
www.bfioptilas.co.uk

The new additions are designed to
provide lower cost, and potentially
smaller case size alternatives to the
standard 2kV and 3kV parts, while
ensuring equipment passes the
necessary high voltage tests.
Available in both C0G and X7R
dielectrics, the 1.2kV and 1.5kV
versions start with 1206 packaged
parts.  Typically, package size is at
least one size smaller than the
equivalent capacitance, for example
1812 X7R 10nF is available in
1210 at 1.2KV.  Alternatively,
designers get greater capacitance in
the same size package, for example
1808 X7R 2KV 4.7nF is available
with 10nF at 1.2KV.
These devices, manufactured at
Syfer’s Norwich, UK facility are
available immediately in sample
packs or production volumes.
Tel: +44 (0)1603 723310
sales@syfer.co.uk
www.syfer.com

conductively connected to each
other. The EMC shielding takes
place from panel to panel via the
gaskets, thereby creating a highly
effective Faraday cage independent
of the frame itself.
Suitable for applications at
frequency levels as high as 8GHz,
Varistar cabinets come in a variety
of sizes, ranging from 12U to 47U
in height, from 600 to 900mm in
width, and from 300 to 1200mm in
depth. The cabinet is available
either completely in RAL 7021
stone grey or in a colour
combination of RAL 7035 (light
grey) and RAL 7021 (stone grey).
Full technical specifications of the
Varistar range can be found in
Schroff ’s latest Electronics
Packaging catalogue or online at
www.schroff.co.uk.
Tel: +44 (0)1442 218726
schroff-sales@schroff.co.uk
www.schroff.co.uk

FerroxFoil Flexible Sheet EMI Absorbers available
from BFi OPIiLAS

Midway capacitors save space and cost

Varistar cabinet features innovative shielding concept
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Introduction
The way that a circuit is laid out on a PC board is critical to its
EMC performance. At high frequency all tracks must be
regarded as components in their own right, since the coupling
of high frequency signals from one part of the circuit to another
is mediated by their stray capacitance and inductance. Even if
the equipment is a simple analogue circuit with no HF emissions
sources, susceptibility to RF disturbances means that it must
still be laid out with RF performance in mind. The schematic
rarely if ever tells this side of the story; PC tracks appear as
nothing more than lines on the diagram joining pins of lumped
components such as ICs, resistors and capacitors.

But every track on a board exhibits its own partial self
inductance, and mutual inductance and capacitance to other
nearby areas of copper, and if these are uncontrolled then the
performance of the board at high frequency – and that means
the EMC performance of the circuit – is also uncontrolled. The
simplest and most effective way of fixing the characteristics of
all such tracks is to implement a ground plane on the board.

How a ground plane works
In this article, the term “ground plane” will be synonymous
with “0V plane”. That is, the reference (0V) for the power
supply will be taken to be the same as “ground”. This is not
necessarily the same as “chassis ground” and there is no general
rule (although there is a preference) as to whether the chassis
should be connected to 0V or not. Since we are discussing just
the PCB layout here, the issue will be largely avoided.

First of all, forget any notion of the ground plane being used
for screening: it may do, but that is not its primary function.
What you expect from it is to provide a high-frequency return
path for every signal trace and power rail on the board.

Running a signal and its ground return close together – so that
neighbouring currents flow in opposite directions – reduces
the inductive impedance of the total path by a factor equivalent
to the mutual inductance between the two halves:

Effective inductance of signal loop = 2(L - M)
where L is the self-inductance of each half of the loop,
M is the mutual inductance between the halves

Figure 1 separation of signal and return

This effect, which “kicks in” above a few tens to hundreds of
kHz, is critical to understanding PCB track routing at radio
frequencies: you need to control the 0V current return path.
Keeping the signal and 0V paths adjacent along their length –
and therefore maximizing their mutual inductance – will ensure
not only minimum coupling with the magnetic fields around
the PCB, but also minimum impedance of the return path and
therefore minimum noise voltage developed along it. This will
keep down the “noisiness” of the whole board, which is mostly
what is responsible for common mode RF emissions. It will
also improve its susceptibility to external interference, which
is created by the conversion of incoming common mode
disturbances to differential mode within the circuit.

Now, it’s entirely possible to do this by assigning a 0V return
track to each signal and running the two next to each other, or
on adjacent layers, throughout the board. This is of course
somewhat tiresome, not to say awkward, in a board with
hundreds of such paths, and it isn’t necessary. If you provide a
0V (ground) plane as a continuous layer adjacent to each track
layer, then the job is done for you. The return current for each
high frequency signal track automatically finds its own
preferential path through the plane, which will be that path
which is directly underneath the signal: the geometry ensures
that this path has the least enclosed loop area and therefore the
least total path inductance. All you have to do is make sure that
the component 0V connections, which carry the return path
through, have a short and direct connection to the 0V plane,
which is easy; and that the 0V plane remains unbroken along
the length of any of these paths, which despite also being easy
on a multi-layer board still occasionally suffers from poor
implementation.

Ground planes in the xy direction: breaks,
moats and joins
The effect of a slot across the current flow is to divert the return
current from its optimum path and increase the 0V return path

The ground plane: Lord of the Board
By Tim Williams, Elmac Services

Continued on page 28
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inductance. There are two EMC problems caused by extra
inductance here:

• one is that any high frequency current passing through this
inductance will develop a voltage across it. This voltage
then appears across the two parts of the plane, each of which
has a high capacitance to the environment due to its surface
area. On its own this structure forms an efficient radiating
dipole, which is then enhanced if cables are attached to the
board;

• the other is that the inductance itself represents increased
magnetic coupling to the environment through the enclosed
loop area.

Therefore either there should be no split within the plane to
add this extra inductance, or high frequency currents should be
prevented from flowing between the two separated segments.
This can be achieved through careful layout design for
emissions control, by not running any tracks carrying such
current across the gap. But it doesn’t address the problem of
immunity to incoming RF fields. The magnetic and electric
coupling is still present for these fields, and so they will develop
voltages between the two ground segments which can create
circuit susceptibilities.

Figure 2   The effect of a discontinuity on return current

There is a convention, encouraged by many device application
notes, to create different 0V planes for different parts of the
circuit: for instance, analogue 0V and digital 0V, which are
then linked at one point on the board, typically at an A-D
converter. The purpose of this trick is to prevent digital noise
currents from flowing in the analogue circuit and corrupting it,
that is, it relates to internal EMC. Unfortunately it creates
problems for external EMC, and introduces difficult questions
that could be avoided by a single system-wide 0V plane:

• where should you join the planes when there are multiple
analogue-digital interfaces?

• what about power returns that are common to both analogue
and digital?

• where do you run signals that must cross the break between
the analogue and digital sections? Any of these signals will
be exposed to incoming interference that will appear
between the planes, or will develop such interference
themselves.

• if you are going to bond the 0V planes at RF to the chassis
of the product, which is always a recommended practice to
minimise common mode coupling into or out of the PCB,
how do you choose which of the planes should be bonded?

Figure 3  The problems of split ground planes

For all these reasons, a preferable way to proceed is to use a
single, system-wide 0V plane and carefully lay out the board
so that digital noise is effectively segregated from low-level
analogue circuits. Also, lay out the analogue circuits so that the
critical nodes are subject as little as possible to ground noise
voltages, that is, keep sensitive signals free of common ground
impedance. Avoid as far as possible any discontinuities in this
plane and make sure that you do not run any critical (noisy or
low-level) tracks across any discontinuities that remain, such
as slots formed by close-packed vias, or near to the edges of
the plane. There is no merit in putting “moats” in this 0V plane.

In the centre of a plane inductive effects are minimal and the
plane impedance is dominated by resistance, but towards the
edges fringing magnetic fields are created and the inductive
impedance of the plane rises. A good rule of thumb is to keep
critical tracks further away than 10·h from the edge of the plane
or the edge of any discontinuity, where h is the separation
distance in the z-direction between the layer that carries the
track and the layer that carries the plane.

This can also apply to power plane layers placed against a 0V
plane. If the power and 0V planes were to have exactly co-
located edges, the transmission line formed by the two planes
would be terminated in a sharp open circuit and the problem of
transmission line resonances would be potentially severe,
leading to a high degree of coupling to and from the PCB at the
resonant frequencies. Staggering the edges of the planes softens
the impedance mismatch and reduces the Q of the resonance.
In fact, in contrast to the recommendation not to split the 0V
plane, it is a good idea to split power planes into several smaller
planes each of which supplies a particular segment of the circuit,
and to decouple these from each other with small ferrite chip
inductors.

The principle exception to the “no slots or moats” rule is where
there is a good reason to avoid particular circuits coupling to
the main 0V. Almost always, this is when such circuits are
galvanically isolated: interface circuits isolated using opto-
couplers, for instance, or data circuits using transformer
isolation such as Ethernet. In these cases, there should be a

Continued on page 30
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window in the main ground plane within which all such isolated
circuitry should sit. The edge of the 0V/ground plane should
come up to halfway across the isolation barrier. Such isolated
circuits need to be laid out as a unit so that there is no
compromise of the isolation barrier, or the edge of the ground
plane, by other circuits.

Figure 4   Uses of ground plane windows

Simpler circuits may use double-sided boards on which one
side is devoted to a ground plane and the other side to all
tracking, and the components. A good, solid plane can be
implemented with some effort, but almost invariably some
tracking has to be carried on the plane side, resulting in some
apertures in the plane. The rule here is emphatically not to split
the plane more than is absolutely necessary: keep any such
tracks as short as possible and only use them as links, not to
travel long distances. The resulting geometry of the cut plane
should be analysed to check the effect of the cuts on return
current flows under critical tracks.

Ground planes in the z direction: layer stack-up
Successful implementation of a 0V plane on a PCB requires
careful attention to the layer stack-up, that is, the order in which
the different tracking purposes are assigned to different layers.
In multilayer (4 layers or more) configurations, every signal
layer should be adjacent to a 0V or power plane layer. Also,
power and 0V planes should be on adjacent layers, possibly
with deliberately thin separation, to take advantage of the
interlayer capacitance for high frequency decoupling. Critical
tracks, for instance those carrying high di/dt signals such as
clocks, should be routed adjacent to 0V rather than power
planes. Such tracks should also not jump through vias from
one 0V plane layer to another, unless the 0V layers are tied
together with vias near that point.

For boards with more than 6 layers, multiple 0V plane layers
are needed so that tracks and power plane layers can always be
located next to a 0V plane, but it is also essential to tie these
together with grounding vias at small intervals – intended
connections to 0V will provide this automatically, but in areas
of the board where this doesn’t happen, a 1cm spacing of such
“stitching” vias will assure good performance of the planes up
to about 2GHz.

Some consideration needs to be given to the question of whether
0V planes on different layers should or shouldn’t overlap.
Generally, a common geometry on all layers is easiest to work
with and avoids the question. If there is a need for some reason

to have partial overlaps, the principal consequence is that the
inter-plane capacitance may create unexpected high frequency
resonances, and the more complicated the structure, the harder
it becomes to anticipate and control such effects. But don’t
assume they are negligible: as a simple example, a 2cm2 overlap
with a separation distance of 0.3mm in FR4 fibreglass laminate
will have a capacitance of about 26pF; with 2nH of inductance
in parallel (possible, with lack of attention to other details) this
will resonate at 698MHz, quite capable of causing trouble in
EMC tests.

One consequence of the dependence on layer separation is that
the detail of the vertical sandwich construction of the PCB can
be as important for its EMC as is the layout pattern. The
separation is determined by the thickness of the pre-preg and
core materials used in the build of the bare board. The danger
is that this is left to the PCB manufacturer and is not specified
by the circuit designer, or anyone else. As a result you end up
with the default thicknesses used by a particular board supplier,
which might be perfectly adequate for the EMC performance
of the product and so is never questioned; but if another board
supplier is chosen during the product life cycle, it is entirely
possible that a different set of thicknesses could be used which
result in changed performance. To guard against this, make sure
that you specify layer thicknesses in the PCB drawing, if
necessary checking with your preferred supplier what their
defaults will be.

Constant impedance tracks over the ground
plane
It is commonplace to find that some tracks, because they carry
very high frequencies or are routed long distances, have to be
treated as transmission lines so that reflections along their length
are minimised. This contributes both to good external EMC in
the form of lower emissions, and to good signal integrity,
improving the reliability of the circuit. This means that the tracks
have to avoid discontinuities in their linear and cross-sectional
geometry. This in turn requires that

• they should only run in one layer, with no vias except at
their ends

• this layer should be adjacent to one (microstrip) or two
(stripline) continuous 0V planes

• the track cross-section dimensions and dielectric constant
of the layer should be defined and controlled throughout
the layer to give the correct constant transmission line
impedance: in practice, impedances between 50 and 100
ohms are easiest to achieve

• changes in direction of these tracks should be gradual rather
than abrupt

This then requires that at least one layer on a PCB is devoted
to these “constant impedance” tracks, and at least one adjacent
ground plane layer (completely unbroken) is essential to
maintain their characteristics.

Summary
The ground plane has enough functions on any electronic circuit
board to ensure that at least one layer needs to be devoted to it
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alone. For all multilayer boards, it can be incorporated as a
matter of course. Even for low cost double sided boards, with
care a ground plane can be implemented on one side, provided
that the rules about avoiding or dealing with breaks are
understood. When such a plane is implemented properly, the
external EMC of the board is automatically improved. Even
simple analogue circuits are susceptible to exposure from
radiated RF fields in the environment, and any designer who
consciously avoids putting in a ground plane, on the grounds
of cost, will find that satisfactory EMC performance will need
greater cost and effort than if the plane had been implemented
from the start.

Tim Williams is a consultant with Elmac Services, Wareham
and is the author of EMC for Product Designers (4th Edition,
Elsevier 2006)
www.elmac.co.uk

EMC for Product Designers Fourth Edition

This book is almost certainly regarded as the
bible on EMC Design across all International
borders.

Brilliantly written and extremely informative,
it is divided into three parts, Legislation &
Standards, Testing and Design plus a number
of interesting and useful Appendices.

Every EMC product designer should buy this
latest edition. More details can be found on

our web site where orders can also be placed. The cost is just £34.00/
€49.95  www.compliance-club.com
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The trend toward fully automatic, software-controlled
measurements has also conquered the field of EMI
measurements. A large number of measurements can be run
quickly and accurately on computer-controlled EMC test
systems. Yet, manual EMI measurements still have their
place in test laboratories and remain indispensable for
solving tricky measurement tasks. Advanced EMI test
receivers retain functions that are fully tailored to perform
such measurement tasks. They are thus an ideal and
invaluable tool for reducing measurement time.

A wide range of tools is of course available to support the user
in solving difficult EMI tasks, but the following three functions
have proven to be particularly effective and important:

IF (spectrum) analysis –
efficient tool for signal analysis and frequency
tuning
IF analysis is intended to provide a continuous spectral display
of the RF input signal in relation to the receiver frequency over
a definable range. Ideally, this display is in parallel to a numeric
measurement of the current receive frequency (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1:  R&S ESU EMI test receiver
Split screen display in IF analysis mode:
Upper part of screen: Numeric display of receiver frequency
and level for max. three different detectors including Max Hold
display for level and frequency and parallel, quasi-analog
bargraph (RBW= 120 kHz; measurement time 1 s).

Lower part of screen: Spectrum around the receiver frequency
(RBW = 10 kHz; span 1 MHz); trace 1 (yellow: ClearWrite);
trace 2 (blue: MaxHold) with Marker Peak measurement 2.
Right menu bar: Optional marker functions for trace analysis.

Because the center frequency of the spectrum always
corresponds to this receive frequency, the test receiver can be

tuned to the signal to be analyzed very reliably and – most
importantly – very quickly. In addition, the user has a very
accurate overview of the spectrum occupancy around the
measurement channel and, with a sufficiently large IF
bandwidth, of the spectral distribution of a modulated signal in
the measurement channel. Receive signals can thus be classified
quickly as either interference or useful signals, regardless of
whether they are CW signals that appear as unmodulated carrier
signals or pulse-like interference appearing as narrow lines
across the screen.

In addition, by adding parallel audio demodulation for AM or
FM, identifying the measured signals becomes even easier; for
example, ambient interferers can be detected and excluded
during open-area tests.

Advanced test receivers can display traces together with various
weighting information, such as Max Hold, Min Hold, or Average
Value (AVG). By using this feature on traces from the IF
analysis, the user has additional options for characterizing the
input signal:

With modulated signals, the spectrum is gradually filled in the
MAX Hold display until all existing spectral maxima have been
reached. Pulse-like signals also fill the MAX Hold display until
the spectrum is completely displayed and the ‘worst case’ level
can be reliably determined. In contrast, pulse-like signals are
suppressed by the MIN Hold display, while sinewave signals
are shown unchanged. The combination of the MAX Hold and
MIN Hold displays allows users to easily identify CW
interferers with very low levels within a TV signal, for example.

Another helpful feature is the analysis of the displayed trace(s)
using numerous marker functions, for example for quickly and
accurately determining frequencies and relative levels on the
trace. Also of note is the ‘Center = Marker Frequency’ function:
At a keystroke, the receiver frequency can be set so that the
signal to be measured stops exactly at the center frequency (Fig. 1).

In addition to the numeric display, the readings weighted by
the various CISPR detectors are also visualized in a bargraph.
This allows the user to recognize quickly how changes influence
the device under test. Even when the receiver frequency is
changed, the bargraph will follow the signal without
interruption, making it easier to search for the highest signal
level. The highest level value and the associated frequency are
also registered and displayed. The ‘Add to Peak List’ button
sends this frequency to a separate frequency list and stores it
for subsequent final measurement.

IF analysis is thus a very useful tool for precisely tuning the
test receiver frequency as well as for rapidly identifying signals
and analyzing their surrounding spectrum.

Tricky EMI measurements solved manually
By Karl-Heinz Weidner, Product Manager EMC Test Equipment, Rohde & Schwarz
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Drifting interferers – immediate and correct
weighting with ‘Threshold Scan’
Regardless of whether RFI voltage, RFI power, or RFI field
strength is being measured, the time needed is considerable.
To reduce this problem, EMI test receivers have for many years
used special measurement routines that minimize the time
required for the measurement. For many years, one of the
methods practiced in the EMC world has been to perform
preview measurements with a peak value detector, determine
which frequencies have significant EMI, and then perform a
standard-conforming final measurement on a limited number
of frequency points. However, this method is limited if the
interference signals are unstable and drift in frequency. Because
the preview measurement and final measurement do not follow
one another immediately when the above method is used, in
some cases the critical interference frequency determined during
the preview measurement has already shifted so much by the
time the final measurement is run that the maximum noise level
can no longer be recorded correctly.

In these cases, a modified procedure, the ‘Threshold Scan’ [1],
is used. Here, too, preview measurement and final measurement
are separate measurements, thus helping to save time. However,
the measurement is different in that when a definable limit value
is exceeded, the preview measurement is stopped immediately
and the final measurement is performed with standard-
conforming receiver settings (Fig. 2). The preview measurement
is then continued with the next frequency step. As soon as the
limit value is exceeded again, the next final measurement is
performed.

Fig. 2: R&S ESPI test receiver:
Screen display in Threshold Scan mode after detecting a drifting
broadband interference signal. quasi-peak value limit line in
line with EN 55022. The number of final measurements in the
150 kHz to 1 MHz range was limited to twelve readings, and
each interference signal was accurately determined.

This process has a distinct advantage: The final measurement,
which might include a quasi-peak weighting, always
immediately follows the preview measurement. This minimizes
measurement errors caused by frequency drift of the interferers.
At the same time, the receiver stores the final measurement
values in a separate table (Peak List) for later analysis and
documentation.

Time-domain analysis – oscilloscope function
for the test receiver
The described measurement sequence – consisting of preview
measurement, data reduction, and final measurement – of course
helps to reduce the overall measurement time. However,
preview measurements for EMI measurements frequently take
several hours. The decisive parameter here is the measurement
time per frequency step. For example, to accurately detect pulse-
like interference, the duration must at least equal the reciprocal
value of its pulse repetition frequency (PRF). For a pulse-like
interference of 100 Hz PRF, a measurement time of at least 10
ms is required.

This is where an EMI test receiver can help: The user can
perform a scan on the defined receive frequency in the time
domain, similar to the zero span of the spectrum analyzer.
This time-domain analysis measures interference over time –
comparable to an oscilloscope. For example, the user can
determine the pulse rate of broadband interference so as to set
the measurement time optimally; that is, as short as possible
but also as long as necessary. The user can also determine
whether and how strongly a narrowband interference signal is
fluctuating, as well as whether it is amplitude-modulated or
pulsed.

A special application is the click rate analysis [2]: Thermostatic
or programmed electrical devices, such as washing machines
and air conditioners, generate discontinuous interference.
Because of their aperiodic timing, these click interferers have
higher limit values than continuous interferers. CISPR 14/EN
55014 contain corresponding limit values for RFI voltage with
click rate analysis [3]. To use these higher limit values, the
duration of the clicks, their repetition rate (click rate), and level
must be measured in order to define the limit values that must
be met (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: R&S ESCI EMI test receiver:
Screen display in time-domain analysis mode (measurement
frequency 1.7 MHz; resolution bandwidth 9 kHz; measurement
time 1 ms; monitoring time 3 s):
Two click interferences at an interval of about 350 ms, peak
value display (yellow) and quasi-peak value (blue).

Clicks are typically measured with special click rate analyzers.
Alternatively, however, a time-domain analysis integrated into
the test receiver can consecutively determine the pulse height
and duration of each of the frequencies specified by the
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standard, thus replacing the functionality of the expensive click
rate analyzer. In this case, the test receiver must fulfill the
requirements of CISPR 16-1-1 with respect to the accuracy of
the pulse duration measurement for pulse durations of 10 ms
and greater. In addition, a result memory must be available that
is large enough to record the peak value and quasi-peak value
for at least two hours without gaps. Advanced test receivers
with a memory capacity of up to two million values per trace
are capable of doing this.

Summary
Additional functions of advanced EMI test receivers such as
IF analysis, threshold scan, and time-domain analysis, allow
users to solve tricky measurement tasks efficiently and
conveniently. Thus, investing in this state-of-the-art receiver
technology quickly pays off.

References
[1]Improved, patented EMC test method for drifting

interference signals. News from Rohde&Schwarz (2004)
No. 181, pp 42 – 43.

[2] Click rate analysis in accordance with CISPR 14.   News
from Rohde&Schwarz (2005) No.185, pp 32 – 33.

[3] EN 55014, Electromagnetic Compatibility – Requirements
for Household Appliances, Electric Tools and Similar
Apparatus; Part 1: Emission.
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Ministry of Defence, Def Stan 59-411 Issue 1 on
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) was published in January
2007 and supersedes Def Stan 59-41 and other EMC-related
Def Stans. The new Def Stan 59-411 is a result of three years
work by the UK MoD sponsor and industry to update and
consolidate seven EMC-related Defence Standards into a single
new standard – Def Stan 59-411.

Def Stan 59-411 is sponsored by Defence Equipment & Support
(DE&S), Defence Electromagnetic Environment Effects
Authority (DE3A), EMC Policy Section and issued on the
DSTAN website.

The document is organised into five Parts shown in Figure 1,
which also shows the relationship to the previous Def Stan 59-41.

Figure 1 – The New Def Stan 59-411

TÜV Product Service has been a member of the Working Group
set up by the UK MoD sponsor to update the standards and
was lead author for Parts 1 and 4.

Part 1 ‘Management and Planning’
Part 1 addresses EMC throughout the project lifecycle.

Guidance is provided to assist Project Managers and
Contractors select appropriate EMC activities, dependent on
project size and complexity. The increasing use of COTS or
MOTS (commercial/military off-the-shelf) equipment in
military environments has introduced an additional risk of
shortfalls in EMC performance. A new COTS/MOTS risk
assessment procedure is defined as shown in Figure 2, requiring
electromagnetic environment definition, evaluation of EMC
compliance evidence (e.g. by gap analysis), determination of
functional criticality of the equipment and platform and,
mitigation of unacceptable risks by remedial design, installation
methods and retest.

Figure 2 – COTS/MOTS risk assessment

The manufacturer or supplier of military equipment needs to
comply with applicable UK regulations implementing EU
Directives including EMC. The MoD policy on ‘CE Marking’
military equipment is under review, due to the latest UK EMC
regulations (SI 2006 No.3418) implementing EMC Directive
2004/108/EC and the re-examination by the European
Commission of Article 296 of the Treaty of the European
Community – the so-called ‘military exemption’. The expected
outcome is that MoD procurement contracts will require
compliance with applicable EU directives, unless a specific
exemption is granted, due to essential national security interests.

Applying EU directives to defence projects can lead to
duplication of test programmes and additional costs. However,
testing can be minimised by establishing Technical
Documentation to demonstrate that Def Stan 59-411 satisfies
the majority of the EMC directive requirements and that the
remaining unsatisfied requirements are addressed by testing in
accordance with commercial standards. The manufacturer or
supplier then makes a Declaration of Conformity and applies
CE Marking. Assistance in this process can be obtained from
an EMC Notified Body such as TÜV Product Service.

Def Stan 59-411 is not a safety standard, but recognises that
controlling EMC plays an important role in safety management;
therefore, the Part 1 includes guidance on EMC and functional
safety and Part 4 provides trials for platform safety clearance.

EMC requirements are now specified for support equipment
that is not being used in frontline environments and draws upon
commercial EMC standards used for CE Marking where
possible.

Part 2 ‘The Electric, Magnetic and Electromagnetic
Environment’
Part 2 defines military EM scenarios and incorporates and
replaces Def Stan 08-46. The environments specified in Part 2
are ‘worst case’ and are used to derive the default test limits in

UK Defence Standard 59-411 on Electromagnetic Compatibility

By Pete Dorey, Senior EMC Consultant, TÜV Product Service
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Part 3 and Part 4, which address the majority of equipment
deployments, but do not necessarily equate directly with the
Part 2 environment levels.

Part 3 ‘Test Methods and Limits for Equipment
and Subsystems’
Part 3 incorporates the previous Def Stan 59-41 Part 3 and
addresses equipment testing. The test methods and limits in
Part 3 have been updated in response to changes in the military
environment, due to the introduction of new systems such as
BOWMAN. A new section has been included to provide the
rationale behind the tests. Radiated emission test limits (DRE01/
DRE03) have changed for air and land service. Radiated
susceptibility test limits (DRS02) have also changed for:

• Ship above decks limits increased from 200V/m to 400V/
m, 1 to 4 GHz, due to new radars

• Land service limits 30 MHz to 100 MHz increased up to
200V/m, due to BOWMAN

• Land service Class C & D pulse modulated test limit
introduced up to 200V/m, 200 MHz to 18GHz (field radars)

• Land service Class A & B pulse modulated limits reduced
from 500V/m to 200V/m, 4 GHz to 10 GHz

The test methods and limits are arranged in two annexes: Annex
A for Man Worn and Man Portable equipment, and Annex B
for LRU and Subsystem Equipment. These relate to the previous
Def Stan 59-41 Part 3 Section 1 and Section 3. The previous
Def Stan 59-41 Part 3 Section 2 for ‘Military Support Equipment
for use in a Civilian Environment’ has been discontinued since
it was not widely adopted in contracts.

Def Stan 59-411 Part 3 Annex C corresponds to the old Def
Stan 59-41 Part 5 ‘Specialised Test equipment’. The Def Stan
59-411 Annex C introduces a revised method for verifying the
screened room anechoic damping performance using a
continuous noise emitter (CNE) as a calibrated test source for
use on a ground-conducting bench. Test laboratories wishing
to test in accordance with Def Stan 59-411 will need to
undertake measurements within their screened rooms to verify
that the results are within the permitted tolerances that address
the frequency range 30 MHz to 1 GHz; an example result is
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 – Def Stan 59-411 Example Screened Room
Anechoic Verification Result with Ground Conducting Bench

Part 4 ‘Platform and System Tests and Trials’
Part 4 applies to whole platform and large system test and trials.
Platform trials were not specified in detail in the previous Def
Stan 59-41; therefore, this new Part 4 incorporates a range of
other Defence Standards and industry best practice to provide
a definitive set of requirements.

Procedures for whole aircraft EMC trials assess the aircraft
compatibility with the external EM environment and with on-
board EM sources. As there was no existing Defence Standard
for aircraft EMC trials, the procedures are based on the
aerospace industry best practice.

Military land vehicles trials incorporate Def Stan 58-06 EMC
for Mobile Communications Installations. The trials ensure that
communications performance is maintained when installed on
the vehicle and while on the move as well as ensuring that
vehicle safety is not compromised by high-power radio
transmissions. The principle of assessing vehicle safety via a
mutual interference trial is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 – Platform Mutual Interference Trial

Ships and submarines undergo mutual interference trials to
ensure they are safe to proceed to sea and that sensors,
communications and navigation systems operate compatibly.
Part 4 incorporates Def Stan 08-112 for submarine trials. The
ship and submarine trials include the requirement for the weapon
electronic mutual interference trial (WEMIT). Modified test
procedures are given for in situ testing of equipment on
platforms or during commissioning.

Part 5 Code of Practice for Tri-Service Design
and Installation
Part 5 provides design guidance with sections to cover air, land
and sea applications, and addresses EMC fundamentals,
equipment and platform design.

Future Development
These five Parts of the new Def Stan 59-411 provide the
foundation for ensuring electromagnetic compatibility in
defence procurement. Work continues to revise the standard
with Amendment 1 due in autumn 2007. This amendment will
correct errors and provide new material including: a project
manager’s checklist with default contract requirements; and,
the MoD view of the application of the EU EMC Directive to
military equipment.
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In the longer term Def Stan 59-411 will be updated to address
the following objectives:

Improved testing methodologies to make tests more cost-
effective and resolve technical issues, such as the validity of
radiated measurements using the 41” rod antenna, and a suitable
replacement for test DRE03 (tuned antenna), which currently
uses the obsolete HF CLANSMAN service equipment.

Test limits will be revised to ensure that they reflect the EM
environment definitions in Part 2 and specific issues resolved
such as the limits for test DRS02 for equipment under
Submarine casings and Airside.

New defence technologies will impact the EM environment
and therefore require the test methods and limits to be updated.
These technologies include all electric ships, frequency hopping
radios, electric armour, electronic counter measures (ECM) and
unmanned airborne vehicles (UAV).

The need to ensure platforms and equipment remain safe means
that the role of EMC and functional safety will be a priority.
The future harmonisation of Def Stan 59-411 with NATO
standards AECPT 250/500, US standard MIL-STD-461 and
EU defence procurement requirements remains a long-term goal.

For further information contact:
TUV Product Service Limited, Octagon House, Concorde
Way, Segensworth North, Fareham, PO15 5RH
Tel: 01489 558100, Email: info@tuvps.co.uk
URL: http://www.tuvps.co.uk
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Often underestimated, RF field probes are critical to the
implementation of a proper radiated immunity test system.  All
too often, system specifiers gloss over this essential element
after having spent a considerable amount of time and energy
selecting components required to “generate” the required RF
field.  After all, what good is an RF field if you can’t reliably
measure it?

In an effort to simplify the process of probe selection, this article
will focus on the salient specifications of RF field probes.  Given
a thorough understanding of how RF field probes are specified,
one can then make informed decisions as to which probes are
best suited for a particular application.

RF Field Probes Specifications

Frequency Response is undoubtedly the most important probe
characteristic.  It is defined as the frequency range the probe
will respond to.  Since no probe can provide a completely flat
response across the entire frequency range, this spec is always
accompanied by a tolerance figure, generally provided as a ±dB
allowable variation band.  An example of a typical frequency
response is shown in Figure 1.  The frequency response shown
in Figure 1 is that of an actual probe designed to cover a heavily
used frequency range.  If the probe does not cover the entire
frequency range of the test application, multiple probes may
be required.

Figure 1

Calibration Factors are supplied with every probe and should
be updated on a periodic basis, usually once a year. The
calibration factors yield a curve that is the inverse, or mirror
image, of the frequency response curve.  These corrections are
provided in terms of dB adjustments and as multiplication
factors.  When applied, the effect is to flatten the probe
frequency response across the entire frequency range to
minimize errors.  Calibration factors are usually provided for
each individual axis as well as for the composite reading.
Maximum field measurement accuracy is achieved when the
detailed 3-axis calibration is applied.  Since measurements are

RF Field Probe Selection for EMC Testing

By Jason Smith, Applications Engineer Supervisor
& Pat Malloy, Senior Applications Engineer, AR RF/Microwave Instrumentation

never absolute, calibration labs issue a statement of uncertainty
that lists the anticipated error range (±dB or %) for their
measured data.  The calibration lab measurement uncertainty
has a trickle down effect and impacts the measurement
uncertainty of the EMC lab using the field probe.

Calibrations can be offered in two different versions:

1. In the USA, a NIST traceable calibration is a calibration
that has been carried out with equipment that can be traced
back to a National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) calibration. Other countries may have their own
nationally recognized calibration lab for traceability; for
example, PTB in Germany and NPL in England.

2. An ISO 17025 accredited calibration is the newest form of
calibration.  It requires the calibration lab be held to very
high quality standards. To comply, the lab must be audited
and carry a certificate of conformance from a recognized
body, such as A2LA or NVLAP in the United States. To be
accepted worldwide, the recognized body must have mutual
recognition agreements (MRA’s) that facilitate mutual
recognition of test reports. This calibration is also NIST
traceable.

- Standard used for calibration: IEEE std. 1309:1996
- Appendix of IEC 61000-4-3 is under review for a procedure

for probe validation when used for IEC testing.

Sensitivity/Dynamic Range – Sensitivity determines how small
an RF signal a probe can respond to accurately. The sensitivity
of RF probes is especially important when low field strengths
need to be measured. Some specs call for a field level of 1V/m
or even less, which may be below the sensitivity of many probes,
or very close to its noise floor. The most sensitive probes can
accurately measure a few hundred mV/m.

Dynamic Range is the total range of RF field coverage a probe
will respond to.  The greater the dynamic range the better a
probe is suited to address test applications that span the gamut
from low to high field strengths.  Example: 0.5 – 800V/m for
0.5 MHz – 6 GHz, 1.2 – 800V/m for 100 kHz – 0.5 MHz

Linearity is the measure of deviation from an ideal response
over the dynamic range of the probe. Linearity data is provided
since the response of an RF probe will vary somewhat as a
function of the applied field level.  This slight variation
introduces an additional error component that must be
considered when testing at levels other than that used during
calibration.  For example, one might encounter a variation of
±0.5dB across a dynamic range of 0.5 – 800 V/m.

Overload refers to the field level where damage can occur to
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the probe.  Care should always be taken not to exceed this field
strength with the probe present, even if it is turned off. Overload
can be stated as a max pulsed level or a CW level. Example:
1000 V/m CW

Isotropic Deviation is the variation of the probe’s response
from ideal as it is rotated in the field. While this deviation in
measurement is usually verified at one frequency and in one
rotational plane, some advanced probe calibrations offer a much
more expanded calibration with isotropic response
measurements taken at many frequencies. Figure 2 shows a
typical isotropic response of a probe as it is rotated around the
critical angle. If calibration factors were applied to each axis,
the resultant curve would approach an ideal concentric circle,
or completely isotropic. The term isotropic gives the impression
that measurements are taken as the probe is rotated in every
direction. This is not so do to time factors and cost of calibration.
This undesirable error component can be minimized by attention
to physical design.  The minimal isotropic deviation of spherical
probes discussed later is a case in point.  Example: ±0.5dB 0.5
MHz – 2 GHz.

Response time is the time a probe takes to respond to an applied
RF field. In many CW applications, this is not a concern.
However, response time is important when measuring a short
duration signal. In general, probes with faster response times
are more versatile and may shorten the total test time, by
allowing for shorter dwell times. Response time should not be
confused with sample rate, explained below. Example: 20msec

Figure 2: Isotropic Response

Sample rate is the rate at which information can be retrieved
from the probe. This time factor is in addition to the probes
response time.  As noted above, the probe takes a finite amount
of time to “measure” the field (response time).  The probe then
periodically “looks at and reports” this measurement (sample
rate).  A high sample rate affords a quick response to RF field
changes as well as reduces the total test time.  Example: 50
samples per second

Probe Type generally refers to the configuration of the probe
sensors. Most modern probes are isotropic.  An isotropic RF
field probe measures the total value of the field level and is
unaffected by field polarity. This is accomplished by summing
measurements from three different sensors placed orthogonal

to each other. Some older probes used only one sensor and
thus, measured fields in one polarity at a time (non-isotropic).
Probes are further separated as to which component of the
electromagnetic field the probe responds too, the electric field
or the magnetic field.

Sensor Type is the “business end” of the probe that responds
too the RF field and provides the measurement. Most probes
today use a diode type sensor. Diodes have excellent sensitivity
as well as a large dynamic range.  Another type of sensor is a
thermocouple type sensor. Unlike the diode sensor, a
thermocouple sensor has less sensitivity and less dynamic range
but has the unique property of being able to measure the true
RMS levels of the field throughout its range. Measuring the
true RMS level is useful for measuring a modulated signal with
known parameters. A third type of sensor which is very new
and still in development is the electro-optical sensor or laser
sensor. The laser sensor should not be confused with a laser
powered probe which is defined later.  Given their popularity,
most RF field probes today use a diode type sensor.

Temperature Stability is the deviation of the probes reading
over the operating frequency range as a function of temperature.
Most probes require a correction formula be applied when used
at temperatures that differ from that used at the time of
calibration. Example: ±0.5dB over operating temperature range

Control refers to the method used to communicate with the
probe. Fiber optic control is the only viable choice available
for EMC testing. Fiber optic cables are nonmetallic and thus,
will not interfere with the radiated immunity test setup.
Furthermore, they are not susceptible to data corruption from
voltage/current induced by the RF field.

Data returned from probe – this is the information obtained
by the probe. There are two basic methods currently used.  The
first and most complex method returns data from each axis
separately, as well as a composite reading of all three axis. The
second simpler method only returns a composite reading of the
three axis. In most cases, only the composite reading is required.
If the application requires a determination of the polarity of
the field, then a probe that can parse out readings from the
individual axis is required. Standards such as Ford’s ES-
XW7T01A278-AC radiated immunity for bands 6 & 7 and
mode tuned reverberation testing actually mandate probes that
are capable of providing individual axis readings.

Power Requirements refers to the method used to power the
probe. There are presently two versions available; battery
powered and laser powered. Probes cannot be directly powered
by AC during use since the metallic power cord would adversely
effect field uniformity and energy induced by the RF field in
the power cord may introduce errors in the field measurements.

- Battery powered probes contain batteries in the probe
housing.  While battery powered probes remain a viable
choice, the trade off is reliability.  Rechargeable batteries
are most often used and suffer from a limited charge life as
well as occasional failures.  Some probe vendors require
that the probe be returned to the factory for battery
replacement and recalibration, a simple battery failure can
totally shut down an immunity test system.
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- Laser powered probes have been designed to address the
reliability issues encountered with rechargeable batteries.
A high energy laser driver delivers Infrared (IR) energy to
the probe via the same fiber optic cable used for
communications.  A converter within the probe converts
the IR back to electricity to power the probe.  Unlike a
probe that relies on rechargeable batteries for power, a laser
powered probe can operate indefinitely which translates to
a vast improvement in reliability and productivity.

- Laser safety must be considered whenever products are
used that contain high energy lasers. Some markets, such
as the European Union, require that international
standards be met before laser based products can be sold.
While low power class 1 laser products can be easily
placed on the market, the high power class 4 lasers used
in RF field probes require extreme safety measures to
protect the user from laser injury.

Configuration/Dimensions/Weight are very important
considerations when matching a probe to a specific application.
In general, there are three different probe configurations to
choose from.  In addition to the ubiquitous stalk and cube type
probes, one can now choose one of the newer, recently
introduced sphere probe configurations. (See figure 3). Some
applications require a small probe to fit inside small areas like
TEM Cells, striplines, tri-plates, GTEMs or small enclosures
where larger probes simply can not be used. This is not the
only aspect of size to consider since the RF probe itself does
have an adverse effect on the RF field it is trying to measure,
and in general, smaller probes will distort the RF field to a
lesser extent.

- Stalk probes separate the RF sensors from the reflective
electronic housing via a stalk.  Moving the electronic
housing away from the sensors improves the performance
of the probe.  The housing is made as small as possible to
minimize the effect on the RF field measurements.  While
the stalk probe is a very good approach, the overall physical
size resulting from the use of the stalk precludes its use in
applications requiring a smaller probe.

- Cube probes place the electronics between the isotropic
RF sensors. This solves the size problem of the relatively
large stalk probe which may be too large for some
applications. Cube probes come in various sizes.  In general,
the smaller the better since a small probe has less effect on
the RF field resulting in improved performance.

- Sphere Probes improve on cube probes by housing the
electronics in a small sphere that inherently has less of an
effect on the RF field.  In addition, the minimal field
distortion is not position dependent since there are no flat
probe surfaces to contend with making probe orientation
having little to no effect on the reading.  The result is that a
spherical probe yields a flatter frequency and isotropic
response than the other probe configurations.

Figure 3: Different Probe Configurations

User Interface – There are a few choices available for
interfacing with RF field probes. One can use a field monitor
in a manual mode of operation, bypass the field monitor and
connect probes directly to a computer, or for maximum
versatility, use a field monitor in a system configuration to
achieve both manual and automated testing.

The field monitor approach provides the most versatility since
it allows for both manual and automated operation.  While many
tests will eventually run in an automated fashion, the ability to
operate manually can be extremely useful when initially setting
up the test and in the event of a system malfunction.  A manual
mode also allows for the occasional unique test that is not
covered by the system software and when it is expedient to
simply do a quick spot check rather than reconfiguring the
system to look at a suspect frequency. The system software can
also interface with the RF monitor providing complete flexibility
as well of offering more interface options.

When RF testing is intended to be totally automated, RF field
probes can be connected directly to a computer via one of many
interfaces.  Most battery operated probes use a small fiber optic
to RS-232 adapter, while the newer laser power probes offer a
variety of computer interfaces including GPIB (IEEE-488),
USB, RS-232 and Fiber-optic Serial.  This approach requires
field monitoring software usually supplied by the probe
manufacturer, a third party software vendor, or user created
custom software.

In either case, the monitor and software need to be user friendly
and intuitive to use.
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Design Techniques for EMC
Part 5 — Printed Circuit Board (PCB) Design and Layout

By Eur Ing Keith Armstrong C.Eng MIEE MIEEE, Cherry Clough Consultants

This is the fifth in a series of six articles on basic good-practice
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) techniques in electronic
design, to be published during 2006-7. It is intended for
designers of electronic modules, products and equipment, but
to avoid having to write modules/products/equipment
throughout – everything that is sold as the result of a design
process will be called a ‘product’ here.

This series is an update of the series first published in the UK
EMC Journal in 1999 [1], and includes basic good EMC
practices relevant for electronic, printed-circuit-board (PCB)
and mechanical designers in all applications areas (household,
commercial, entertainment, industrial, medical and healthcare,
automotive, railway, marine, aerospace, military, etc.). Safety
risks caused by electromagnetic interference (EMI) are not
covered here; see [2] for more on this issue.

These articles deal with the practical issues of what EMC
techniques should generally be used and how they should
generally be applied. Why they are needed or why they work is
not covered (or, at least, not covered in any theoretical depth)
– but they are well understood academically and well proven
over decades of practice. A good understanding of the basics
of EMC is a great benefit in helping to prevent under- or over-
engineering, but goes beyond the scope of these articles.

The techniques covered in these six articles will be:
1) Circuit design (digital, analogue, switch-mode,

communications), and choosing components
2) Cables and connectors
3) Filtering and suppressing transients
4) Shielding (screening)
5) PCB layout (including transmission lines)
6) ESD, surge, electromechanical devices, power factor

correction, voltage fluctuations, supply dips and dropouts

Many textbooks and articles have been written about all of the
above topics, so this magazine article format can do no more
than introduce the various issues and point to the most important
of the basic good-practice EMC design techniques. References
are provided for further study and more in-depth EMC design
techniques.
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5.3 Interface analysis, filtering, and suppression
5.4  0V and power planes
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5.5 Power supply decoupling
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5.5.2 Decoupling with ferrites
5.5.3 Benefits of 0V/power plane pairs
5.5.4 Dealing with PDS resonances

5.6 Matched transmission line techniques
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5.7 Layer stacking
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5. Part 5 – Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs)
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Real financial benefits
As Part 0 of [3] made clear, the most cost-effective EMC
techniques are those applied early in the design process, at the
lowest level of assembly. Ideally, this means in the design of
the integrated circuits (ICs) and other semiconductors – but
(with a few exceptions) the semiconductor industry that provides
standard parts ignores EMC completely and leaves the
consequences of dealing with their design decisions to their
customers.

FPGA and ASIC manufacturers usually make a range of EMC
options available to their customers, and their use is
recommended – but not all EMC issues can be dealt with in the
semiconductors themselves. Techniques described in Part 1 of
[3] help with the choice of semiconductors and passive
components.

The PCB is the next lowest level of assembly, and has the
advantage that any/all EMC issues can be dealt with in its design
and construction. After the EMC design of the electronic circuits
to be placed on the PCBs has been addressed (see Part 1 of
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[3]), and the components chosen (or designed, in the case of
FPGAs and ASICs) the design and layout of the PCB is the
most cost-effective level to deal with EMC.

Unfortunately, as discussed in section 0.1 of [3], many project
managers seem to think that the PCB with the lowest bill of
materials cost  (‘BOM cost’) will result in the most profitable
product, when a moment’s thought will show that this is not
necessarily the case. (In fact, there is almost never any direct
relationship between the BOM cost and the financial success
of a product.) For EMC, this misguided approach usually leads
to boards that have poor EMC performance, discovered late in
the project when the product fails EMC tests, and fixed in a
desperate hurry using very costly components and
manufacturing techniques whilst missing sales due to the
inevitable delay in market introduction.

The consequences of this routine are painfully engraved on the
minds of most electronic designers worldwide, and also show
up in the poorer financial performance of their employers. On
the other hand, EMC test laboratories enjoy having products
back for retesting time and time again – as the design teams
struggle to fix EMC problems, whilst their design freedom is
seriously restricted by the perceived urgency and the large sums
of money already spent on production tooling and software
development.

EMC experts the world over have for decades recommended
taking all necessary EMC precautions in the design and layout
of the PCBs. Usually the extra design time is insignificant, and
the extra unit manufacturing costs are negligible, certainly when
compared with the financial benefits of timely market
introduction and reduction in last-minute design changes.
Indeed, there are many anecdotes of products that were
redesigned for EMC with more sophisticated boards and a
higher BOM cost – but which nevertheless enjoyed a lower
overall cost-of-manufacture and much greater market success.

5.1.2 The scope of this article
Earlier parts of this series have tended to require two, or even
three issues of The EMC Journal. Since I have recently
published a book on basic and advanced EMC techniques for
PCB design and layout [4], I could easily fill three or four issues
just copying the basic material from my book. This doesn’t
seem a very sensible thing to do, so instead this Part of this
series will be a text version of the PCB section of the EMC
course I teach at the University of Manchester (UK) to graduate
students on the Electronic Instrumentation Systems (EIS) MSc
Course (http://www.eee.manchester.ac.uk/research/groups/sisp/
postgraduate/taught/). These are basic EMC techniques only,
as discussed in 5.1.3.

5.1.3 Basic techniques are covered here
This article briefly describes the basic EMC techniques for PCB
design and layout that are now generally needed for all types
of PCB. As semiconductor technology continually advances,
PCB technology also has to advance, and so the basic EMC
techniques for PCBs are always advancing too. EMC techniques
that were only needed for ‘advanced’ boards ten years ago, are
now routinely needed for all boards (for cost-effective design,
see 5.1.1). As a result, there are significant differences between
this article and Part 5 of [1].

Engineering is all about compromise. This series covers a large
number of good EMC design techniques, but in real projects
some of them may be impractical, or too costly, or inappropriate.
It is the engineering compromises necessary for real designs
that makes EMC design really interesting. So good EMC
practices should always be treated as recommendations – or as
lists of issues to be considered. In general, where a good EMC
design technique described in this article is not used for
whatever reason – the risk of suffering EMC problems increases,
unless alternative (effective) methods have been used instead
(e.g. shielding and filtering the overall enclosure).

Because the material in this article covers basic PCB EMC
techniques, the general advice is to only deviate from them for
good technical reasons. If they are not applied for financial
reasons (e.g. BOM cost), the financial argument will probably
be incorrect (see 5.1.1.).

More advanced PCB EMC design techniques may be required
for…

• Reducing or eliminating the cost or weight of enclosure
shielding and/or filtering

• Achieving good sensitivity and range for integrated
radiocommunications (e.g. GSM, 3G, DECT, IEEE 802.11x,
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, etc.)

• Achieving good sensitivity for GPS receivers with nearby
antennas

• Very high-speed circuits (e.g. PC motherboards)

• Using the latest silicon technologies (e.g. ICs made on 90nm,
65nm, 45nm process lines)

• Using chip-scale packaging (e.g. to make very small and/or
low-cost products)

• Reducing time-to-market without increasing risks of non-
compliance

5.2 Segregation
The first and most cost-effective EMC technique (it is free, if
done early in a project) is segregation. Firstly identify all the
components and conductors (cables, connectors, PCB traces,
etc.) that lie in the ‘Inside World’ and ‘Outside World’ EM
zones.

As Figure 5A shows, the Outside World is where the designer
has no control over some or all of the electromagnetic (EM)
disturbances that could occur. The Inside World is where the
designer has the ability to control all of the EM disturbances
(even if some of them are not actually controlled).
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Figure 5A Segregating circuits into Inside and Outside
worlds

It is not always obvious what should be included in the Inside
World and what in the Outside World. EM disturbances are
controlled by shielding [5], filtering [6], and other ‘EM
mitigation’ techniques such as surge suppression [6] or power
quality improvement methods (see Part 6 of this series,
published later in 2007) – so where components and/or
conductors are not protected from all of the external EM
disturbances by appropriate EM mitigation measures – they
are in the Outside World.

Where an equipment does not have a shielded and filtered
overall enclosure, a 0V plane in the PCB (see 5.4) will provide
some useful shielding for components and traces that are not
too high, or to close to an edge. So low-profile components
and traces not connected to external cables are treated as being
Inside World as long as they are placed on – and surrounded by
– a PCB 0V plane used as their circuit’s 0V reference.
Components and traces completely covered by a board-mounted
shielding-can (see section 4.4 of [5]) are also Inside World.

However, ribbon cables, flexible jumpers, unshielded
connectors, and traces that are not protected by a 0V plane
should be treated as Outside World if they are within an
inadequately shielded and/or filtered overall enclosure (see [5]
[6]). They are all ‘accidental antennas’ as discussed in section
2.2 of [7], which shows, for example, that a flexible jumper,
ribbon cable or other wires as short as 50mm are very efficient
accidental transmitting/receiving antennas for GSM cellphones
at 900MHz and 1.8GHz, and PCS at 1.9GHz.

It also shows that typical inter-board stake connectors and
similar unshielded connectors are efficient accidental antennas
for GSM at 1.8GHz, PCS at 1.9GHz, 3G (UMTS) around
2GHz, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee and microwave cookers at
2.45 GHz, and UWB (e.g. ‘Wireless USB’) at 3.1GHz and
above.

The Inside World zone is also segregated into further zones,
which are usually given names such as dirty, clean, high-speed,
quiet, etc., depending on the circuits concerned.

• ‘Clean’ or ‘quiet’ circuits are especially sensitive to EM
disturbances, for example analogue signal amplifiers and

receivers (from DC through RF to microwave).

• ‘High-speed’ generally means digital signal processing, with
its microprocessors, RAM and ROM, and clocks and data
buses. It can also mean RF transmitters.

• ‘Noisy’ generally means switch-mode power converters
(AC-DC, DC-AC, AC-AC or DC-DC) and all
electromechanical contacts such as switches, relays,
contactors, commutators and sliprings.

Each of the EM zones that have been identified is to be
segregated from all of the other zones, both mechanically and
electrically, starting at the earliest design phase (ideally the
‘blank sheet of paper’ stage). The segregation should be clearly
shown on the schematic and all other relevant drawings, for
example by drawing ‘dotted boxes’ around the zones and
labelling them with their agreed names.

All of the components, traces, connectors and other conductors
within a dotted box must remain totally within the area set aside
for their EM zone on the PCB. Only the essential inter-zone
connections are allowed to enter or exit an EM zone – and they
might all need filtering or some other EM mitigation technique
applying (see 5.3).

The segregation should be rigorously maintained throughout
the design of the board layout; wiring harnesses; mechanical
packaging, etc., taking the three-dimensional structure of the
final product assembly fully into account. Because designers
work with their products dismantled, they sometimes get caught
out by zones that are physically very well segregated in the
dismantled state, but not when finally assembled.

For example, when the product is finally assembled, a cable
that belongs in one EM zone might lie too close to a circuit in
a different zone; or two PCBs with different zones might end
up being so close to each other that they couple excessive noise
from one to thee other through stray capacitances and mutual
inductances (i.e. near-field EM coupling, often called
‘crosstalk’). Such problems can generally be solved by shielding
cables and areas of the board (section 4.4 of [5]), but it is
quicker, easier, and less costly to avoid them in the first place
by careful attention to segregating the EM zones, in the final
assembly, in three dimensions.

Figure 5B shows an example of a segregated board, with its
Inside and Outside Worlds, and shows its Inside World further
segregated into further nested EM zones, which may be further
subdivided into even smaller zones. The short black double-
headed arrows indicate the essential inter-zone connections,
which are the only traces allowed to be routed between
segregated zones.
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Figure 5B Example of a segregated single-PCB product

Unless well-shielded on the board [5], all high-speed and RF
transmitter circuitry should be located close to the centre of
the board’s 0V plane, well away (at least 50mm) from any off-
board connectors or wires, and at least 50mm away from routes
taken by external cables or wires when the product is finally
assembled.

Any voltage differences between off-board cables will drive
them as radiating antennas, and so could cause problems with
emissions. Even though a proper 0V plane (see 5.4) develops
very low voltages in response to the currents flowing in it, they
are not zero, so it is important to place all of the off-board
(Inside-Outside World) connections along just one edge of the
PCB – keeping them close together – and with no active circuitry
located between them, to minimise the voltage difference
between them.

All Outside World interconnections will need some sort of EM
suppression applying, so it is important that there is a zone set
aside for doing just that (see 5.3).

There should be a 0V plane (at least, see 5.4) that underlies all
of the Inside World zones and extends beyond their traces and
components by as far as possible. It can be cost-effective to
make a board larger, where there is room available in the
product, just to extend its 0V plane further beyond its
components and traces.

Figure 5B shows an example of a product consisting of a single
PCB. Where products are split into separate PCBs, some of
the unshielded internal board-to-board interconnections might
need to be treated as Outside World conductors as discussed
above. 2.2 in [7] shows that even conductors as short as a few
centimetres can be very effective accidental antennas at
frequencies now commonplace, so the shielding effectiveness
of the overall enclosure, that protects the internal conductors
from such exposure, can be an important issue. Of course,
shielding external enclosures, or shielded cables, see 2.6 in [7])
are costly, which is one of the reasons why the single-PCB
product is usually the most cost-effective.

A single-PCB product might the most cost-effective, even if
more expensive flexi-rigid PCB technology has to be used to
achieve it. Flexi-rigid PCBs with a ‘solid’ 0V plane (see 5.4)

over their whole area (both flexi and rigid) have much better
EM characteristics than a number of PCBs interconnected by
unshielded connectors, flexible jumper strips, or unshielded
cables.

Flexi-rigid assemblies are generally also much quicker to
assemble, with fewer assembly errors (hence lower rework
costs). Because they don’t need board-to-board connectors they
are generally more reliable in real life (hence fewer warranty
claims). Products using single-PCBs using flexi-rigid PCB
technology are often good examples of increasing the BOM
cost to achieve a more cost-effective and profitable product.

5.3 Interface analysis, filtering, and suppression
After segregation has been achieved (see 5.2), each interface
between each segregated zone should be analysed for all
relevant electromagnetic (EM) disturbances, both conducted
and radiated, and EM mitigation measures such as filtering (see
[6]); shielding (see [5] and [7]); transient protection (see [6]);
galvanic isolation such as transformers or optoisolators; etc.,
added as needed…

• At the zone boundaries between the segregated areas inside
the product

• At the zone boundary between the Inside and Outside worlds

Digital control signals are not just clean 1 or 0 levels, they
have quite high levels of ground bounce and other digital RF
noises on them. So if used to control an analogue circuit in a
different EM zone – their traces will generally need filters
located at the boundary of the ‘quieter’ zone at the point where
they enter that zone, to reduce the amount of digital noise
coupled into the analogue signals.

Another common issue is the noise on shared power supplies.
Because of the habit of not drawing power supplies as
continuous lines on a schematic, the fact that a power rail is
used by two different EM zones can be overlooked. If the power
rail is not filtered at the boundary of the ‘quieter’ zone – with
the filters located at the point where the trace or plane enters
that zone  – noises from one zone will couple into the signal
path in the other zone.

Devices which interface between two zones – for example: A/
D or D/A converters; filters; opto-isolators, etc. – should be
positioned at the nearest edge of one of their zones, so that the
traces that interconnect the two zones are not routed around
inside both of the zones’ areas.

Inside any zone, even routing just a few millimetres of
unsuppressed trace that has come from another zone can cause
serious EMC problems. This is because the extremely fast
switching edges of modern digital devices have such high
frequency components that even very tiny stray capacitances
and stray mutual inductances (e.g. the stray couplings between
conductors that are just a few mm long), can have a very
negative influence.

ICs have the smallest feature sizes of any mass-produced man-
made items, which makes them very weak indeed. If they are
to be connected to Outside World conductors they should always
be protected by some filtering, transient protection, or other
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suppression or isolation, depending on the EM environment,
and should never connect directly. Some serial I/O ICs are
available with high levels of ESD protection, but this still leaves
many other types of EM disturbance that they need to be
protected from. Connecting an IC’s pin directly to an outside
world conductor, without EM mitigation to protect it from all
EM disturbances it is likely to encounter in its life, is rather
like putting your five-year-old child on the bus to the city with
a brown bag lunch and bus fare, and instructions not to return
until they have earned some money. It is cruel. So never do it.

Figure 5C shows more detail of the recommended PCB layout
in the area of the Inside-Outside world interface zone shown
on Figure 5B, for a shielded off-board cable that is also filtered
(see [6]) with a simple RC or LC layout. This example does
not include any transient or surge overvoltage protection, which
might be needed as well (or instead) and which should follow
similar layout rules.

The shielded connector body should be soldered directly to
the 0V plane at multiple points, and the local 0V plane should
in turn make a multipoint connection to any shielding being
used at that zone boundary. Any 0V plane to shield connection
should achieve very low impedance at the highest frequency of
concern; see [7] for more on this.

Figure 5C Example layout for a shielded off-board
connector, using RC or LC filtering

To minimise stray coupling around the series filter elements (R
or L), in order to maximise filter performance, it is vital that
the series elements are all aligned in a neat row. Where the
selected filter components are not available in a small enough
package style – place them on both sides of the board. Where
even this is not enough, use arrays of resistors or ferrite beads
instead of discretes. But never ‘stagger’ their placement on the
board – they must always be laid out in straight lines.

In Figure 5C the series filter elements actually create the Inside
World-Outside World boundary. Every filter, shield or other
type of EM mitigation lies on a zone boundary, and if those
boundaries get confused the degree of EM control that is
achieved overall can be very poor indeed. Visualising the EM
boundaries and making sure they are well maintained is one of
the keys to professional EM design at the highest level – it is
actually all about separating the flows of surface currents, to
keep the inside and outside currents apart, as discussed in more

detail in [6] and [7].

Never route any traces down the edge of a PCB past an off-
board connector, or sneak them between the traces and
components associated with the filter and connector pins. The
stray coupling between the traces and the unfiltered Outside
World conductors (connector pins and/or attached cables) –
even if only a tiny fraction of a picoFarad (pF) – can completely
destroy the filter’s attenuation at very high frequencies. This is
why Figure 5C and Figure 5D show a ‘Connector Zone’ in which
no other traces are permitted. This zone extends right to the
edge of the PCB.

Figure 5D shows a similar example, to Figure 5C, but this time
using a connector to an unshielded off-board cable (preferably
using twisted-pair conductors, see [7]).

Figure 5D Example layout for an unshielded off-board
connector, using Tee filtering

Apart from the differences in the filters (notice the neat lines,
as in Figure 5C) and the lack of solder points for the cable
connector’s shield, the only significant difference from Figure
5C is that the 0V plane has been cut back. The series elements
rely on achieving high impedance at a high RF frequencies,
but the proximity of both of their terminals to a metal plane
increases their stray shunt capacitance and reduces their RF
impedance. Cutting back the plane, as shown, reduces the stray
capacitance shunting the series filter elements, and improves
their high-frequency impedance.

However – as discussed in 5.4.1 – we don’t like to have any
holes in our 0V planes, so this technique always requires a
‘judgement call’. If all of the EMC techniques described in
this article have been correctly applied to a PCB – then above
100kHz or so the currents flowing in the 0V plane will remain
very close indeed to their traces and components, mostly
remaining within the ‘dotted line’ boundaries of their EM zones.

In such a happy situation, making a gap in the 0V plane in an
EM zone at the edge of the PCB, should cause very little of the
plane currents to be diverted from the paths that the laws of
physics find most energy-efficient in a different zone. So – on
balance – the gap should provide significant benefits for both
emissions and immunity.
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But where there could be significant levels of plane currents
from other zones flowing in the connector zone, a gap in the
0V plane as shown in Figure 5D could – on balance – be counter-
productive for EMC. Computer simulation might be able to
provide the necessary information to tell whether a gap will or
will not be beneficial, but in the absence of that technique, if
there is any concern, test-bench experiments using close-field
probes are recommended, as early as possible in a project.

Close-field probing techniques, including how to make your
own probes and use them with oscilloscopes or spectrum
analysers, are described in Parts 1 and 2 of [8], and can be used
in an ordinary development setting to test two versions of a
prototype, one with a gap in the plane and one without.

It is good practice to make provision for fitting shielding-cans
over the most emissive (or most susceptible) ICs or circuit
zones, at least, even if it is hoped to do without them, just in
case they do turn out to be needed. Planning and designing for
such flexibility from the start of a project is very worthwhile,
and an example of what John R Barnes [9] calls “wiggle room”
and I call “anti-Murphy design”, based on the well-known
Murphy’s Law. Since we do not (yet) have accurate computer
simulators that will predict the emissions and immunity
compliance of a real product from its design drawings and parts
specifications alone, it makes good sense to add these little
features during design.

Designers who try to anticipate the (unpleasant) surprises that
Murphy might have in store for them, reach their design targets
and timescales more reliably. They are much less likely to need
major redesigns of their circuits and relayouts of their boards
at (what was supposed to be) the end of the project, when
compliance tests were failed and modifications most costly (see
Part 0 of [3]).

(Note that as a designer, your manager will criticise you for
using anti-Murphy design measures that were not eventually
required. But if you don’t use them, Murphy will make the
project fail, and your manager will criticise you for not
thinking ahead to what might go wrong. Long experience
with Murphy’s law shows that whatever you do, Murphy
will always achieve the maximum embarrassment for you,
and the greatest criticism from your managers, that he can.)

(The choice is between whether we want to be criticised for
getting a successful project to market on time but with a
few things in it that turned out not to be necessary – or
blamed for not designing thoughtfully enough and delaying
a project and increasing costs hugely. Against this we should
realise that designers who put their family, friends and health
in second place, whilst working all hours to try to salvage a
bad design, are often thought of very highly of by their
managers (even where it was their bad design that caused
the problem), often more so than an engineer who just quietly
does a professional job that makes more money for the
company.)

The walls of the shielding-can should follow the boundary of
the segregated circuit zone it is shielding, so it is also good
practice to base the shapes of the segregated zones on simple
shapes that can easily be ‘canned’. Some of the figures in [5]
show examples of shielding-cans that have been used in real

products.

If relying on the 0V plane to act as one of the shielding-can’s
walls, as is usually the case, provide multiple bonds between
the shielding-can walls and the 0V plane under the segregated
circuit zone. The maximum spacing between these bonds should
be λ/20 (where the wavelength λ is measured in the air) at the
highest frequency of concern, fmax, or 15/fmax (fmax in GHz gives
spacing in millimetres) for example the maximum bond spacing
should be 15mm for up to 1GHz. With this maximum spacing
the shielding effectiveness achieved at fmax will not be very good,
but at least resonances in the spaces between the bonds will be
prevented. Much smaller spacings are recommended.

5.4 0V and power planes
5.4.1 General plane design issues
A well-designed 0V plane (sometimes called a ‘ground plane’
or ‘RF Reference plane’) on its own layer in a PCB is possibly
the most cost-effective EMC design technique that has ever
existed, or ever will. So it is always recommended to use a 0V
plane wherever possible. Trying to reduce BOM costs by
removing this plane layer is almost certainly a bad financial
decision for the overall project.

It is also good practice to use well-decoupled (see 5.5) power
planes too (especially where any rates of change of voltage in
any circuits exceed 200V/µs), but 5.5.2 shows an alternative
technique that can be as good – in some types of circuits.

Planes are continuous ‘solid’ copper sheets on a dedicated PCB
layer. They are definitely not ‘ground fills’ or ‘ground meshes’.
Any gaps, apertures, holes, splits, etc. in a plane reduce its
effectiveness, and so should be avoided.

All 0V or power connections should bond directly to their
respective planes using the shortest widest traces that can be
cost-effectively achieved.

Figure 5E shows an example of a 0V plane underneath a
through-hole connector, showing how the diameters of a plane’s
antipads (clearance holes) should be small enough to allow
substantial ‘webbing’ of the plane between the pins. The aim is
to maximise the EM characteristics of the plane at higher RF
frequencies by preventing the necessary holes from joining up
to create larger gaps in the plane.

The same minimisation of antipad diameter and ‘plane webbing’
should also be used at all via holes, and every other kind of
hole in a plane, for the same reason. All modern board
manufacturers should be able to get excellent yields with antipad
diameters no greater than 0.36mm (14 thousands of an inch)
more than the hole diameter. Even so, some holes may need to
be moved to prevent their antipads from joining together.
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Figure 5E Example of a 0V plane under a through-hole
connector

Some PCB design departments use the (by modern standards)
huge via and/or antipad diameters, which were standard
practices in the 1970s or 80s, to “be able to use the cheapest
board manufacturers”. Dealing with the resulting poor EMC
performance almost certainly costs a great deal more overall
than it would if better board manufacturers were used to achieve
the much smaller diameters that are normal for 2007.

In Figure 5E, and in all of such figures in this article, the
diameters of the plane clearance holes (‘antipads’) around the
through-holes have been exaggerated for the sake of making
the sketch clearer, they would normally be about the same
diameter as the pads that ‘cap’ the barrels of the through-holes
on the top and bottom layers of the board, and so they would
be hard to see in practice just by looking at a completed board.
A well-planed board should look solid black, with just little
pin-pricks of light showing through the via holes, when viewed
against a light source.

Figure 5F shows an example of how not to design a 0V plane.
This is a two-sided PCB with a ‘ground fill’ on one side,
connected to the 0V. From an EMC point of view it doesn’t
satisfy any of the requirements of a plane, and in fact it is simply
a mess of RF resonators and accidental antennas (see [7]). How
best to deal with PCBs that have only one or two copper layers
is dealt with in 5.4.6.

Figure 5F An example of how not to design a plane.

As mentioned in 5.2, the general rule is that a 0V plane should
lie under all components, traces and power planes, and extend
beyond them all around their perimeter by as far as is possible:
at least 3mm, preferably 6mm or more. Using a larger 0V plane
helps to reduce emissions and improve immunity.

Where possible, do not place components, or route traces very
near to any plane edges, splits, holes, apertures, gaps, etc. If
possible – never cross any plane splits, gaps, etc., with any
traces or components (but see 5.4.5 for what to do when it is
unavoidable).

It is very important to maintain the segregation of components
and traces in their allotted zones, even when they share the
same 0V plane. In almost all cases, the 0V plane can
interconnect between any zones without needing any EM
mitigation itself.

The general design rule for boards that are not very dense, is
that there should be no plane gaps larger than 0.01λ at fmax.  The
value of λ that matters is the one inside the PCB’s dielectric,
which can be approximated quite well as 300/{fmax⋅√εr} metres,
where fmax is in MHz and εr is the relative dielectric constant of
the board material, for FR4 typically 4.2 above 1MHz. So for
FR4 we can say that no plane perforations should exceed 1.5/
fmax. For example: for a plane in an average PCB to be reasonably
effective up to 1GHz, no perforations in it should exceed 1.5mm.

1.5mm is not a problem for the vast majority of via holes and
leaded semiconductors and other components, but there are
leaded components that require larger hole diameters, and of
course board fixing or mounting holes are larger than this.
Knowing that larger holes create EMC problems, we try to keep
them outside any noisy, dirty, high-speed, or especially sensitive
EM Zones.

There can be other practical problems associated with trying
to achieve a ‘solid’ 0V plane all over a board. it can be necessary
to remove areas of 0V plane, when using: very high impedance
circuits; very small currents; impedance-matching some types
of RF devices or RF transmission lines, etc. But knowing that
this can have dire consequences for EMC informs the design
and allows alternative solutions to be used (e.g. using double-
sided PCB shielding over the segregated area with poor 0V
plane, RF-bonded to the ‘solid’ 0V plane all around its
perimeter).

Parallel 0V planes should be bonded together at least every λ/
10 at fmax by vias (or 15/fmax, fmax in MHz gives the maximum
spacing in metres, in GHz it gives it in mm).

5.4.2 Only use thermal break pads (thermal reliefs) when
really necessary
Through-hole-plate (THP) PCB manufacturing technology,
when used with leaded components (as was common in the
1980s), had a problem with the automated soldering of
component leads to planes: the planes had such good thermal
conductivity that they ‘sucked’ the heat out of the joints and
dry joints were a common problem. This was solved by the use
of ‘thermal break’ pads, sometimes called ‘thermal reliefs ’ (or
even ‘wagon wheels’ because of their superficial visual
resemblance).
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The downside is that thermal break pads perforate planes quite
considerably, and so decrease their EMC benefits. So they
should only be used where necessary for reliable automated
soldering. They are generally not required for reflow-soldered
surface-mounted components, because their break-out or pin-
escape traces provide the necessary thermal relief from the via
to the plane, for their soldered joints.

Unfortunately, some PCB departments apply thermal reliefs
for every plane connection, and with the component density
typical of modern PCBs this practice significantly increases
the RF impedance of the planes, so is bad for EMC. Instead,
thermal break pads should now only be used for leaded
components, and only then when they are going to be
automatically soldered.

5.4.3 RF-bonding planes to components, conductors and
chassis
Figure 5G shows some example layouts for connecting
decoupling capacitors to 0V and power planes. All other
connections between components and planes should follow
similar guidance. Just 1mm of trace can have an inductive
impedance approaching 6Ω at 1GHz (60Ω for a 10mm trace),
so it is clearly important for plane-bonding traces to be as short
and wide as possible, to minimise their inductance.

There is a compromise to be made between the lengths of the
plane-bonding traces and the production yield of the soldered
PCB assembly. Traces that are too short, or used with too
ineffective a solder resist, can result in the solder intended for
the surface-mounted component being sucked into the via hole,
resulting in a dry joint. Sometimes it is just a matter of specifying
a better quality solder resist rather than trying to save pennies
by using the cheapest resist available.

Figure 5G Examples of devices connected to planes   (e.g.
decoupling capacitors)

Figure 5G shows that where a device has connections to both
0V and power planes, there are some real advantages to placing
their 0V and power plane via holes very close together (say
1mm or less) so that their mutual inductance and opposing
directions of current cancels out some of the via holes’ series
inductance. Break-out and pin-escape traces should never be
lengthened for this purpose. Firstly make the plane connections
as short as possible, then place their 0V and power plane vias
close together without lengthening their attached traces.

Traces crossing the edge of a 0V plane, and therefore entering
or exiting an EM zone boundary, should be RF-bonded to the
0V plane near to that edge. Traces at 0V potential should be
directly connected to the plane with a via. Other power and
signal traces should be connected via a capacitor, the purpose
of which is to provide a low-impedance return path for common-
mode surface currents, but it is effectively just a capacitive
filter. The value of the capacitor should not be so much as to
cause a problem for the signal driver or signal quality.

As discussed in section 3.2.5 of [6], when a signal or noise
source has low impedance at the frequencies concerned, using
capacitive filtering on its own can sometimes increase
emissions. In such cases it is usually better to use RC, LC or
Tee filtering. Figure 5D shows an example of a filter circuit
and layout that can be effective in a wide variety of circuits and
applications. Where electronic units have well-shielded
enclosures mounted directly onto metal chassis – as is common
in military vehicles such as tanks and warships – π filters might
be preferable to Tee, see [6].

0V planes should be RF-bonded to any metal chassis or
enclosure shield, especially near high-speed devices (e.g. clock
generators, clock buffers), and near any shielded (see [7]) and/
or filtered (see [6]) I/O connectors – and then as frequently as
possible all over the PCB’s area. Ideally, the spacing between
the bonds should be less than λ/10 at fmax, or 30/fmax metres,
where fmax is in MHz.

It is a good idea to make provision for these RF bonds, even if
there is no metal chassis or shield, in case a chassis or shield
has to be added later in the project, for EMC compliance or to
solve actual interference problems. The chassis or shield
required might even be as simple and low-cost as a sheet of
metallised cardboard, the sort of thing most EMC engineers
take to test labs with them to help solve customers’ problems
quickly. In 5.3 the term ‘anti-Murphy design’ was introduced
for this sort of precautionary design measure.

A typical RF bond between 0V and chassis just uses a mounting
pillar or screw to make the connection directly. But where there
are many 0V-chassis bonds, assembly time can be reduced by
using conductive gaskets or spring fingers to make automatic
connections to the metal chassis or enclosure. Companies like
Kitagawa, W.L Gore and others supply components intended
for just that purpose.

Some designers, and some customers (e.g. automotive, rail,
marine) don’t like direct 0V-chassis bonds on PCBs, in case
the large currents they allow to flow in the metal structures of
their vehicles should decide to flow through a PCB instead,
causing it to catch fire, or at least be damaged. The practice of
using the chassis or other metalwork as a high-current return
path, generally makes acceptable EMC performance much more
costly to achieve.

Where direct 0V-chassis connections are forbidden, or where
you are not sure what to do for the best, prototypes can be
designed using pad patterns like that of Figure 5H, to have a
range of chassis-bonding options…

• Zero-ohm links to provide direct (DC) bonds.
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• Capacitors to provide RF bonds with high-voltage isolation.
The lowest effective frequency depends on the capacitor’s
value, and the isolation voltage generally required in
automotive applications is around 500Vdc, in some railway
systems it is 2kV.

• Resistors to dampen RF resonances that could occur in the
cavity between the 0V plane and the chassis or enclosure
shield.

• Resistors in series with capacitors to damp RF resonances
while maintaining high-voltage isolation.

Figure 5H Example flexible 0V plane – chassis bond
layout

It is important to understand that multi-point bonding is always
required for RF, with the spacing between the bonds less than
λ/10 at fmax, or 30/fmax metres, where fmax is in MHz. Single-
point bonding is incapable of being very effective above a few
hundreds of kHz, and is generally completely useless above
30MHz.

Using the above 0V-chassis RF bonding components, we can
achieve what is sometimes called ‘hybrid bonding’: one 0V-
chassis bond is direct, whilst the others are via capacitors (or
capacitors and resistors in series). This might satisfy the
instrumentation and audio circuit designers who want to stick
to their traditional single-point grounding practices, whilst also
achieving EMC compliance for their products, or improve their
EMC performance for other reasons.

5.4.4 Don’t split 0V planes any more (and what to do, if
you do)
Of course, where galvanic isolation is necessary between two
parts of a PCB, the 0V plane must be split between the two
areas.

But never split a 0V plane just because a guideline, textbook,
data sheet or application note says so. Articles, papers,
guidelines, textbooks and application notes dating from before
2003 can be out of date as regards cost-effective PCB layout
for EMC. An example of a textbook that contains good advice
on breaks in 0V planes is [10], published in 2007. And many
semiconductor manufacturers ignore EMC when they write their
application notes, or else use ‘traditional’ practices that are, in
fact, well out of date.

For example, it has been common, in the past, to split 0V planes
between analogue and digital – but if the design
recommendations in this article are implemented, you will
generally achieve much better EMC – and much better
functional performance (e.g. signal/noise ratio) if you use a
single 0V plane over the entire PCB and all of its different EM
zones.

The author learned to use unbroken 0V planes in the early 1980s,
just to improve functional performance in the most demanding
analogue applications using PCBs that mixed analogue and
digital technologies. It was only in the early 1990s that I learned
that this approach was also the best thing to do for EMC as
well. The functional performance achieved for products and
even large systems were well beyond what was thought possible
with split analogue/digital 0V planes, and frequently amazed
designers who thought splitting planes was some sort of law.
The technique is very well proven (and not just by me), and [4]
goes into much more detail.

These days, split 0V planes should only be used as part of a
well thought-out EMC plan, which of course requires
considerable EMC expertise to develop. If you are not sure
whether to split 0V planes or not, prototype PCBs can provide
both options, as sketched in Figure 5J…

• Split the planes between the segregated circuit zones (this
is easy to do, because of the segregation discussed in 5.2)

• Place pads and 0V vias on both sides of the split so that it
can be ‘stitched’ together at least every l/10 at fmax (30/fmax
metres, where fmax is in MHz) with small zero-ohm links or
capacitors (an ‘anti-Murphy’ design technique).

• Test prototypes, using functional as well as EMC tests (the
close field probe methods described in Parts 1 and 2 of [8]
can be very helpful, but ‘proper’ emissions/immunity tests
provide the best proof) to see whether split or stitched planes
work best overall, and if stitched, what type of stitching is
best. If you find that zero-ohm links across every stitching
point is best, then removing the split altogether at the next
iteration will probably improve performance even more.

Figure 5J Example of ‘stitching’ across split planes
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As was described in 5.3, this ‘anti-Murphy’ EMC design
technique – used with a complete split between the planes –
allows a direct connection to be made between the planes with
a zero-ohm link at one of the stitching pads, with capacitors (or
series resistor-capacitors) at the other stitching pads, to provide
what is often called ‘hybrid bonding’.

For galvanically isolated circuit zones, link the isolated 0V plane
to the PCB’s main 0V plane with a number of small capacitors
spaced all around its perimeter. The capacitors should be rated
to withstand the maximum voltage difference across the split.
Where the galvanic isolation is for safety reasons, it is important
to use no more than the maximum total value allowed by the
relevant safety standards, and it is strongly recommended to
use capacitors that have third-party safety-approvals to the
relevant standards for the application. It is also recommended
to check that the safety approvals are valid, and not counterfeit,
by contacting the approvals body to confirm.

5.4.5 Traces routed close to plane edges, or across plane
splits
Almost all EMC design can be seen as a process of controlling
the return current paths so they are always in very close
proximity to their send paths. So it is important indeed that no
‘single-ended’ (i.e. 0V referenced) signal or power traces cross
any perforations or splits in their adjacent plane layers (whether
they are 0V or power planes).

This is because the return currents naturally travel in the adjacent
plane layers (whether 0V or power) and any perforation or split
in those planes forces the return current away from the lowest-
energy route preferred by the laws of nature, causing a great
increase in EM fields, hence higher emissions and worse
immunity.

In fact, traces should not go closer than 3mm to the edge of a
plane (preferably more, see 5.4.1), because this also causes
problems for the return currents.

But where a signal or power trace has to cross a plane split – it
must have a return path provided in intimate proximity – even
if it means shorting-out the split at that point. Keeping the
return current path in intimate proximity to the send path is
vital for EMC (and signal integrity, SI) – much more important
than maintaining a split in the plane.

The best way to maintain the isolation of a plane split whilst
crossing it with a power or signal trace, is to pass both the send
and return currents for that power or signal through a common-
mode (CM) choke that straddles the split. For single-ended
power or signals, one winding of the choke connects to the
plane on either side of the split.

A less effective alternative is to provide a plane ‘stitching’
capacitor very close to the power or signal trace, for the return
current to take instead of diverting around the split. This method
should be used where the planes on each side of the split crossed
by the trace are at different voltages.

5.4.6 Can’t afford multilayer PCBs?
Analogue and ‘glue logic’ boards can often achieve a good 0V
plane with only two layers, but many modern boards have so
many interconnections that they need at least four layers to be

able to fit in a good 0V plane (see 5.4.1). There is often pressure
from managers to remove dedicated 0V plane layers to reduce
the BOM cost of the bare board, but this should be strongly
resisted because:

• Adding a 0V layer does not add very much cost, providing
you purchase from the correct manufacturer. Most corporate
buyers, if asked to get a price for adding a couple of layers,
will go to the suppliers they already use and be given a silly
price. This is because all PCB manufacturers specialise in
boards with a certain number of layers, although they often
do not reveal this fact to customers. They will not give the
best price for a board if it has a different number of layers
from what their processes are optimised for.
In reasonable volumes, and for at least the last 17 years, the
cost of adding two layers should not add more than 25%
(typically 20%) to the bare-board unit cost. But the company
buyer will have to do more work to find the suppliers who
offer that price.

• Saving PCB layer cost by deleting a 0V plane usually adds
to the overall cost of manufacturing a unit. This is because
a continuous PCB 0V plane is probably the most powerful
and cost-effective EMC technique of all (see 5.4.1), and if
it is not used it is likely that more costly EM mitigation
measures will be found to be necessary (with associated
project delays) to pass compliance tests.

However, if using single layer PCBs, it is best to fill as much
area as possible with 0V fills and traces, then fit 0V links that
cross the gaps to create the smallest possible 0V mesh. A mesh
is only effective at frequencies << 30/L MHz  (where L is the
diagonal of the largest element in the mesh, in metres). Above
frequencies of 50/L MHz, a mesh can amplify emissions and
susceptibility problems, so it is important to get the mesh size
small enough for a given fmax.

If using 2-layer through-hole-plate (THP) PCBs, the best
method is to move as many traces as possible onto one layer,
then make the other layer as ‘solid’ a 0V plane as is practical.
Any traces ‘sneaked’ into the 0V plane layer should be as short
as possible. Repositioning of components is usually required
to do this well. Using this method alone, the author has improved
the immunity of a passive infra-red (PIR) detector from 5V/m
at 900MHz (the burglar alarm system was being triggered by
cellphones outside the building) to 50V/m.

The above 2-layer method is most appropriate for analogue or
simple ‘glue-logic’ boards. Anything with a microprocessor with
external memory is likely to have so many interconnections
that both layers must be used for routing. (Digital processors
with internal memories, and no high-data-rate buses on the PCB,
are better for EMC).

These boards should route with horizontal traces on one side
and vertical on the other, then ‘0V fill’ both sides, then ‘stitch’
the fills together with vias or links to make the densest possible
mesh. The 30/L guide for mesh effectiveness is the same as
that given above. Unfortunately, the area where the smallest
mesh is required for EMC, is closest to the microprocessor,
where the trace density often makes it most difficult to get a
close mesh. Where a 2-layer PCB fails an EMC test at RF by
less than 10dB, it is often possible to use this 0V meshing
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method to achieve a pass – but it can be very time-consuming
and require several iterations of the board before the optimum
layout is found.
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www.ieee.org/soc/emcs/
iNARTE 46
www.narte.org

EMCUK 2007 Exhibitor List
Instrument Plastics Ltd 19
www.instrumentplastics.co.uk
ITT United Kingdom 33
www.itt.com
Laplace Instruments Ltd 35
www.laplace.co.uk
Link Microtek Ltd 61
www.linkmicrotek.com
METECC 39
www.metecc.eu
Milmega Ltd 27 & 48
www.milmega.co.uk
MPE Ltd 51
www.mpe.co.uk
NPL 21
www.npl.co.uk/measurement_solutions
Oxley Group plc 36
www.oxleygroup.com
Panashield UK Ltd 26
www.panashield.co.uk
PPM 28
www.ppm.co.uk
QinetiQ 57
www.qinetiq.com
Q-par Angus Ltd 15
www.q-par.com
Rainford EMC Systems 14
www.rainfordemc.com
Rohde & Schwarz UK Ltd 12 & 13
www.rohde-schwarz.com
Sabritec 62
www.sabritec.com
Schroff UK Ltd 55
www.schroff.co.uk
Schurter Ltd 45
www.schurter.com
Select Cables Ltd 63
www.selectcables.com
Sematron UK Ltd 38
www.sematron.com
Syfer Technology Ltd 59
www.syfer.com
TDK Electronics UK 34
www.tdk.de
Tecan Ltd 37
www.tecan.co.uk
Telonic Instruments Ltd 50
www.telonic.co.uk
Teseq Ltd 11
www.teseq.com
TMD Technologies Ltd 15
www.tmd.co.uk
TRW Conekt 29
www.conekt.net
Venture Tape Europe Corp. 42
www.venturetape.com
Wurth Electronics UK Ltd 54
www.we-online.com
York EMC Services Ltd 47
www.yorkemc.co.uk

Stands marked with an asterisk are located in the Marquee, see floor plan.
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Conference Day 1 Tuesday 16th October

Training Course
Electronic Fundamentals
for Good EMC

Presenters:
Keith Armstrong
Cherry Clough Consultants
&
Tim Williams
Elmac Services

09.10 - 10.30 Mechanical design; enclosure layout and
shielding

10.30 - 11.10 Coffee and Visit to Exhibition Stands

11.10 - 12.30 PCB design; ground/power planes, layout,
tracking, layer stackup

12.30 - 14.00 Lunch and Visit to Exhibitions Stands

14.00 - 15.20 Interface design: cables, filters, connectors

15.20 - 16.00 Tea and visit to Exhibition Stands

16.00 - 17.20 Circuit design: decoupling, bandwidth
limitation, balance & isolation

Who should attend:

Design engineers of electronic products in all sectors
(consumer, medical, industrial, military, transport, telecom)
who have to meet high frequency EMC compliance requirements.

Benefits:

Delegates will hear from two of the most respected lecturers in
the business. After attending this course, delegates will be able
to review their designs with confidence in all aspects –
mechanical drawings, PCB layouts and circuit schematics –
for adherence to principles of minimum disturbance emissions
and maximum interference immunity.

Subsidised Fee by The EMC Journal,
see website for details of fees

www.emcuk.co.uk/conference/index.asp?id=2

Automotive EMC 2007:
Navigating Automotive Compliance

Chairman:
Martin O’Hara

09:20  - 09.30 Welcome and Notices

09:30 - 10.00 Keynote Presentation:
Ayhan Gunsaya
Ford Motor Company

10:00 - 10.30 Revision of ISO 7637-3 – An Introduction to
the New Requirements
Roland Spriessler
EM Test AG

10:30 - 11.10 Coffee and Visit to Exhibition Stands

11:10 - 11.50 Modelling Antennas for Inter-Vehicle
Communications
John Rajeev Ojha
Technical University of Hamburg

11:50 - 12.30 The Groundplane Resonance – Problems
with Radiated Emissions Measurements
Below 30 MHz
Luke Turnbull
TRW Conekt

12:30 - 14.00 Lunch and Visit to Exhibitions Stands

14:00  - 14.40 Designing to Meet ISO 7637 Pulse 5 (Load
Dump)
Tim Jarvis
RadioCAD

14:40 - 15.20 Electrostatic Discharge Testing for
Automotive Applications
Martin O’Hara,
Automotive EMC Network

15:20 - 16.00 Tea and visit to Exhibition Stands

16:00 - 16.30 Relevance of Reference Levels for In-Vehicle
Field Exposure Assessment
Alastair Ruddle
MIRA Ltd

16:30 - 17.00 Noise Spark Current Level Caused by
Capacitive Discharge in an Automotive
Secondary Ignition System
Xu Li
Chongqing University

Registration is from 08.30 for either Session.

Tuesday
16th October

1
Tuesday

16th October

2

Exhibition and Conference
The Racecourse, Newbury, 16/17 October 2007

Book Now!

SessionSession

The EMC Journal September 2007

Booking form on pages 58 and 59
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 Conference Day 2 Wednesday 17th October

Defence and Avionics

Chairman:
Dr Nigel Carter
Consultant

09.10 - 10.30 Protection of Fixed Installations from EM
Environments
Richard Hoad
QinetiQ

The EMC implications of using COTS
vehicles in the Military Environment
Tony Bowdell
QinetiQ

10.30 - 11.10 Coffee and Visit to Exhibition Stands

11.10 - 12.30 Read-across from Defence Standards to
Commercial Standards?
Peter Dorey
TUV Product Service

Portable Electronic Devices – Latest
Situation
Erik Stevens
ERA Technology Ltd

12.30  - 14.00 Lunch and visit to Exhibition Stands

Chairman:
Ian MacDiarmid
BAE SYSTEMS

14.00 - 15.20 MESAF – A framework for EMC Analysis
Dr Liz Davenport
BAE SYSTEMS

EMC in Safety Cases - Why EMC Testing is
never enough
Keith Armstrong
Cherry Clough Consultants

15.20 - 16.00 Tea and visit to Exhibition Stands

16.00 - 17.20 Post-trials Analysis to Support NEMP
Clearance of Typhoon
Dr Chris Jones
BAE SYSTEMS

EMC Regulations and Standards

Chairman:
Dave Imeson/Chris Marshman
Compliance Europe/York EMC Services

09.10 - 10.30 The New EMC Directive, Guidelines and SI
2006 No. 3418
Dave Imeson
Compliance Europe Ltd

The impact of the new EMC Directive for the
railway industry
Chris Marshman
York EMC Services Ltd

This presentation will be followed by an
extended Q&A session to debate issues
surrounding Fixed Installations & other
areas of the New EMCD open to
interpretation.

10.30 - 11.10 Coffee and Visit to Exhibition Stands

11.10 - 12.30 Standards Update
Nick Wainwright,
York EMC Services Ltd

12.30  - 14.00 Lunch and visit to Exhibition Stands

EMC in Railways

Chairman:
Dave Imeson/Chris Marshman
Compliance Europe/York EMC Services

14.00 - 15.20 Assessment of engineering  changes on Rail
Vehicles
James Johnson
Resco Railways

A process for the EMC management and
control of LUL station modernisation projects
Ken Webb
TUV Product Service

15.20 - 16.00 Tea and visit to Exhibition Stands

16.00 - 17.20 Cable separations in the metro environment
- modelling and measurements
Les McCormack
Metronet Alliance Engineering Authority

Development of the EN50121-X series of
standards for the railway industry
Nick Wainwright
York EMC Services Ltd

Chairman:
Ken Webb
TUV Product Service

09.10 - 10.30 Crosstalk and the Effect of Circuit
Impedance
Stuart Charles
E-Mead Consulting

Interference emission from TV receivers in
theory and practice
Richard Marshall
Richard Marshall Limited

10.30 - 11.10 Coffee and Visit to Exhibition Stands

11.10 - 12.30 Co-simulation of PCB and Environment for
Improving Electromagnetic Compatibility
David Edgar
Ansoft UK

Use of Time Domain Methods for CISPR16
Compliant EMI Measurements
Karl-Heinz Weidner
Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG

A Review of EMC Measurements  and Design Principles

Registration is from 08.30 for any of the Sessions.

Wednesday
17th October

3
Wednesday

17th October

4

Wednesday
17th October

5

Session Session

Session
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EMCUK Conference 2007
Booking Form

Please complete details on opposite page (58) and tick below which Session/s you wish to attend.

Return completed both pages to Nutwood UK Ltd, at the address on page 58, or by fax to: 01208 850871 or by
email: registration@emcuk.co.uk

Please either tear down dotted lines or photocopy the pages.

All fees include Lunch, Proceedings printed in colour, coffee and tea breaks.  Entrance to the exhibition is Free,
as is all Parking.

Cancellation
Cancellation cannot be accepted after 30th September 2007.

* The cost of the Training Course has been subsidised by The EMC Journal and is therefore
lower than the other full day sessions.

**If you pay a full day fee on Wednesday you are free to move around any of the sessions.

Conference Fees

Cost Total
inc. VAT

*Tuesday 16th October Session 1. Training Course - Electronic Design
Fundamentals.  Full Day £127.00 £149.23

Tuesday 16th October Session 2.  AutoEMC.  Full Day £147.00 £172.73

**Wednesday 17th October Session 3. Defence and Avionics.   Full Day £147.00 £172.73

**Wednesday 17th October Session 4. EMC Regulations & Standards and
EMC in Railways.   Full Day £147.00 £172.73

Wednesday 17th October  Session 5. A Review of EMC Measurements &
Design Principals.   Half Day only. £95.00 £111.63

Two Day Season £242.00 £284.35

The prices in red italics include VAT at 17.5% and are the total prices due.

Session Charge per person

The EMC Journal September 2007
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Please return this completed form to:-
For UK Delegates: (no stamp required) For Delegates from Outside of UK:

Nutwood UK Ltd Nutwood UK Ltd
FREEPOST (SWB40294) Eddystone Court, De Lank Lane
BODMIN St Breward, Bodmin
PL30 4BF Cornwall PL30 4NQ, U.K.

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

Title ______ First Name _____________________ Surname _____________________________________

Job Title _______________________________ Company _________________________________________

Address  __________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________ Post Code _____________ Country ________________

Telephone __________________________________ Fax __________________________________________

Email ________________________________________ Web  _______________________________________

Payment is required in Pounds Sterling in advance of the Conference and can be made by cheque made payable
to Nutwood UK Ltd, Company Purchase Order or by credit card - MasterCard orVisa only accepted.  A VAT
invoice will be sent by return. Please use the prices shown overleaf in red italics.

Please indicate method of payment

Cheque *Purchase Order Visa MasterCard  

*Purchase Order  No. _________________________ (Please send order with your registration)

Card No. _____________________________________________________ Expiry Date _______________

Security Card No. ______________ (3 digit number on reverse of card)

Cardholders Name ________________________________________________________________________

Address to which card is registered (if different from above) _______________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________ Post Code _______________ Country _____________________

Organised by:
Nutwood UK Ltd

Eddystone Court, De Lank Lane, St Breward, Bodmin, Cornwall PL30 4NQ, U.K.

Tel: +44 (0)1208 851530  Fax: +44 (0)1208 850871
Email: registration@emcuk.co.uk.    Web: www.emcuk.co.uk.

If you are paying by Credit Card or Company Purchase Order you can fax the completed
form to: +44 (0)1208 850871 or Email: registration@emcuk.co.uk

The EMC Journal September 2007
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Exhibitor's Presentation Theatre
FREE (No need to book, just turn up)

Day 1 Tuesday 16th October 2007
10.10 - 10.30 CST GmbH

EMC simulation for automotive applications using CST MICROWAVE
STUDIO®

11.10 - 11.30 Agilent Technologies
Probability of Intercept: The EMC Challenge

11.40 - 12.00 Ansoft UK
Suppressing Power and Ground Noise in High-Performance
Consumer Electronics

12.10 - 12.30 AR RF/Microwave Instrumentation
Updates on the New Release of IEC 61000-4-3 Edition 3

14.00 - 14.20 Link Microtek Ltd
EMF Measurements for the EMF Directive

14.30 - 14.50 National Physical Laboratory
Calibration of Antennas and Field Probes

15.00 - 15.20 Tecan Ltd
Volume Enclosures

15.30 - 15.50 Wurth Electronics UK Ltd
EMC Best Practice

Day 2 Wednesday 17th October 2007
10.10 - 10.30 DEM Manufacturing Ltd

Advancement in Passive Harmonic Mitigation

11.10 - 11.30 Alrad Instruments Ltd
Use of Current Transformers in EMC Measurements

11.40 - 12.00 AQL-EMC Ltd
Developments in Attenuation Tests

12.10 - 12.30 iNARTE
Introducing iNARTE’s EMC Certification

14.00 - 14.20 MILMEGA Ltd
MILMEGA’s New Silicon Carbide based RF Amplifiers

14.30 - 14.50 Schroff UK Ltd
Techniques to ensure EMC compliance for 19" Systems

15.00 - 15.20 York EMC Services Ltd
Comparison Noise Emitter - An Icon Reborn
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You are invited to attend the forthcoming Chapter Experiment Demonstration session on Tuesday 16th and Wednesday 17th
October 2007 at EMCUK2007 Newbury Racecourse, Marquee Annex on Ground Floor.

Experiment Demonstrations and Computer Solution Demonstrations
The practical experiment presentations are intended to demonstrate EMC concepts and principles, phenomena, effects, and
measurement methods. The computer solutions presentations are intended to illustrate EMC modelling approaches and simulation
methods through a series of interactive computer demonstrations. The presentations are table-top informal practical demonstrations
that are similar to poster sessions, they are presented simultaneously and repeated continuously.

Agenda
Session time: 09:30 - 13:00 Each Day   Content will include:

IEEE EMC Society UKRI Chapter... at EMCUK

Tuesday 16th October 2007

Applications of EM Modelling for the Automotive Industry.
Paul Duxbury, Flomerics
Within the automotive industry, the quantity and complexity of
electronic systems being used in a vehicle is increasing all the
time. A multitude of antennas are also being added to vehicles for
multimedia applications (AM, FM, DVB, DAB, TV, mobile, GPS,
BlueTooth etc) and for remote sensing (tyre pressure, keyless entry
and ignition etc). All of this is leading to an increasingly complex
electromagnetic environment, and results in an increase in potential
EMC/I issues. This demonstration session will cover some of the
different areas within the automotive industry to which EM
modeling can be applied, ranging from antenna analysis (both in
isolation and installed) through to component analysis with a
CISPR 25 representative test setup and full vehicle level
simulations.

Faraday Cage - Suitability for low frequency shielding. Simon
Brady, Agustin Sanchez, Henry Daunery. AST UK Ltd
The demonstration will show a traditional Faraday cage (small
copper box) and the shielding effect it has on low frequency
magnetic radiation. We will then show the shielding performance
of various open ended (non Faraday) cable trays of the right type
of material and also layered construction.

Modelling Def Stan 59-411 compliant regions on multi-emitter
structures such as ship topsides with respect to equipment
placement and performance.   John J Kazik, Mrs Donna Flux,
Dr Paul Loach, IDS Ingegneria Dei Sistemi (UK)
The demonstration will illustrate how the use of software can help
in the placement of sensitive receive equipment in a challenging
EM environment. It will also demonstrate how the software can
then assess the performance of the equipment in question.

Various Shielding Demonstrations.  Tony Swainson, Consultant
Demonstrations of shielding performance which show the effect
of reciprocity and how it should be considered in shield design.

Different filter topologies, simulation verses live
measurements. Lorandt Foelkel

Video presentations of:
EMC Aspects of Magnetic Field Coupling of Current Loops.
Jasper Goedbloed
ESD and EMI in Printed Wiring Boards”. Douglas Smith
Effects of Pulse Rise/Fall Time on Signal Spectra”. Clayton
Paul

Wednesday 17th October 2007

Applications of Transitory EM Modelling for the Aerospace/
Defence Industry. Paul Duxbury, Flomerics
Electromagnetic modeling is widely used in many different
applications within the aerospace and defence industries from
antenna design and installed performance through to EMC/I
analysis of electronic systems and large platforms. One of the
main areas of concern for these industries is in ensuring that the
systems have an intrinsic level of immunity to severe EM threats.
These threats are very different to, and much more severe than,
those an item of commercial equipment would be expected to
survive. This demonstration session will focus on how EM
modeling can be used in the assessment of a systems immunity to
the specific time domain based transitory threats of
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) and lightning.

Analyzing current paths and magnetic fields.  Roy Ediss, Ediss
Electric
The demonstration reviews a sensing method and then focuses on
its application using various probes and a range of test pieces, in
order to identify associated current paths and magnetic field
properties. Current paths and field effects will be shown on PCB
track arrangements, a “real” circuit, a coaxial transmission line,
twisted pair transmission line, a crosstalk demonstrator PCB, etc.

Reverberation chamber total radiated power measurements.
Andrew Lambourne, QinetiQ

Use of a Tee attenuator for RF impedance measurement.
Richard Marshall, Richard Marshall Limited
A spectrum analyser with tracking generator may be used to
measure rf impedances provided that the unknown impedance can
be connected as an element of an attenuator. The unknown may
then be calculated from the measured loss of the attenuator. The
case of particular interest is an unknown of which one terminal is
grounded. This may conveniently form the shunt element of a
symmetrical Tee attenuator. In this demonstration, which is based
on an article in “The EMC Journal” of May 2005, the theory and
practice and application of this method is considered.

Video presentations of:
EMC Aspects of Magnetic Field Coupling of Current Loops.
Jasper Goedbloed
ESD and EMI in Printed Wiring Boards”. Douglas Smith.
Effects of Pulse Rise/Fall Time on Signal Spectra”. Clayton
Paul
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Alphabetical  Exhibitor Listing
Stand 22
Accelonix Ltd
10 Anstey Road, Alton
Hants GU34 2RB
Tel: +44 (0)1420 590000
Fax: +44 (0)1420 82123
sales@accelonix.co.uk
www.accelonix.co.uk
Contact: Stuart Aust

Accelonix provides a comprehensive
range of test solutions to suit every
budget from pre-compliance
equipment and essential accessories
through to fully compliant systems
for most major standards.
We will be launching the new PMM
3030 digitally synthesised RF signal
generator designed specifically for
EMC testing, introducing two new
solid-state RF amplifiers from Prana
designed for automotive pulsed RF
immunity tests up to 1kV/m and
presenting a new range of low-cost
software simulation tools from
SimLab.   In addition you won’t be
able to miss the WaveCell compact
TEM cell on our stand and the ever
popular 9354-1 Universal Transient
Generator offering multiple military
impulse tests will feature alongside
the new 2654-1 Lightning Transient
Generator for RTCA DO160 testing.
Come and have a chat, check us out
on the web or call us today to
identify solutions to your needs.

Stand 52
Accurate Controls Ltd
25 Cowley Road
Nuffield Industrial Estate
Poole, Dorset BH17 0UJ
Tel: +44 90)1202 678 108
Fax: +44 (0)1202 670 161
pgibbens@accurate-controls.ltd.uk
www.accurate-controls.ltd.uk
Contact: Paul Gibbens

Accurate Controls Ltd, the UK
agents for OPSENS Inc of Canada,
will be exhibiting a range of Fibre
Optic based sensors that are immune
to electromagnetic interference and
can measure temperature, strain,
displacement and pressure whilst
a product is under test.
The highlight of our presentation
will be the new RadSens System
that is especially designed for
RADHAZ and HERO applications
including the electromagnetic
compatibility testing and assessment
of bridge-wire electro-explosive
devices (EED’s).
The RadSens is a modular system
uses extremely small, low thermal
mass, fast response fibre optic
sensors. Once configured through
the fast internal digital
communications link between the
modules and the Card cage single
board computer the RadSens is
capable of measuring at a sampling
rate up to 1000Hz, with user
definable output measurement units
of:

• Absolute or relative
temperature (°C or °F)

• Milliampere (mA)
• Microwatts (µW)
• Decibels below NFT point

(dB)

Stand 58
Advanced Monolythic Ceramics
Whispers, Station Approach
Four Marks, Hants GU35 5HN
Tel: +44 (0)1420 561496
Fax: +44 (0)1420 561496
mpye@johansondielectrics.com
www.amccaps.com
Contact: Mick Pye

Ceramic capacitors and planar
arrays for filtering solutions
Advanced Monolythic Ceramics, Inc
is a world leader in planar capacitor
technology and application specific
multilayer ceramic capacitors. Our
manufacturing process is
specifically designed for the ever
changing filter component markets,
offering maximum flexibility and
speed of manufacture of high quality
products.
Our range includes planar capacitor
arrays, discoidal capacitors, X2Y
filters and feedthrough metal cased
filters for EMI suppression plus high
capacitance ceramic capacitors for
input and output filtering in high
reliability Switch-Mode power
supplies. Many customer specific
solutions and assemblies are also
produced.
AMC’s products are engineered and
manufactured in USA and available
through a network of UK and
European distributors and agents,
supported by a high level of local
technical expertise and excellent
customer service with one the
shortest lead-times in the industry.

Stand 60
Agilent Technologies UK Ltd
710 Wharfedale Road
Winnersh Triangle
Wokingham, Berks RG41 5TP
Tel: +44 (0)118 927 6201
Fax: +44 (0)118 927 6855
contactcenter_uk@agilent.com
www.agilent.co.uk

No matter what industry you are in,
ensuring accurate and comprehen-
sive evaluation of EMI compliance
is an essential part of any successful
design cycle.  Join us at stand 60 to
discover how Agilent's compliance
EMI receiver solution can help you
overcome your EMC challenges.
Our EMI receiver solution offers
outstanding accuracy, affordability
and full compliance with the CISPR
16-1-1 and MIL STD 461 standards.
Comprising of Agilent's premier
PSA series high-performance
analyser and new N9039A RF pre-
selector; the EMI receiver enables
EMC engineers and managers
working with in-house EMC test

labs, third-party EMC test houses
and solution providers to increase
the speed and confidence in pre-
compliance, troubleshooting, and -
a new capability - compliance
measurements. Our product and
application experts will be on hand
to give demonstrations during the
show. Visit us at stand 60 to find out
more.

Stand 23
Alrad Instruments Limited
Alder House
Turnpike Road Industrial Estate
Newbury, Berkshire RG14 2NS
Tel: +44 (0)1635 30345
Fax: +44 (0)1635 32630
electronics@alrad.co.uk
www.alrad.co.uk
Contact: Tom Brockman or Ian
R.J. Alderton

Alrad Instruments have been
established for 37 years as a supplier
for High Voltage and Electro Optics
Components.  Our principle
products for EMC are:
Pearson Electronics Inc,  design
and manufacture precision wide –
band current monitoring
transformers –including a complete
clamp on range, high voltage pulse
transformers, and capacitive voltage
dividers. Whether you are interested
in observing and measuring sub-
milliamp currents in a charged
particle beam or thousands of amps
resulting from a fault in a major
power feeder, you will find a Pearson
Current Monitor to suit your needs.
DEI Inc  design dielectric test
systems and their standard product
line includes high-voltage pulse
generators and modulators, pulsed
current sources and laser diode
drivers. In addition to benchtop
instruments, DEI has developed
complete, integrated, packaged
turnkey solutions for materials
testing and pulsed component
characterization.
SDS France manufacture miniature
high voltage converters and larger
modules that deliver rapid high
voltage pulses for laser systems,
mass spectroscopy and beam
deviation.

Stand 49
Ansoft UK
1st Floor, Unit 6
Faraday Office Park
Rankine Road, Basingstoke
Hants  RG24 8QQ
Tel: +44 (0)1256 347788
Fax +44 (0)1256 363833
uksales@ansoft.com
www.ansoft.com
Contact: Charles Blackwood

Ansoft is a leading developer of
high-performance electronic design
automation (EDA) software, used to
design state-of-the-art electronic
products, such as cellular phones,

Internet-access devices, broadband
networking components and
systems, integrated circuits (ICs),
printed circuit boards (PCBs),
automotive electronic systems and
power electronics.
Owing to the complexities of today’s
high frequency and high-speed
components, design re-spins can be
commonplace and expensive,
particularly with regard to EMC
issues.  The risk of design re-spins
can be substantially reduced using
the industry-standard electro-
magnetic software Ansoft HFSS™
(www.hfss.co.uk). HFSS is widely
used for analysing full 3D field
behaviour, and extracting S-
parameter and full-wave SPICE
models.
For very complicated full board and
package structures Ansoft SIwave
(www.siwave.co.uk) allows similar
extraction capabilities. The coupling
of SIwave and HFSS allows full
EMC analysis of a complete
complex package / PCB and its
housing. Ansoft tools can improve
engineering productivity, reduce
development time and better assure
first-pass design success.

Stand 30
AQL EMC Ltd
16 Cobham Road
Ferndown Industrial Estate
Wimborne, Dorset
BH21 7PG
Tel:  +44 (0)1202 861175
Fax: +44 (0)1202 861176
info@aqlemc.co.uk
www.aqlemc.co.uk
Contact: Lee Beale

AQL EMC Ltd is a long established
UKAS accredited and DCSA
approved test laboratory specialising
in all types of Defence and
Aerospace EMC including
Lightning, HIRF and EMP testing.
As acknowledged experts in Defence
and Aerospace, we regularly test to
many standards including Def Stan
59-41/59-411, EFA, Bowman,
Panavia, Mil Std 461A/B/C/D/E,
RTCA/DO-160C/D/E (Sections 15
to 22 inclusive) in our 8 state-of-the-
art test chambers.
A major expansion programme to be
completed in Autumn 2007, includes
two large additional chambers for
vehicles/complex system tests, plus
a reverberation chamber for high
field-testing and a custom variable
frequency power supply system. This
investment coupled with additional
staff, is assurance of AQL EMC as
the market leader in all aspects of
EMC, EMP, HIRF, RF Attenuation
and HERO/RADHAZ testing and
consultancy.
We can offer a personal service in a
truly flexible and responsive manner,
either at our well-equipped
laboratory on the south coast or at
any location world-wide.
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Stand 65
AR EMV Ltd
Unit 8, TORC:MK
Chippenham Drive,
Kingston
Milton Keynes MK10 0AE
Tel:  +44 (0)1908 282766
Fax:  +44 (0)1908 288249
sales@emv.co.uk
www.emv.co.uk
Contact: Simon Young

AR-EMV Ltd will be showing
various new products this year:
From AR, their new range of Laser
Powered E Field Probes, these robust
probes operate over the 5kHz to
18GHz range measuring fields from
0.5 to 1000V/M with no range
switching. We are also offering a
thermocouple probe for the
measurement of radar type pulses.
All probes can be monitored either
by using the FM7004 Star Monitor
or direct from a PC.
EM Test have redesigned their CWS
series of conducted immunity
generators. These compact
simulators are suitable for all
commercial conducted immunity
standards and also testing to DEF-
STD 59-41 and MIL-STD 461 levels
(with suitable probes), we will also
be showing the UCS-500M4 Ultra
Compliant Transient Simulator
which is fully compliant to EN-
61000-4-4 Ed 2.
The Dare Radimation software is
widely accepted in the industry as a
versatile system automation tool.
Contact us for an on-site demonstration.

Stand 64
AR RF/Microwave Instrumentation
160 School House Road
Souderton
PA 18964,
USA
Tel: +1 215-723-8181
info@ar-worldwide.com
www.ar-worldwide.com
Contact: Ken Shepherd

AR RF/Microwave Instrumentation
is a manufacturer and distributor of
high-power, broadband amplifiers
from dc to 45 GHz, from 1 – 50,000
watts that are well suited for radiated
and conducted immunity testing as
well as equally suitable for general
laboratory use. Available is a full line
of complimentary test accessories
including antennas, directional
couplers, field monitoring
equipment, power meters, and signal
generators. We also carry RF
conducted immunity generators,
automotive transient generators,
EMI receivers and precompliance
EMC test systems.

Stand M1
AWE plc
Building D3.1, Room 305
Aldermaston
Reading
Berks RG7 4PR
Tel: +44 (0)118 982 7166
Fax: +44 (0)118 982 5206
graham.blissett@awe.co.uk
www.awe.co.uk

Since 1950 the Atomic Weapons
Establishment (AWE) has been
central to the defence of the United
Kingdom - providing and
maintaining the warheads for the
country’s nuclear deterrent. We are
proud of our rolein helping to
prevent global conflict for over half
a century. The AWEEMC Team
undertake a broad spectrum of
challenging and complex tasks in
a diverse and unique environment,
which can involve testing items from
the size of pagers through to peta-
watt lasers. The UKAS accredited
EMCTest facilities, offer a board
range of EMC Testing capability,
whichadheres to commercial (BS
EN) and military standards (Def-
Stan), as wellas supporting
assurance activities for RF Safety,
non-ionising radiationand explosive
safety. The AWE EMC Team offers
a complete “Concept toCompliance”
service, including design and
consultancy, which supports
activities and programmes
throughout the company. The EMC
Team is alsoinvolved in leading edge
research and development
programmes unique to AWE.

Stand 40
BFi OPTiLAS Ltd
Mill Square,
Wolverton Mill South
Milton Keynes, Bucks
MK12 5ZY
Tel: +44 (0)1908 326326
Fax: +44 (0)1908 221110
sales.uk@bfioptilas.com
www.bfioptilas.co.uk
Contact: Peter Rawlins

BFi OPTiLAS is a pan-European
technical distributor of specialist
products and services, including
design-engineering support, to the
electronics and photonics markets.
BFi OPTiLAS focuses on niche
technology products such as
magnetic, lasers, sensors,
connectors, electro-optics, imaging,
fibre optics, RF & microwave and
other specialty components,
systems, assemblies and metals. We
offer a wide range of magnetic cores
and bobbins from world leading
manufacturers. BFi OPTiLAS
specialises in high permeability alloy
cores as well as ferrite cores used in
inductors, chokes, transformers and
filters found in switching power
regulators and other devices. We also
have a wide range of EMC
suppression products from
Ferroxcube and Steward. Our range
of products is suitable for the

following markets: power supply
manufacturers, winding houses,
automotive communication and
office automation equipment
manufacturers, industrial &
consumer good manufacturers.

Stand 39
Caltest Instruments Ltd
P.O. Box 7717
Lockerbie
Scotland DG11 1YF
Tel: +44 (0)1387 811910
Fax: +44 (0)1387 810195
info@caltest.co.uk
www.caltest.co.uk
Contact: Roger Connel

The choice of experts for
Harmonics and Flicker Testing for
the last Decade, is also the up-to-
date answer for the latest
Standards:
Pacific AC Power Sources, both
Linearand Switched Mode
Amplifiers, single or single/three
phase selectable models - a complete
range from 500VA to 750kVA.   Ultra
low distortion and fast reponse -
ideal for Harmonics and Flicker
Testing both under 16A and in the
16-75A per phase range.  Factory
European Service Centre located in
UK.
Voltech Power Analysers, the
‘Industry Standard’ PM3000 and the
NEW PM6000  a revolution in
Power Analysers, and proved fully
compliant with the needs of the new
IEC61000-4-7 requirements for
measurement of inter-harmonics.
New 61000 software is compliant
with IEC61000-3-2:2005 available
for use from January 2008 when the
new standard becomes mandatory.
We also supply the market leading
AC and DC Dynamic Electronic
Loads from H&H in Germany, Vitrek
HiPot and Ground Bond Safety
Testers and multi channel Safety Test
Systems, plus their unique precision
HV DVM to 70kV at under £2000.
All with complete UK service and
calibration support, and a wealth of
applications experience and
assistance.

Stand M3
Conec UK Limited
Ringway House
Kelvin Road
Newbury,
Berkshire RG14 2DB
Tel: 01635 36929
Fax: 01635 36925
sales@conec.co.uk
www.conec.com
Contact: Linda Adams

Conec UK Limited is the focal point
for sales activity in the UK and
Republic of Ireland, on behalf of the
parent Company, Conec
Elektronische Baulemente GmbH.
Conec is a respected provider of
solutions in the EMC field;
designing and manufacturing a
broad range of integrated filter
connectors, with particular product

depth in the Sub-miniature D
connector.  In this connector group
can be found various filter
technologies; Capacitive, Inductive
and Pi filter solutions, for standard
and High Density connectors.
Capacitive filtering is also available
for the popular Combination D
series. Many of these options are also
available in water resistant form.
Conec filter connectors are an
effective solution to electromagnetic
interference (EMI/RFI)
For details of all the products
available refer to the website, or
contact the UK Office.

Stand 24
Credowan Ltd
Stocks Lane,
Bracklesham Bay
Chichester
West Sussex PO20 8NT
Tel: +44 (0)1243 670711
Fax: +44 (0)1243 672907
nigel.bowes@credowan.co.uk
www.credowan.co.uk
Contact: Nigel Bowes

Credowan is making its first
appearance at the EMC Show, and
is motivated by the clear trend
towards higher frequency EMC
measurements.
Featured on our stand this year will
be a range of waveguide components
designed for precision test elements.
These will be particularly interesting
for customers with High Power Test
requirements, as Credowan is proud
to be a major player in the High
Power Waveguide Load market for
both military and Sat-Com
applications.
We will also be featuring our
Anechoic Chamber and Hood
product range. Credowan has made
a successful presence in this market,
with mission specific Anechoic
products, tailored to customer
specific requirements. These range
from small 300 mm diameter wrap
around Hoods for missile testing, all
the way through to Chambers in a 2M
cube for final test of jammer systems.
Please visit our stand, to discuss with
our engineers any requirements you
have in more detail.
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Stand 31
CST GmbH
Bad Nauherimer Str. 19
64289 Darmstadt
Germany
Tel: +49 6151 7303 0
Fax: +49 6151 7303 100
info@cst.com
www.cst.com
Contact: Ralf Ehmann

CST is one of the two largest
suppliers of electromagnetic
simulation software and has
continuously enhanced its position
as market and technology leader in
3D Time Domain simulation. With
over 100 employees worldwide and
a network of qualified distributors,
130 people are dedicated to the
development and support of its EM
products in more than 30 countries.
CST MICROWAVE STUDIO®
(CST MWS) is the market leading
time domain tool for 3D EM
simulation. Embedded in an
advanced design environment, it can
be coupled with all CST STUDIO
SUITE(tm) solver technology
including circuit and thermal
simulation.More information can be
found at www.cst.com.

Stand 41
DEM Manufacturing Ltd
Deltron Emcon House
Hargreaves Way
Sawcliffe Industrial Park
Scunthorpe
North Lincs DN15 8RF
Tel: +44 (0)1724 273200
Fax: +44 (0)1724 270230
sales@ dem-uk.com
www.dem-uk.com
Contact: Darren Fuller

DEM Manufacturing Limited is the
U.K.’s leading manufacturer of EMI/
RFI filters (branded Roxburgh
EMC) manufacturing industrial style
filters, single and three-phase from
1 Amp to 1600 Amp, and cost-
effective custom solutions, to
leading manufacturers within the
OEM industrial markets.   Also in
the range are equipment style filters
i.e. chassis, IEC inlet and PCB
mounted.
Approvals held:  UL, CSA, VDE etc.
DEM is the exclusive European
distributor for the MTE product
portfolio, whose products include
Harmonic filters, Sine wave filters,
line/load reactors and dv/dt filters.
The MTE Harmonic filters
outperform both 12 and 18 pulse
drives, reducing total harmonic
distortion at all loads.  They require
less investigation and virtually no
commissioning, their performance is
guaranteed.  Available for 200-
600Vac both 50 and 60Hz.
As a necessary part of the DEM
compliance service, our laboratories
and test sites are fitted out
comprehensively.  In addition, we
also offer on-site evaluation for
customers who are unable to bring
their equipment to our facilities.

Stand 46
Dowding & Mills Calibration
and Electronics
Wilbury Way
Hitchin
Herts
SG4 0TA
Tel: +44 (0)1462 421234
Fax: +44 (0)1462 420012
brian.epton@dowdingandmills.com
www.dowdingandmills.com
Contact: Brian Epton

Dowding and Mills offer a range of
equipment for use in compliance
testing, these include antennas from
ARA- Seavey , High Power RF
Amplifiers from IFI, Transient
Generators, LISNs & Current
Probes from Solar and Fibre Optic
Data and Communications
equipment from Versitron. The
Company also provides a
comprehensive support service,
including on-site work, for these and
a wide range of other products
Fibre Optic CCTV Multiplexers
also known as “VersiVision” are the
recent addition to Versitron’s range.
With options ranging from; a Single
Video connection over 2 channels to
Video, Bi-Directional Data and Bi-
Directional Audio over 16 Channels
using just a single fibre.
Also on display will be a range of
ARA Antennas specifically designed
for EMC Testing and state of the art
High Power RF Amplifiers from IFI
providing exceptional performance,
reliability and value for money
All of these products are fully
supported in the UK.

Stand 18
EADS Astrium Ltd
Telecommunications Satellites
Anchorage Road
Portsmouth
Hants
PO3 5PU
Tel: +44 (0)23 9270 4577
Fax: +44 (0)23 9270 8278
rob.hersom@astrium.eads.net
www.astrium.eads.net
Contact: Rob Hersom

Astrium Test Labs is an independent
test group based within EADS
Astrium.
The group has a heritage of over 40
years, with its sites at Portsmouth
and Stevenage covering EMC and
environmental testing on small
products to spacecraft payloads and
vehicles.
The UKAS accredited
Environmental facility can perform
Shock, Vibration, Climatic, Thermal
Vacuum and Centrifuge testing.  The
recently addition of UKAS
accreditation to the EMC facility,
further enhances the groups
capabilities.
The EMC facility offers a number
of anechoic lined facility (both full
and semi-lined), including a
30x15x15m chamber specifically
designed for Antenna Range testing
and testing of large apparatus (up to

10 tonne).  The group offers a wide
range of EMC testing, including
space, military and commercial tests.
The majority of our chambers also
meet strict clean room requirements
(class 100,000 or better).
The group also offers Passive
Intermodulation (PIM), Power
Handling, Multipaction, Spherical
and Planar Range Antenna Tests.

Stand 25
Electronic Test & Calibration Ltd
Caddsdown Industrial Park
Clovelly Road
Bideford
Devon EX39 3DX
Tel: +44 (0)1237 423388
Fax: +44 (0)1237 423434
info@etcal.co.uk
www.etcal.co.uk
Contact: Sarah Wragge-Morley

New - UKAS Accreditation for
Antenna Calibration
ETC now has UKAS accreditation
for Antenna Calibration including
Biconical & Broad Band Dipoles,
Log Periodic, Bilog and Horn
Antennas.  This service, with good
turn round times, has been added to
our existing UKAS Accredited EMC
Calibration Facility offering an
efficient, quality service to EMC
Test Houses worldwide.
Testing
UKAS EMC Testing to MIL-STD
461E:1999 and DEF STAN 59/
41:2002.  ETC has made significant
investment in new chambers and
equipment which has resulted in this
expansion into the Military EMC
Test market.
If you would like to discuss your
Military or Industrial EMC Testing
requirements or Antenna and EMC
Equipment Calibration please visit
us at Stand 25 at the EMCUK2007
exhibition at Newbury.  For more
information call us on 01237 423388
or visit our website on
www.etcal.co.uk

Stand 17
Elion Electronics
Ashdown House
Charlwoods Road
East Grinstead
West Sussex
RH19 2HJ
Tel: +44 (0)1342 322933
Fax: +44 (0)1342 317711
sales@elionelectronics.com
www.elionelectronics.com
Contact: Steven Kent

MTS Systemtechnik GmbH,
Germany is a flexible and middle-
sized company which was founded
in 1980 as a development and
production company. The main
products are:
- EMC PRODUCTS  such as

antennas, components, LISN-
line impedance stabilisation
networks, relays switching
units, shielding boxes, etc.

- SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION
systems for audio, video, RF

and microwave, used for
telecommunication, radio
monitoring and satellite
communication

- ACTIVE & PASSIVE
components for RF-technology

- M E C H A N I C A L
COMPONENTS  for aviation
and  aerospace industry, RF &
Technical, and also optical
industry

Our main assets are:-:
- In-House design and production
- RF-development and simulation

laboratory
- Extensive CNC production

center
- Software  and hardware

laboratories
- CAD construction service
ELION ELECTRONICS is our
long-established Representative for
the United Kingdom.
For more information please visit our
homepage www.mts-systemtechnik.de

Stand 44
EMC Hire Ltd
Unit 1 Ivel Road
Shefford,
Beds SG17 5JU
Tel: +44 (0)1462 817111
Fax: +44 (0)1462 817444
info@emchire.co.uk
www.emchire.co.uk
Contact: John Wombwell

This October trade show sees EMC
Hire in its tenth year of trading in
this very specialised rental business.
Our relationship with long standing
customers is of prime importance
whilst always welcoming
newcomers. Our interactive delivery
marks us out from many other rental
companies in that system packages
are often delivered by EMC
engineers who will assist in setting
up the hardware & ofcourse steering
the customer through the software.
This often ends up turning into a
mini training session.
Although offering a very diverse
range of RF measuring equipment
they are uniquely bonded together
with our own in-house software.
This software address the complex
emissions and Immunity packages
and in particular the increasing
specialised modules found within
the Conducted Immunity such as the
Automotive, Commercial, Military
and Commercial Airborne (DO-160x).
Their software is in fact a corner
stone of the system hire.
The hire inventory can be found on
their website www.emchire.co.uk
This breaks down into nine sections
each covering specific groups of
hardware. A particular area of
support can be found in section 900
offering a range of Chamber or Site
testing. Shielding effectiveness is a
speciality under software control. A
GTEM can also be offered as part of
the hire.
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Stand 56
EMCIA
(EMC Industry Association)
Secretariat: Nutwood UK Ltd
Eddystone Court
De Lank Lane
St Breward
Bodmin
Cornwall
PL30 4NQ
Tel: +44 (0)1208 851530
Fax: +44 (0)1208 850871
emcia@emcia.org
www.emcia.org

The EMCIA was formed in 2003 for
the benefit of companies and
organisations involved in Supplying,
Designing, Testing and
Manufacturing EMC products
EMCIA is friendly trade association
that’s all about Networking, keeping
you informed, providing marketing
& promotional opportunities and
hopefully assisting you to increase
sales.
Our Networking lunches are
normally proceeded  by interesting
but short presentations on relevant
topics. Lunches take place three
times per year either in London or
Birmingham (Solihull) and provide
an excellent forum to discuss the
market and keep up to date with
what’s happening within the world
of EMC.
Our web site provides a platform for
members to promote their products,
new brochures, application notes
and news stories.  A new active
promotion programme will ensure
the site attracts maximum high
quality visitors.
Members Press Releases will also be
published FREE in a special section
of  “The EMC Journal” and on its
web site.  This alone should easily
justify the annual membership fee of
just £500.00.   All companies large
and small pay the same fee.

Stand 43
EMC Partner (UK) Ltd
1A Golf Link Villas
The Common
Downley
High Wycombe
HP13 5YH
Tel: +44 (0)1494 444255
Fax: +44 (0)1494 444277
sales@emcpartner.co.uk
www.emcpartner.co.uk
Contact: David Castle

Geared to your compliance, EMC
Partner is the authorised UK
representative for leading
manufacturers: EMC Partner Ag,
AFJ International, Frankonia,
OPHIR, Lüthi, and Schwarzbeck.
Our compliant product range
includes:  Transient, ESD &
Harmonics Test Systems; EMI
Receivers; Click Analysers;
Injection Clamps; High Voltage
Impulse Generators; Antennas;
Amplifiers; Anechoic Chambers;
Meters; Probes and Shielded EMC
Cameras.

Specialist solutions include, indirect
lightning generators - providing full
threat solutions in accordance with
DO-160 (22), MIL461E, Airbus and
Boeing.
High quality test equipment, UKAS
calibrations, Flexible and Efficient
services gear EMC Partner to your
compliance.

Stand 66
ETS-Lindgren Ltd
Unit 4 Eastman Way
Pin Green Industrial Area
Stevenage
Herts
SG1 4UH
Tel:   +44 (0)1438 730700
Fax:   +44 (0)1438 730750
info@ets-lindgren.co.uk
www.ets-lindgren.com
Contact: Martin Wiles

ETS-Lindgren is an innovator of
systems and components for the
detection, measurement, and
management of electromagnetic,
magnetic, and acoustic energy. We
adapt new technologies and apply
proven engineering principles to
create value-added solutions for our
customers.
• For manufacturers of electronic

and wireless products, we
provide the ability to verify
designs, measure performance,
test for compliance, and make
ongoing quality measurements.

• For magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), radio frequency
(RF) testing, and acoustic
measurement, we provide
solutions that create isolated
environments to prevent
unwanted energy from entering
or leaving.

• For health and safety
professionals, we provide the
ability to measure exposure and
sensitivity to electromagnetic
and magnetic sources.

Stand 53
Global EMC UK Ltd
Prospect Close
Lowmoor Road Industrial Estate
Kirkby-in-Ashfield
Notts
NG17 7LF
Tel:  +44 (0)1623 755539
Fax:  +44 (0)1623 755719
info@global-emc.co.uk
www.global-emc.co.uk
Contact: Garry Pitchford

Global EMC UK Ltd will be
promoting:
• High performance shielded

chambers
• Anechoic chambers
• Anechoic linings
• Anechoic absorbers
• Chamber re-site and upgrades
Also on stand will be the new Pro-
term range of EMC cable glands
(patent pending) with the following
features:
• 360o shield termination
• Will terminate individual/

overall/foil wrap or any
combination.

• Fully waterproof
• Low cable to shield impedance
• 4-16mm diameter cable range in

3 sizes
• Plastic outer and suitable for

double insulated enclosures/
product

• Corrosion resistant

Stand 32
HITEK Electronic Materials Ltd
15 Wentworth Road
South Park Industrial Estate
Scunthorpe
North Lincs
DN17 2AX
Tel: +44 (0)1724 851678
Fax: +44 (0)1724 280586
sales@hitek-ltd.co.uk
www.hitek-ltd.co.uk
Contact: John Terry

HITEK Electronic Materials Ltd is
in the business of fabricating EMC
and RAM materials FOR the UK
electronics industry over twenty
years and during that time has added
and refined its abilitiy to offer the
most modern techniques and
practices associated with our
customer needs and wants.   Of
particular interest are the range of
fabrics which allow lightweight
flexible solutions to be used in both
Military Aerospace and Domestic
environments.   From fabrics used
in clothing to reduce the effects of
mobile phone emissions to
conductive materials based on ICP
(Inherently Conductive Polymer)
technology which can allow precise
heating to be directed to vulnerable
structures.   Also available are the
range of RAM and absorber
materials, which can be used in
narrow and broadband applications
and fabricated to the customer’s
exact needs.   On display are the
whole range of fabrics.   HITEK is
Parker Chomerics UK’s leading
Distributor and Fabricator, with
extensive stocks for rapid
turnaround.

Stand 16
Hursley EMC Services Ltd
Unit 16 Brickfield Lane
Chandlers Ford
Eastleigh
Hants
SO53 4DP
Tel:  +44 (0)23 80 271111
Fax: +44 (0)23 80 271144
sales@hursley-emc.co.uk
www.hursley-emc.co.uk
Contact: Julian Jones

With UKAS accreditation to ISO
17025, full affiliation under the
NEMKO ELA programme and
listings with VCCI and FCC,
Hursley EMC can provide valid
certification for virtually any
country.
The company has two 10 metre
anechoic chambers and a formally
accredited Open Area Test Site

(OATS) with a 5 metre, 2 tonne
turntable. It can also perform EMC
tests on customers’ premises and has
specialised equipment for
undertaking RF surveys for the
Construction and Premises
Management industries.
To maintain its status as the UK’s
leading independent IT EMC
laboratory, Hursley EMC is the only
UK lab to have Taiwan’s BSMI
accreditation. It has also moved into
Military EMC testing, with
DEFSTAN 59-41, 59-411 and RTCA
DO160 now under UKAS
accreditation.
Existing customers include
representatives of the IT, Domestic
Appliance, Defence, Construction,
Electronics and Automotive
industries.
The company also provides EMC
consultancy and training courses in
all aspect of EMC testing and
regulations.

Stand M2
The Institution of Engineering
and Technology
Michael Faraday House
Six Hills Way
Stevenage SG1 2AY
Tel: +44 (0) 1438 765601
Fax: +44 (0) 1438 767305
www.theiet.org
Contact: Sarah Halfpenny

The Institution of Engineering and
Technology is one of the world’s
leading professional societies for the
engineering and technology
community. The IET has more than
150,000 members in 127 countries
and has offices in Europe, North
America and Asia-Pacific. The
Institution provides a global
knowledge network to facilitate the
exchange of knowledge and ideas
and promotes the positive role of
Science, Engineering and
Technology in the world.
The Electromagnetic Technical and
Professional Network focuses on
promoting the knowledge of
Electromagnetics and EMC
applications, techniques and
technologies.
To find out more visit http://
www.theiet.org
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Stand 46
iNARTE
9 Astonbury Manor
Aston Lane
Stevenage
Herts
SG2 7EH
Tel: +44 (0)1438 880757
Mobile: +44 (0)7852 972992
lawrence@narte.org
www.narte.org
Contact: Brian Lawrence

iNARTE is the only independent
International Association offering
validation of individual EMC
engineering excellence through
programs of Certification.
Our programs are specifically
structured for both Engineers and
Technicians performing in both
commercial and military fields. The
programs require proof of both
experience and knowledge and
include a two part, eight hour,
examination that can cover up to 26
different subjects within the EMC
domain.
iNARTE has established a number
of authorised test centres throughout
the UK and can provide advice as to
suitable training courses to assist
prospective certification candidates.
INARTE is the new identity of
NARTE, and has been created to
recognise our global reputation that
has been established over the last 25
years, in which we have certified
more than 16,000 members in more
than 26 countries.
Stand out from the crowd and step
up to iNARTE Certification.

Stand 19
Instrument Plastics Ltd
35 Kings Grove Industrial Estate
Maidenhead
Berks SL6 4DP
Tel: +44 (0)1628 770018
Fax: +44 (0)1628 773299
sales@instrumentplastics.co.uk
www.instrumentplastics.co.uk
Contact: Mike Wevill

Instrument Plastics Limited is one
of the world’s leading designers and
manufacturers of high quality
Optical Filters and EMI / RFI
Shielded Windows for electronic
displays.  Specialists in optical
colour enhancement solutions and
infrared filter technology.
Optolite™ shielded windows have a
highly conductive micro-fine wire
mesh which attenuates EMI/RFI
emissions.  Other benefits include;
excellent impact abrasion, heat and
chemical resistance for Optolite
Clear HSR; edge termination
services; mesh incorporated at any
desired angle; robust construction.
Optolite™ filters are provided in a
range of standard colours, bespoke
thicknesses and a variety of standard
or non glare surface finishes which
are an integral part of the structure
and therefore cannot chip or peel off.
Conductive coating versions are also
available.

Operation includes a thermo-set
casting department, glass & plastics
lamination, a full service CNC
machine shop, screen print facilities,
inspection and assembly division.
ISO 9001 & UL Certified.

Stand 33
ITT United Kingdom
Jays Close
Viables Industrial Estate
Basingstoke
Hants RG22 4BA
Tel: +44 (0)311200
Fax: +44 (0)323356
robert.walker@uk.itt.com
www.itt.com
Contact: Robert Walker

Featuring at EMCUK, ITT’s new
Cannon Chip on Flex (CoF) filter
technology virtually eliminates all
stress from thermal shock and
vibration while providing superior
protection to sensitive electronics in
a new lighter weight package. In
MIL-DTL-38999 configurations,
CoF connectors have passed MIL-
DTL-38999 Series III testing for
thermal shock, random vibration,
humidity and high altitude. The filter
connectors are ideal for hi-rel
military, aerospace, medical and
industrial applications.
Cannon’s CoF design replaces the
traditional ceramic planar capacitor
array with a flexible circuit with
individual chip capacitors
positioned on a pad adjacent to the
feed thru contact. Since the contacts
are not soldered directly to the
capacitor, thermal stress points that
impact thermal shock and vibration
performance are virtually
eliminated.
 The result is a very robust filter
connector with superior mechanical
performance and improved
reliability. More, because the flex is
significantly lighter in weight, a
connector weight reduction of up to
15% is achieved for the MIL-DTL-
38999 configurations.

Stand 35
Laplace Instruments Ltd
3B Middlebrook Way
Holt Road, Cromer
Norfolk NR27 9JR
Tel:  +44 (0)1263 515160
Fax:  +44 (0)1263 512532
tech@laplace.co.uk
www.laplace.co.uk
Contact: David Mawdsley

Laplace are market leaders in the
provision of cost effective EMC test
systems for emissions and immunity
testing.  With these systems, the self-
test, self-certify strategy provides the
quickest and most convenient route
to market for your products. We have
specifically tackled the problems
encountered by those who wish to
adopt this route. These include
ambient noise and test site
calibration and over complicated test
equipment operation. Our systems
are unique in providing effective

solutions to these issues. The range
now includes a fully equipped EMC
analyser (SA3000) covering 10KHz
to 3GHz with optional pre-selectors,
200Hz RBW and tracking generator.
This is a very powerful, high
performance analyser at an
affordable price. For those wishing
to test RF immunity too, both
conducted and radiated, we have the
ideal solutions for you. So if
considering alternatives to test labs
and consultants, or just upgrading
existing facilities, talk to the
engineers at Laplace.

Stand 61
Link Microtek Ltd
Intec 4.1, Wade Road
Basingstoke
Hants RG24 8NE
Tel: +44 (0)1256 355771
Fax: +44 (0)1256 355118
sales@linkmicrotek.com
www.linkmicrotek.com
Contact: Hugo Bibby

Link Microtek is a designer and
manufacturer of waveguide and
coaxial microwave components,
assemblies and sub-systems; a
distributor of RF and microwave
components, assemblies and
systems, and is the UK’s leading
supplier of RF safety
instrumentation products.
We will be displaying a range of
products from our Engineering
Division including horn antennas,
rotary joints, and a variety of
waveguide components. New for
EMCUK2007 is our widest ever
range of RF and microwave
amplifiers.
From our instrument division is a
brand new range of broadband RF
safety meters and probes, call by the
stand to get the latest information on
the EMF Directive – forthcoming
legislation that will affect all
employers.

Stand 39
METECC
4 Chestnut Grove
Hurstpierpoint
Hassocks
West Sussex BN6 9SS
Tel: 07725 079956
peter@metecc.eu
www.metecc.eu
Contact: Peter Metcalfe

METECC for EMC and LVD
Testing, Training and Consultancy
• EMC testing in our purpose-

built anechoic chamber, or at
your site.

• EMC and LVD training &
consultancy

• LVD assessments
• EMC design & development
All with personal service and at
competitive prices.
At METECC, we offer a wide range
of tests in our own anechoic chamber
for most Standards (incl mil 461,
DefStan 59-41)…. And our fully
equipped, mobile testing suite brings

you cost effective testing, at your site
(indoors or outdoors), at a time to
suit – anywhere in Europe
Our highly professional team will see
your project through all its stages,
from initial design to production
release.
METECC is also the answer for all
your training needs.  Be it EMC
design & development or LVD
assessments, we bring our expertise
to your engineers; either on a one-
to-one basis or one-to-many.
Call by Stand 39 and collect your
free gift! .
Contact: Peter and Sharon Metcalfe
on 077250 79956 or visit
www.metecc.eu

Stands 27 & 48
Milmega Ltd
Ryde Business Park
Ryde
Isle of Wight PO33 1BQ
Tel: +44 (0)1983 618004
Fax: +44 (0)1983 811512
sales@milmega.co.uk
www.milmega.co.uk
Contact: Pat Moore

MILMEGA is Europe’s leading
premier broadband microwave
power amplifier designer and
manufacturer. The standard range of
high power, solid state, wideband
microwave amplifiers are ideal for
EMC testing. MILMEGA
microwave amplifiers are backed by
a 5-year fully expensed warranty.
The MILMEGA CSA architecture
delivers superior harmonic
performance, linearity, gain flatness
and mismatch tolerance
performance.   Developed around a
unique upgradeable topology, it
allows upgrades in both power and
frequency.
MILMEGA will be showcasing
their recently released RF range of
broadband amplifiers at the EMC
UK 2007. This range has been
developed by MILMEGA to utilise
the inherent advantages of Silicon
Carbide (SiC). With instantaneous
bandwidths of 200MHz to 1GHz,
and exceptional reliability, this new
family of Silicon Carbide amplifiers
is highly suited to several markets.
In particular, its inherent reflected-
power tolerance makes it appropriate
for the needs of the EMC test
industry (RF immunity testing) and
for the testing of high power RF
components.
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Stand 51
MPE Limited
Hammond Road
Knowsley Industrial Park,
Liverpool Merseyside L33 7UL
Tel:  +44 (0)151 632 9100
Fax: +44 (0)151 632 9112
jjephcott@mpe.co.uk
www.mpe.co.uk
Contact: John Jephcott

MPE have a reputation as one of
Europe’s leading filter specialists.
With a proven track record in the
design, development and production
of high performance RFI/EMC
filters. MPE is the first choice, for
companies wanting the best product
and technical support at a
competitive price. 
Continuous product development
and innovation has resulted in one
of the most comprehensive EMI/RFI
filter product ranges available from
any single manufacturer. MPE’s
unrivalled capability and experience
of many defence, telecoms,
industrial and commercial
applications enables MPE to design
and build filters to satisfy the most
exacting customer requirements.
MPE’s standard products range from
power filters with wide spectrum
performance up-to 2400 Amps
through to telephone, data and
control filters in multi-line packages.
Many of the filter ranges offer
100dB performance from 10 kHz to
well above 10GHz with an option up
to 40GHz.
MPE’s design team offer technical
support and experience designing
custom filters. Drawing from a
database of over 20,000 custom
designs reduces design time and
extensive use is made of proprietary
capacitor and filter design software.
Along with MPE’s rapid prototyping
capability this reduces turn around
times from initial specifications to
finished products. MPE’s
development test laboratory is
complete with specialist facilities
and is capable of carrying out a
variety of special tests including
high energy EMP pulse injection
testing.

Stand 21
National Physical Laboratory
Hampton Road
Teddington Middx  TW11 0LW
Tel: +44 (0)20  8977 3222
Fax: +44 (0)20 8943 7176
martin.alexander@npl.co.uk
www.npl.co.uk/
measurement_solutions
Contact: Martin Alexander

NPL has a comprehensive range of
facilities for the calibration of
antennas and field strength probes
in the frequency range 20 Hz to
110 GHz. Antenna parameters that
can be measured include: antenna
factor, gain, reflection coefficient
and balun balance with uncertainties
in antenna factor as low as ±0.35 dB
(k=2). Antennas include monopoles,

dipoles, shielded loops, biconicals,
log-periodics, biconical-log hybrids,
spirals and horns. Field strength
sensors can be calibrated for
sensitivity and isotropy from 10 Hz
to 45.5 GHz from 0.05 V/m to over
600 V/m. NPL also calibrates power
quality analysers against the latest
harmonics, interharmonic and
flicker standards including
IEC61000-3-2, 3-3, 4-13 and 4-30.
Our facilities include a 60 m x 30 m
reference OATS, 9 m FAR,
reverberation chamber, microwave
anechoic chambers and GTEM cell,
which are available for hire - we can
also provide consultancy on the
validation and use of these.
www.npl.co.uk/electromagnetic/
services/index.html

Stand 36
Oxley Group plc
Priory Park, Ulverston
Cumbria LA12 9QG
Tel: +44 (0)1229 483221
Fax:+44 (0)1229 580687
sales@oxley.co.uk
www.oxleygroup.com
Contact: Melissa Blows

Oxley is an established specialist in
electromagnetic interference (EMI)
suppression products, with over six
decades of experience in designing
and manufacturing the latest in
innovative solutions.
We have an extensive product range
comprising of: EMI filters; ceramic
planar capacitor arrays; filter
module/connector assembly;
shielded panel lamps and plastic
windows, and EMI coatings for glass
optical filters.  Standard and
customised components are
available across all our product lines.
Oxley products are high quality,
robust and reliable solutions that are
designed to meet tough military
specifications, as well as less
demanding industrial and civil
applications.
Our products are developed in-house
using our sophisticated design,
production and assembly
techniques, utilising facilities such
as CNC machining, electro-plating,
optical coating and dedicated test
areas.
With such an extensive core
capability we consistently introduce
new product developments and can
offer a rapid turnaround service,
even for customised designs.
Reliability is at the heart of
everything we do!

Stand 26
Panashield (UK Ltd
The Bothy
38 Smarts Heath Road
Woking Surrey GU22 0NP
Tel: +44 (0)1483 722020
Fax: +44 (0)1483 770330
sales@panashield.co.uk
www.panashield.co.uk
Contact: Roger Hobbs

Panashield will be exhibiting

products and information relating to
their range of shielded rooms,
anechoic chambers and ferrite and
hybrid absorbers.
Panabolt modular RF shielded rooms
can be easily disassembled, moved
and re-erected or changed in size and
configuration.
EMC Anechoic Chambers for testing
to International Standards are
designed and installed, starting with
smaller compact chambers for pre-
compliant engineering measure-
ments through to larger full
compliant, immunity and emission
test chambers for measuring at 3m,
5m and 10m.
Our state of the art hybrid absorber,
extending the chamber frequency
range up to 40 GHz will be
displayed. This hybrid absorber is
non-flammable and does not emit
toxic gases. It has a high broadband
performance and is white, providing
a bright working environment.
EMC Chambers are also provided
for MIL STD testing and Free Space
Chambers for RCS and Antenna
measurements. A full range of
resistive RF absorber is also available.

Stand 28
PPM Ltd
65 Shrivenham Hundred
Business Park, Watchfield
Swindon, Wilts SN6 8TY
Tel: +44 (0)1793 784389
Fax: +44 (0)1793 784391
sales@ppm.co.uk
www.ppm.co.uk
Contact: Carmen Hyde

PPM Test Solutions for your EMC
needs.
PPM is the leading supplier of fibre
optic link systems into the EMC test
market in the UK and around the
world. We are a fully independent
business, allowing us to focus solely
on our customers and markets. We
pride ourselves on our customer
support.
PPM design, manufacture and sell
EMC test equipment that is used in
EMC test laboratories throughout
the world. Its core expertise in fibre
optics, RF and analogue electronics
is apparent throughout the
comprehensive range of fibre
optically linked products. PPM
compliments its manufactured
products with a wide range of
precision field and current probes
from Prodyn Technologies.
Test & Instrumentation
www.point2point.co.uk
The point2point and Sentinel Fibre
Optic Link ranges provide a means
of conveying RF signals in the
presence of intense electrical fields.
These products, in conjunction with
our RF sensors/probes (Prodyn)
serve the needs of the EMC, EMP,
lightning test and Tempest
communities.
point2point is the ideal solution for
a wide variety of data acquisition
applications. It also meets the
security requirements for critical

TEMPEST applications. The system
offers a data link which is as easy to
use as an electrical cable, but with
the inherent advantages of optical
fibre i.e. low loss; immunity to
interference; non-conductivity; low
mass and small size. point2point
products offer bandwidths from high
accuracy DC to more than 3GHz.
The Sentinel II Intelligent Fibre
Optic Link product range allows the
user to remotely select inputs, link
gain, pre-amplifier, calibrate signal
etc. It offers additional shielding for
higher field operation. Bandwidths
of up to 1GHz are available.

Stand 57
QinetiQ
Room 1005, Building A5
Cody Technology Park
Ively Road Farnborough
Hants  GU14 0LX
Tel:  +44 (0)1252 393437
Fax:  +44 (0)1252 397058
emcfocus@qinetiq.com
www.qinetiq.com
Contact: Paul Flack

Recent restructuring of QinetiQ’s
electromagnetic and environmental
services business has led to an
improved consultancy, design advice
and product compliance service and
lower prices for UKAS accredited
EMC and environmental testing
services.  These services include:
• EMC
• EMP
• Lightning
• EM Security (including TEMPEST)
• Product Compliance
• RADHAZ
• EMC, HIRF and TEMPEST training
• Marine Approval
• Environmental Testing
As well as a comprehensive UKAS
schedule of accreditation to a wide
range of military and commercial
standards (including EN61000, DO-
160D, Mil Std 461, Def Stan 59-41),
these new lower prices enable you
to access QinetiQ’s extensive
expertise in electromagnetic and
environmental testing, including
specialist capabilities such as:
• High level HIRF testing using
mode tune/stir techniques in the
UK’s largest reverberation chamber;
• Comprehensive dual
reverberation chamber shielding
effectiveness/attenuation technique;
• Vehicle testing in one of the
UK’s largest vehicle test chambers
at Chertsey;
• Whole aircraft testing in the
Radio Frequency Environment
Generator at Boscombe Down;
• Mobile test facilities, including
LLSC, LLSF and BCI;
• Extensive consultancy, design
advice and product compliance
service: adding value by helping to
de-risk your product compliance
issues;
• Environmental testing including
the UK’s largest environmental
chamber at Boscombe Down.
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Stand 15
Q-par Angus Ltd
Barons Cross Laboratories
Leominster
Herefordshire
HR6 8RS
Tel: +44 (0)1568 612138
Fax: +44 (0)1568 616373
james.hinton@q-par.com
www.q-par.com
Contact: James Hinton

Designs and manufactures antennas
& components and complete systems
across the radio frequency spectrum,
for the EMC industry. High power,
High field strength and focused
antenna systems tailored to you
needs are core to our business.
Equipped to undertake all aspects
RF & microwave design and
consultancy to customer
specification, including research and
development through to
manufacture, tests and field trials.
Markets include surveillance,
homeland security, military,
commercial, EW and EMC testing.
It specialises in microwave antennas,
radar front ends and antenna
positioners and control software. It
has an extensive range of other
microwave components –
waveguide and co-axial, including a
large range of horn and reflector
antennas.

Stand 14
Rainford EMC Systems Ltd
North Florida Road
Haydock Lane
Haydock
WA11 9TR
Tel: +44 (0)1942 296190
Fax: +44 (0)1942 275202
sales@rainfordemc.com
www.rainfordemc.com
Contact: Garry Perren

RAINFORD EMC SYSTEMS
provide Turnkey modular and
welded Shielded rooms and
anechoic test facilities to the
Electronics / Electrical and
Aerospace industries.  In addition
Rainford undertakes major design,
manufacture and installation for
EMC and Antenna measurement
facilities.
EMC Systems have established an
excellent reputation for supply of
EMC and antenna measurement
solutions.
We have provided innovative
designs of Anechoic testing
chambers, such as:
COMPACT 3M
AUTOMOTIVE 5M
ANTENNA MEASUREMENT
CHAMBER
MOBILE PHONE CALIBRATION
FULLY COMPLIANT 10M
COMPLETE AIRCRAFT
ANECHOIC CHAMBERS
Often utilising state of the art
material developments such as
Ferrite lined rooms, these designs
have been installed in many of the
noted EMC major centres of

excellence and reference such as
MIRA, Motorola, TUV, ITS Semko
Loss Prevention Council, York
University and many leading Blue
chip industrial companies.
A new range of sliding doors have
been introduced complete with
ramps and lift platforms, details
available on the stand.

Stands 12 & 13
Rohde & Schwarz UK Ltd
Ancells Business Park
Fleet, Hants GU51 2UZ
Tel:  +44 (0)1252 818888
Fax: +44 (0)1252 811447
sales@rsuk.rohde-schwarz.com
www.rohde-schwarz.com
Contact: Kathryn Scott

Meeting EMC standards is a basic
requirement for every electrical and
electronic device on the market.
Legislation prescribes compliance
with maximum values for
electromagnetic interference (EMI)
and minimum values for
electromagnetic immunity or
susceptibility (EMS).
Rohde & Schwarz is a pioneer in this
area and has been a market leader in
test equipment for EMC
measurements for years:
Our EMC test products range from
automatic test receivers for
precompliance testing up to fully
equipped turnkey EMC test centers.
Moreover, we offer solutions for
every budget.
Our customers include companies
from all types of industry, regulatory
authorities, independent test houses,
as well as military and governmental
organizations.

Stand 62
Sabritec
36/38 Waterloo Road
London NW2 7UH
Tel: +44 (0)20 8450 8033
Fax: +44 (0)20 8452 5142
bhenderson@sabritec.com
www.sabritec.com
Contact: Bill Henderson

Sabritec is a market leading, highly
integrated engineering and
manufacturing company specialis-
ing in the design and manufacture
of filtered and transient protected
connectors and high speed
interconnects for military, aerospace,
telecom, space and medical
applications. Connector styles
include military circular (38999,
26482, 26500), rack and panel
(Arinc 404, 600, MIL DTL 83527),
D-Sub (24308) and Micro D (83513)
amongst others, and can be supplied
filtered and transient protected and
can contain high speed coax, triax,
twinax, quadrax and fibre optic
contacts. All products are available
RoHS compliant.
Sabritec is a completely vertically
integrated organisation, creating
high quality interconnect products
from initial requirement definition
and concept, through design and

development to production and
acceptance testing. In house
manufacturing facilities including
machining (turning and milling),
plating, ceramics (planar arrays) and
molding, placing  Sabritec in a
unique position to provide superior
solutions to interconnect
requirements.

Stand 55
Schroff UK Ltd
Maylands Avenue
Hemel Hempstead
Herts HP2 7DE
Tel: +44 (0)1442 240471
Fax: +44 (0)1442 213508
keith_reynolds@schroff.co.uk
www.schroff.co.uk
Contact: Keith Reynolds

Schroff is a leading developer and
manufacturer of enclosures for
electronic packaging systems in
technologies such as Test &
Measurement, Automation, IT and
Communication worldwide.
The standard product range extends
from cabinets, cases and subracks to
power supplies, backplanes for VME
and CPCI and micro computer
systems.
EMC has been a key element in the
design of enclosures, and with
Schroff’s in-house test facilities,
very high levels of shielding
effectiveness are achieved.
Special screening technologies have
eliminated the need for non RoHS
compliant plating processes, which
had previously been required to
ensure screening and environmental
protection.
With its extensive integration
service, Schroff is in a position to
offer customers a complete
packaging system for 19”
technology.

Stand 45
Schurter Ltd
Unit 8 Clock Park
Shripney Road
Bognor Regis
West Sussex PO22 9NH
Tel:  +44 (0)1243 810801
Fax: +44 (0)1243 810800
sales@schurter.co.uk,
www.schurter.com
Contact: Suzanne Thomas

Full range of filtering solutions from
Schurter.
Schurter’s EMC component range is
possibly the most comprehensive
available on the market from one
manufacturer. Discrete components
range from single to 3-phase chokes
and pulse transformers to Schurter’s
power stage driver module for
galvanic separation of power circuits
from logic stages. Block filters offer
a ‘drop-in’ ready solution for EMC
filtering, and range from board
mounted single phase up to 3 phase
types. Schurter also specialises in
IEC power entry modules, consisting
of an IEC inlet with pre-wired
filtering, inline fusing, voltage

selectors and switching. Visit our
stand to view a sample of our huge
range, and see the new products on
offer from Schurter.

Stand 63
Select Cables Ltd
Painter Close
Anchorage Park
Portsmouth
Hants PO3 5RS
Tel: +44 (0)23 9265 2552
Fax: +44 (0)23 9265 5277
gary.scott@selectcables.com
www.selectcables.com
Contact: Gary Scott

Select Cables are the European
Master distributor of Times
Microwave Systems products and
are the approved manufacturer for
Silverline Test cables within the
European market.
Select Cables philosophy is to
provide high quality product
combined with an exceptional
application engineering service.
With onsite toolroom and testing
facilities we are able to produce both
standard and custom cables, at
competitive cost, whilst maintaining
short lead times with guaranteed
performance.
Our range of assemblies includes:
• Semi-rigid cables
• Testmate
• Silverline
• Phasetrack
• Silverline QMA
• Heli-Foil
• TuffGrip
• High Power

Stand 38
Sematron UK Ltd
Sandpiper House
Aviary Court
Wade Road
Basingstoke
Hants RG24 8GX
Tel: +44 (0)1256 812222
Fax: +44 (0)1256 812666
gtoal@sematron.com
www.sematron.com
Contact: Glenn Toal

Sematron is a specialist distributor
of RF & Microwave Components,
Timing, Test & Measurement
Equipment and Sub Systems
To ensure you derive the greatest
possible benefit from our equipment,
we also provide comprehensive
installation, maintenance, ongoing
support and training consultancy
services. If you have specific needs
we’ll respond with innovative,
dependable customising solutions
based on our extensive product
range.
Our products include Amplifiers,
Waveform Generators and Loads.
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Stand 59
Syfer Technology Ltd
Old Stoke Road
Arminghall
Norwich
Norfolk NR14 8SQ
Tel: +44 (0)1603 723300
Fax: +44 (0)1603 723301
cnoade@syfer.co.uk
www.syfer.com
Contact: Chris Noade

Syfer Technology Limited is a UK
manufacturer of EMI filters, planar
capacitor arrays and surface mount
filter components.  Our expertise in
MLCC manufacture enables us to
provide filters with market-leading
performance, coupled with the
flexibility to offer custom solutions.
A technology breakthrough has
resulted in significant extensions to
our panel mount feedthrough range
– and we now have the highest
capacitance values available.  This
complements our high voltage high
capacitance surface mount pi-filters,
the X2Y Integrated Passive
Components, and our 3 terminal
EMI chips, many of which are now
approved to AEC Q200.  Our planar
capacitor array capability has been
recognised by NASA approval for
use in the International Space
Station, while our standard products
are used in applications as diverse
as Formula 1 cars and encrypted
communications.
Our products are available through
a network of UK and European
Distributors, backed up by the
highest standards of customer
service and technical support.

Stand 34
TDK Electronics UK
Reigate Place
43 London Road
Reigate
Surrey RH2 9PW
Tel: +44 (0)1737 227 773
Fax: +44 (0)1737 227 788
trucchi@tdk.de
www.tdk.de
Contact: Uliana Trucchi

TDK is a turnkey supplier of EMC
test facilities complete of high
performance anechoic chambers and
test systems to comply with most
international EMC regulations.
TDK can provide advanced hybrid
absorber technology, high quality
shielding systems, design and
simulation capability, design and
integration of emissions and
immunity test systems for
commercial, telecom, automotive,
military measurements.
TDK is present in each continent and
can support any EMC test needs
from the design of the test facility
to the supply of EMC components
for product optimization and
compliance.Quality, advanced
technology and high performance
solutions have always been our
policy.

Stand 37
Tecan Ltd
Tecan Way,
Granby Industrial Estate
Weymouth
Dorset  DT4 9TU
Tel: +44 (0)1305 765432
Fax: +44 (0)1305 780194
info@tecan.co.uk
www.tecan.co.uk
Contact: Alan Warner

Tecan manufactures a range of RFI/
EMI shielding products, to cost
effectively meet the most demanding
EMC compliance requirements.
These shielding enclosures can be
provided in low quantities for
development applications to high
volumes for electronic production
line requirements. Both standard and
custom products are offered, ranging
from the ‘cut & fold’ Tecshield 40
prototype system through to multi
cavity PCB level labyrinths that
provide a single part solution to
screening multiple circuit groups
and cross talk. Tecan also specialises
in the bespoke manufacture of
precision, high quality micro-parts
that are used in wide range of hi-tech
applications.

Stand 50
Telonic Instruments Ltd
Toutley Industrial Estate
Toutley Road
WOKINGHAM
Berks RG41 1QN
Tel:+44 ( 0)118 978 6911
Fax: +44 (0)118 979 2338
info@telonic.co.uk
www.telonic.co.uk
Contact: Bob Lovell

Telonic will be exhibiting AC and
DC Laboratory Power Supplies and
Electrical Safety Testers from
Kikusui. Kikusui’s AC Supply range
covers power outputs to 20kW, have
frequencies variable from DC to
1000Hz, are programmable and have
the capability with add on software
to test many of the IEC61000 series
standards. On display for the first
time in the UK is the new
PCR1000M, a relatively inexpensive
1000VA AC/DC Power Supply.
An example of a Kikusui DC Supply
from the PWR range will be
displayed. PWR Power Supplies are
multirange units available in 400,
800 & 1600 Watt units. Max voltage
is 80V. In the 1600 Watt unit a
maximum current of 20A is available
at 80V whilst at 16V max current is
100A. In extended range upto 160A
is available at 10V for a limited
period.
Kikusui’s Flash Testers from the
TOS range will be shown. These
units are used by many
manufacturing companies, for
electrical safety testing in
production, QA and type approval
applications. A new addition to the
Safety Tester range is the TOS3200
Earth Leakage Tester which can
measure touch current and protective

conductor current in accordance
with IEC60990.
Telonic produced products displayed
will include examples of Tunable
and fixed RF Bandpass Filters.

Stand 11
Teseq Ltd
5 Ashville Way
Molly Millars Lane
Wokingham
Berks
RG41 2PL
Tel: +44 (0)845 074 0660
Fax: +44 (0)845 074 0656
uksales@teseq.com
www.teseq.com
Contact: Andy Perkins

Teseq is the new name of the Test
Systems Division that belonged to
the Swiss-based Schaffner Group
until it became an independent
company after a management buyout
on November 27, 2006.
Teseq has retained all of the former
Division’s management and
employees, and their status as direct
stakeholders in the company will
ensure intense commitment and a
dynamic approach to development.
The new company also continues to
stand for customised client support,
proven products and extensive
know-how. Our focus on core
business – EMC test solutions – will
be reinforced by a greater attention
to innovation in research and
development. The streamlined size
of the enterprise ensures maximum
independence, agility and flexibility.
New products have recently been
introduced covering ESD and RF
immunity.
Teseq’s Compliance 3 software with
over 1000 licenses worldwide has
just been updated with even more
features.
Teseq can supply single instruments
or complete turnkey systems to meet
any standard, military or civil.
All of this is supported by a UKAS-
accredited EMC test laboratory for
calibration and repair both in the
workshop and on-site.

Stand 15
TMD Technologies Ltd
Unit 3 Swallowfield Way
Hayes
Middx UB3 1DQ
Tel: +44 (0)20 8573 5555
Fax: +44 (0)20 8569 1839
wecare@tmd.co.uk
www.tmd.co.uk
Contact: Guy Howard

TMD first started to develop its
range of compact instrumentation
amplifiers for EMC testing and
scientific applications in the 1990s,
arising out of TMD’s expertise in
high power military radar amplifiers.
TMD’s amplifiers cover the range 1
– 40 GHz at up to 500 W CW and
40 kW pulsed, and have gained a
worldwide reputation for design
innovation, offering many high
performance products. The changing

EMC testing standards continue to
offer new technical challenges - for
example HiRF testing now requires
more than 5 kW pulsed at L-band
frequencies. To meet this need TMD
has developed two new compact
lightweight amplifiers, PTC6704
and PTC 6706 which together
achieve more than 7 kW pulsed from
1.0 to 2.0 GHz.
To provide more comprehensive
sub-system solutions, TMD has
developed a close working
relationship with antenna experts Q-
par Angus Ltd and BONN
Elektronik GmbH who specialise in
solid state RF and microwave
amplifier technology.

Stand 29
TRW Conekt
Technical Centre
Stratford Road
SOLIHULL
West Midlands B90 4GW
Tel: +44 (0)121 627 4242
Fax: +44 (0)121 627 4243
conekt.enquiries@trw.com
www.conekt.net
Contact: Matt Farmer

••••• Conekt has over 50 years of
fully accredited design,
development and product
validation experience

• • • • •  Conekt (formerly Lucas
Technical Centre) is located in
the UK (Solihull), USA
(Livonia) and China (Shanghai)

••••• Our Aerospace “Centre of
Excellence” is one of the UK’s
few UKAS accredited facilities
for indirect lightning strike
testing, and is accredited to
these market specifications:

Aerospace
Defence
Automotive
Commercial Vehicles

Conekt offers:
o EMC, pre-compliance and

transient testing along with
modelling solutions for
conducted and radiated
problems

o High intensity radiated field
(HIRF) testing (the first
commercial operation in the UK
to provide ‘free-field’ HIRF
capability up to 3000V/m,
across a frequency range to
18GHz)

o Reliability Engineering
o Design Engineering consultancy
o Product design & development,

including simulation &
modelling

o Vibration and Shock &
Mechanical Testing

o Environmental & Climatic
Testing

o Material and Failure Analysis
o Instrumentation & Test Rig

Design
o HALT – Highly Accelerated Life

Testing
Call Matt Farmer on +44 (0) 121 627
4251 for more.
www.conekt.net
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Stand 42
Venture Tape Europe
Units 5-6 Faraday Close
Drayton Fields
Daventry
Northants
NN11 5RD
Tel: +44 (0)1327 876555
Fax: +44 (0)1327 876444
peterarman@venturetape.co.uk
www.venturetape.com
Contact: Peter Arman

Venture Tape Europe is part of
Venture Tape Corp,which is a major
technical manufacturer of a wide
variety of specialised adhesive
tapes.These products are produced
in a state-of-the-art manufacturing
facility in Rockland,USA.
Within our range of over 1500
products ,we have a group of EMI/
RFI Shielding Tapes which consist
of Super Conductive Foils
(aluminium and copper), Fabrics and
Transfer  Adhesives. These are the
main products we will be exhibiting
at EMC UK 2006.
Venture Tape strives to give it’s
customers the highest quality and
most innovative technology through
the most advanced process and
control equipment coupled with a
highly motivated and technically
proficient workforce.Venture’s
manufacturing equipment is

designed to allow it to produce very
short,custom runs to very long runs
of standard product at globally
efficient costs and of a very
high,consistent quality.

Stand 54
Wurth Electronics UK Ltd
4th Avenue
The Village
Trafford Park
Manchester
M17 1DB
Tel: +44 (0)161 872 0431
Fax: +44 (0)161 872 0433
sales-uk@we-online.com
www.we-online.com
Contact:  Nick Theodoris

Würth Electronics UK Ltd, is one of
the world’s leading manufacturers of
EMC Solutions, Inductors,
Transformers & Connectors. We
have worldwide presence through
our technical sales force and support
your product design from concept to
manufacture.
Our product range contains Cable
Ferrites, SMD ferrites, Inductors,
Transformers, RF Components,
Varistors, Shielding Materials &
Connectors. 98% of all catalogue
items are available ex-stock.
Samples ordered at our UK Sales
office will be delivered within 48
hours and entirely free of charge!

Our products are fully RoHS
compliant and lead free.
As part of the Wurth Group, a family
run and privately owned company
employing some 60,000 staff
globally with a turnover of $10
billion, you can rely on our motto
“More Than You Expect”. Wurth
offer more, such as sample kits with
continuous free re-fills, EMC Lab
support, seminars, technical design
books and much more!
So…EMC Issues? Lead time
problems? Cost down needed?
Engineering support required?
Contact Wurth Electronics UK Ltd
today!

Stand 47
York EMC Services Ltd
Market Square
Heslington
York
North Yorkshire
YO10 5DD
Tel: +44 (0)1904 434440
Fax: +44 (0)1904 434434
enquiry@yorkemc.co.uk
www.yorkemc.co.uk
Contact: David Heaton

York EMC Services Ltd is one of the
UK’s leading independent
compliance and EMC service
providers offering:

UKAS accredited EMC and
Electrical Safety (LVD) Testing
in West Yorkshire and Fife.
EMC, LVD, and Telecoms
Testing in Bristol.
Site surveys and site testing.
Consultancy services providing
EMC management plans and
strategies, TCF/technical
documentation construction and
competent body assessment,
design and solutions
consultancy, hazard
identification, risk assessment
and computational modelling
IET Endorsed Training Provider
for CPD.
World leading test instruments
consisting of both continuous
noise reference signal sources,
harmonic comb spectrum
reference signal sources,
harmonics and flicker
generators, and active receive
antennas.
Serving the electronics; railway;
healthcare; communications; oil
and gas; security and defence
sectors.

Our reputation is based on our record
of helping our customers succeed by
providing expert regulatory and
engineering support backed by a
flexible, high level of service.
www.yorkemc.co.uk
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www.3ctest.co.uk sales@3ctest.co.uk
Agilent Technologies UK Ltd Page 7
www.agilent.com/find/psa contactcenter_uk@agilent.com
Amplifier Research OBC
www.ar-worldwide.com info@amplifiers.com
BSI Product Services Page 23
www.bsi-productservices.com ps.applications@bsi-global.com
CST Page 11
www.cst.com info@cst.com
DEM Manufacturing Page 15
www.dem-uk.com sales@dem-uk.com
Dexter Magnetic Technologies Page 19
www.dextermag.com info@dextermag.com
Electromagnetic Testing Services Page 34
www.etsemc.co.uk info@emsemc.co.uk
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www.emcpartner.co.uk sales@emcpartner.co.uk
HTT (UK) Page 29
www.httuk.co.uk sales@httuk.co.uk
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www.hursley-emc.co.uk sales@hursley-emc.co.uk
Instrument Plastics Page 24
www.instrumentplastics.co.uk sales@instrumentplastics.co.uk
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www.ittcannon.com robert.walker@uk.itt.com
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www.kemtron.co.uk info@kemtron.co.uk
Laplace Instruments Page 37
www.laplace.co.uk tech@laplace.co.uk
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www.mpe.co.uk sales@mpe.co.uk
Milmega IBC
www.milmega.co.uk sales@milmega.co.uk
PPM Page 34
www.point2point.co.uk sales@ppm.co.uk
Rainford EMC Systems Page 31
www.rainfordemc.com sales@rainfordemc.com
Rohde & Schwarz IFC
www.rohde-schwarz.com sales@rsuk.rohde-schwarz.com
Schurter Page 14
www.schurter.com sales@schurter.co.uk
Selex Communications Page 29
www.selex-comms.com antennas.group@selex-comms.com
SGS UK Ltd Page 17
www.sgs.com sgsiea@sgsgroup.com
Spectrum Control Page 27
www.spectrumcontrol.com sales@midescomponents.co.uk
Telonic Page 41
www.telonic.co.uk info@telonic.co.uk
Teseq Page 27
www.teseq.com uksales@teseq.com
TRL Compliance/EMC Projects         Page 25 test@trlcompliance.com
www.tracglobal.com enquiries@emc-projects.co.uk
TUV Product Services Page 21
www.tuvps.co.uk info@tuvps.co.uk
Wurth Electronics UK Page 9
www.we-online.com sales-uk@we-online.com
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